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“Many secrets are told around horses:” An ethnographic study of equine-assisted psychotherapy 
 
Jennifer Van Tiem 
 
This dissertation presents an ethnography of equine-assisted psychotherapy (EAP) based 
on nine months of fieldwork at “Equine Healers,” a non-profit organization in central Colorado 
that specialized in various therapeutic modalities associated with EAP.  In bridging scholarly 
work around animals, a literature suffused with the notion of “companion species,” as well as 
scholarly work around psychotherapy, and most especially the idea of “psychotherapy as 
conversation,” the connective conflict these two interests share, and from which this dissertation 
emerges, is over questions of language and communication.  Specifically, the overarching 
problem that this dissertation addresses is: what counts as talking, in the context of “the talking 
cure,” when beings that do not share human language are necessarily implicated in human 
conversations.  Beginning with Das’ (1997) encouragement to understand “pain as the beginning 
of a language game,” most of this dissertation will therefore be about dropping the reader into 
the silences between the humans and the horses, and between the words the humans use to talk 
about their experiences with the horses, thereby raising fundamental questions about the 
communicational dialectics that can transform human experiences.  I argue that anthropologists 
must re-arrange our analytical frames around humans and animals, beginning with how we 
understand language, in the context of communication, to be organized.  Rather than privileging 
subjects and objects, I suggest returning to Bateson (1972) and attempting to privilege 
relationships.  To explore these ideas, this dissertation will attend to a particular therapeutic 
modality employed at Equine Healers, a set of practices called a “group sculpture.”  To set up 
and make it possible to appreciate the complexity of this modality, this dissertation will first 
consider framing conversations among humans and horses as rhythmically ordered interactions.  
To do this, I generate a model of conversation based less on grammatical rules derived from the 
use of words, or the possibilities offered by subject-object “thing” relationships, and instead lean 
on musical relationships of rhythm.  Initially emerging through conversation, I then trace out 
rhythms carried between horses and humans by particular physical, material pieces of their 
world.  These brushes, clickers, and bridles ultimately bridge vocal and pneumatic rhythms; and 
it is movement along this connection, an ebb and flow of voice and breath that, in aligning, 
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I remember that you used to become exasperated with me, when I would crawl around on the 
floor as a young person, pretending to be any number of wild things.  You would always tell me, 
emphatically, "Jennifer, you are not an animal."  
 
I was a child, so I smiled and ignored you.   
 
I have since come to realize that I was only practicing how I would find you when I couldn't see 
you anymore. 
 
I will do better to let you go. It's just that there are so many cool things to see, to share, and I 
don't understand where you are.  Please wait with me a little longer, and I will try to show you 












To those friends for whom these words mean very little, 
 





“We are indebted to one another,  
and the debt is a kind of faith --  
a beautiful, difficult, strange faith.  
We believe each other into being.” 
 










I would very much like to speak with you about horses that cannot lie, or perhaps 
are not allowed to be known as being able to lie. Ages ago, Scroggins suggested 
that I pay attention to shamanic chickens who are only able to respond to yes or 
no questions. There is a study on therapy where those stinky chickens were 
replaced by a random yes/no response...the study was fascinating, and, I am sure, 
much more satisfying in an olfactory sense. However, I remain on the fence, 
twirling a dowsing rod 
 
—personal Facebook post to a friend, just after returning from fieldwork in 2012 
 
 
 This dissertation is part of my ongoing attempt at writing an ethnography of equine-
assisted psychotherapy (EAP), based on nine months of fieldwork at “Equine-Healers,”1 a non-
profit organization in central Colorado that specializes in various therapeutic modalities 
associated with EAP.  In writing an ethnography of this therapeutic modality, I am interested in 
pursuing and problematizing the idea of “psychotherapy as conversation,” a frame elaborated by 
Labov, a linguist, and Fanshel, a social worker, in the mid-1970s.  I am interested in generating a 
model of conversation based less on grammatical rules derived from the use of words, and more 
on potential order derived from the sounds of words, coupled with the movement of parts of 
bodies, specifically the possibilities offered by understanding conversational relationships 
ordered less obviously by subject-object “thing” relationships, and more obviously by musical 
relationships of rhythm.   
In so doing, I seek, like others working on animal therapeutics (see Solomon 2010), to 
allow for and interrogate possibilities of interspecies communication.  I draw inspiration from 
Das’ (1997) encouragement to understand “pain as the beginning of a language game,” a frame 
which helps suggest how equine-assisted psychotherapy raises fundamental questions about the 
communicational dialectics that can transform human experiences.  In turn, as phenomenologists 
                                                
1 “Equine Healers” is a pseudonym. 
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such as Merleau-Ponty have argued, immersion in sensory worlds of sound and touch 
foregrounds visceral contexts of lived experience, encouraging a purposeful awareness of the 
body, as well as embodied practices (see also Leder 1990; Csordas 2002).  In the context of my 
study, the horse is not simply deployed by the therapist; instead, the mundane activities that have 
informed horse and human associations in the past, and have cultivated a sense of compatible 
difference, are very much brought forward through deliberate attempts at sharing disparate ways 
of inhabiting space.   
Imagine, for instance, when you stare off into space, what appears before your eyes drops 
out of focus, and you find yourself falling inward; you “come back” to yourself.  Therapies with 
horses cultivate that moment, when you are both in the world and intimately aware of your self.  
Frontiers emerge and temporarily fix associations among humans and horses, creating 
opportunities for self-experimentation with techniques of the body that help translate the desire 
for control paired with the desire for a response.  Attempts at sharing horse space and horse time 
cultivate a sense of reciprocity with the horse, allowing clients to re-form associations that were 
bruised or wounded by trauma, the goal being the management of safety and expression.  
Rhythmic connections are built up and distilled, through attention to the flow of one’s breath, 
where the breath becomes a prosthetic for the phenomenological experience of the body.  
Because these interactions with horses are constantly referential and consequential within EAP, I 
contend that conversations between humans and horses are a form of disciplining the body to 
communicate and sustain particular emotions, ultimately creating socio-somatic linkages that 
support the self-recognition of personal “moral value” (Mauss 1985 [1938]:22).   
My goal throughout this work is not, however, to trace clients’ transformations, but rather 
to understand the logic of EAP through the lens of ethnography.  This therapeutic approach is 
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intended, ultimately, to be cathartic, to enable the re-ordering of one’s place in a social world 
inhabited by humans.  I undertook this research in Boulder County, Colorado, a region in the 
United States that is known for an eclectic range of alternative therapies.  Located along the front 
range of the Rocky Mountains, just north of the center of the state of Colorado, Boulder is also 
very much a geographic frontier.  According to public historical records, “territory within what is 
now Boulder County [became] part of the United States with the Louisiana Purchase” in 1803 
(bouldercounty.org, 2014).  Boulder, as a county, was recognized once “the Colorado Territory 
was created” in 1861.  Early residents of the area included Native Americans, “followed by 
settlers, gold miners, farmers, coal miners, and traders” (bouldercounty.org, 2014).  Today, 
Boulder County “includes several dense urban centers surrounded by rural buffer zones and 
mountain communities, plus portions of Rocky Mountain National Park” with elevations ranging 
“from approximately 5,000 to 14,000 feet” (bouldercounty.org, 2014).  According to the 2010 
Census, Boulder County is home to a population of 294,567, a majority (91.2%) of whom are 
White (US Census QuickFacts 2014).  The population is spread over 741 square miles, with 
97,385 people living in the City of Boulder (bouldercounty.org, 2014).   
The City of Boulder is a hub of a spectrum of activity, exemplified by the two major 
schools of higher education that called Boulder home, including the University of Colorado at 
Boulder and Naropa University.  The University of Colorado Boulder opened in 1877 and 
Naropa University (first, Naropa Institute) was founded nearly 100 years later, in 1974.  Where 
the University of Colorado Boulder is a major research university, and the flagship university of 
the UC system, Naropa is a liberal arts college, founded by a Buddhist monk.  Equine Healers is 
situated just east of the City of Boulder and is one among many barns, in and around Boulder, at 
which equine-assisted psychotherapy takes place.  A majority of the therapist interns at Equine 
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Healers were completing Masters Degrees at Naropa University; at the same time, several people 
who volunteered in therapy programs were students at the University of Colorado Boulder.  In 
these ways, Equine Healers was an ideal place at which to undertake a study of equine-assisted 
psychotherapy, in that it is perfectly ordinary, for Boulder. 
 
Animals and humans 
 
 My particular research interests are also perfectly ordinary: they fit into the current 
research in human-animal relationships, insofar as I am curious about how humans organize 
themselves around animals.  A quick glance at The Animals Reader: The Essential Classic and 
Contemporary Writings illustrates a range of historical interests around animals, including 
“animals and philosophical and ethical subjects,” “animals as reflexive thinkers,” “animals as 
domesticates, ‘pets,’ and food,” “animals as spectacle and sport, “animals as symbols,” and 
“animals as scientific objects.”  Bubbling below the surface of this taxonomy are undertones of 
domination and exploitation; however, as my research suggests, animals are more than the 
dominated, they share in human dominion.  As humans perceive their dominion over animals, 
animals help humans maintain their human selves. 
Interest in how human-animal interfaces clarify human relationships has most recently 
found traction in the context of animal training.  Donna Haraway's (2003, 2008) work on 
“companion species” suggested that through contexts of shared labor, specifically agility 
training, animals become “significant others.”  Her discussion of animals as “significant others” 
emerged from initial scholarly interest in the situation of animals in the political economy of 
technoscience.  She frames “companion species” through the kinship, of both body and mind, 
sharing cells and biological parts, as well as emotional closeness.  Haraway’s work on 
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companion species connects with contemporary philosophical interests, in so far as the problem 
of the animal has largely been taken up as a problem of communication, a problem that is framed 
as immanently absorbing, given our emotional closeness, but is also a problem, as Bateson says, 
“of a totally unfamiliar kind.”  Drawing on Stanley Cavell, Wolfe (2003), in turn, explores this 
problem when he suggested that “persons who cannot use words or gestures in this way with you 
may yet be in your world, but perhaps not of your flesh” (4).  Inspired by Cavell, Wolfe (2003) 
colored Wittgenstein's claim that “if a lion could talk, we could not understand him,” as a 
statement that furthers the dichotomy of “transparent” human relations in contrast to the “mute, 
bedarkened beast[s]” (4).   
 Focusing on training seems to have offered scholars interested human-animal interfaces a 
way to move forward, in that the “flesh” is implicated in notions of training2 that contemporary 
scholars would be comfortable with (see Foucault’s “Docile Bodies”), while training also 
implicitly suggests a focus on communication, and, relatedly, language.  Wolfe looked to Vicki 
Hearne (2003), who suggested how “the shared language of animal training makes possible a 
common world between beings with vastly different phenomenologies” (48).  Vicki Hearne is 
most well known for the popular book, Adam’s Task, but Wolfe begins with Animal Happiness, 
and explores her statement that Wittgenstein’s claim was “the most interesting mistake about 
animals that [she had] ever come across’ because ‘lions do talk to some people – namely lion 
trainers – ‘and are understood” (Wolfe 2003:2).  Among the people with whom I did research in 
Colorado, I did not hear anyone claim that a horse talked to them, nor that horses were ever 
particularly well understood.  Many times, the humans were not able to deduce why the horses 
                                                
2 This impulse to pay attention to training, while also holding on to Haraway’s sensibilities around “significant 
others,” has effervesced as work like a recent article in Social Anthropology, entitled “Co-being and intra-action in 
horse-human relationships: a multi-species ethnography of be(com)ing human and be(com)ing horse,” which offers 
an analysis of “60 open-ended interviews with a wide variety of riders in Norway and the Midwestern USA” 
(Maurstaud, et al 2013). 
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did what they did, or what the horses were pointing to with their acts.  The familiarity that is 
assumed, in contexts of training, is something that must be cultivated in therapeutic contexts, 
where clients may or may not have had much exposure to or experience with horses.  That said, 
whether or not a relationship existed between a horse’s act and a human’s translation was often 
precisely what was at stake; so, exploring how people have talked about the ways in which 
humans have gone about translating animals is germane to this study, even if it only marginally 
advances the inquiry. 
 Wolfe uses Hearne’s work to frame Paul Patton’s work on “Language, Power, and the 
Training of Horses.”  Patton followed Hearne, as she struggled with “the idea that training 
‘results in ennoblement, in the development of the animal’s character and in the development of 
both the animal’s and the handler’s sense of responsibility and honesty” (Patton 2003: 93).  
Patton saw “the extension of the principles of…horse-training techniques to the whole gamut of 
human relations involving differences in power and capacity,” and understood reaching for some 
kind of “ennoblement” as disturbing because it made possible a series of troubling answers to 
this query about humans and animals together (Patton 2003: 96).  He argued that horse training 
pushed for the building of the body, and, relatedly, the self, into a beautiful mold, where beauty 
was the result, not of some pristine impulse, but of a specific historical, human moment.  The 
damning quality of this fact being its specificity; rather than breaking bodies and souls on the 
Rock of Ages, the training of horses and, relatedly, humans, ended possibilities over an ideal that 
was much less enduring.   
On this basic point, I do not disagree with Patton; I think his argument is well stated and 
compelling.  His argument made me concerned about my own position, that equine-assisted 
therapy entails conversations between humans and horses as a form of disciplining the body to 
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communicate and sustain particular emotions, ultimately creating socio-somatic linkages that 
support the self-recognition of personal “moral value” (Mauss 1985 [1938]:22).  Here, I worried 
that I tracked exactly with Patton, suggesting that training (disciplining the body) yields a 
particular kind of beauty (personal moral value).  Where I will diverge from this course, from the 
production of perishable beauty, is that, implicit in Patton’s argument is the assumption that 
horses and humans are unconscious or unaware of their subjugation to an ephemeral ideal.   
 
Horses and therapy 
 
 Equine-assisted psychotherapies generate a hyper-realization of the body in a 
phenomenological, fleshy sense, in which therapeutic techniques manage and temporarily fix 
associations among a network of heterogeneous materials, creating order through the 
organization of moving voices, bodies, and things.  In this way, conversations among humans 
and horses do not produce an ideal, they generate an awareness of the process by which that ideal 
may be produced.  Instead of living in a form, people follow themselves through the creation of 
form, and find value in the movement.  In paying attention to training in this way, it becomes 
interesting to recognize that, when it is not clear that there is a goal, or when it is not clear what 
the goal is, people (and animals) still do things together.   
Though Ingold has been pointed out that interest in, or the ability to, “[carry] a conscious, 
symbolic representation of the procedures by which [a] purpose is to be executed,” or a 
pedagogy, is specific to humans, Mauss suggested that, “the constant adaptation to a physical, 
mechanical or chemical aim is pursued in a series of assembled actions, and assembled for the 
individual not by himself alone, but by all his education” (Ingold 1983: 12; Mauss 
2007[1934]:56).  Here, Ingold was writing on how bees work to build hives; he was explicitly 
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comparing the work of bees to the work of human architects.  In just paying attention to the 
product, the hive or the building, differences in the assemblages that helped produce the bee’s 
hive and the architect’s building go unnoticed because they are hidden in plain sight.  We do not 
have to delve into people’s minds to piece out the “procedures by which [a] purpose 
[was]…executed.”  The series of assemblages live in the world, as things (like bee’s hives), but 
also as bodily comportments, and as habits of communication.   
Olga Solomon (2010) recently studied how dogs mediate social interaction among 
children with autism.  Solomon's work suggests that how the dogs became understandably dog-
like and how the children became understandably autistic might be intricately connected, as the 
child’s “autism” becomes sensible and sense-able through the world of the dogs.  Similarly, in 
contexts around equine-assisted psychotherapy, horse and human bodies remember a way of 
being in the world, and particular spaces remember for them, specific associations and potential 
relationships.  Humans are able to capitalize on these horse memories, in learning how to 
participate in certain processes, such as grooming and caring for the horses.  
 
A map of this dissertation 
 
 Following this introduction, the dissertation will unfold in five chapters.  In Chapter 2, I 
write a literature review and map out my theoretical argument.  There, I attempt to connect the 
major theorists who support my analysis, moving from Gregory Bateson, through Labov and 
Fanshel, and finally to Paul Byers.  This chapter is more than a literature review; with it, I hope 
to weave a thread through relevant theorists of conversation and psychotherapy, and thereby 
offer a scaffold around the ethnography that follows.  Please forgive me, during this chapter, if I 
appear to step away from horses and humans for brief moments.  In order to support the 
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complicated analysis, using rhythm, in Chapter 5, I must carefully connect the theory that allows 
me to do this later work.  I close Chapter 2 with a synthesis that merges the theoretical with the 
ethnographic data, before moving on to Chapter 3, where I set a more specific stage, focus in on 
Equine Healers, and elaborate on my field methods and data analysis.  I introduce Equine 
Healers by exploring the types of programs offered, as well as the clients served.  I offer a map 
of the facilities, as well as brief descriptions of the horses, therapists, and volunteers that 
populate the place.  Then, I outline the data that I generated through field notes, audio recording, 
and video recording.  To close Chapter 3, I introduce ConnectedText, which was the computer 
software that I used in order to analyze my data.   
Following this brief introduction to Equine Healers, in Chapter 4 I attempt to flesh out the 
body of the space by offering a narrative account of my experience of the place.  I also connect 
my experience to the aspects of life at Equine Healers, such as the group sculpture, that I choose 
to focus on in this dissertation.  With Chapter 5, my data analysis begins.  In that chapter, 
“Embracing Poetic Sensations,” I employ rhythm analysis, in the tradition of Paul Byers, to 
explore how a group of humans and horses managed their conversation rhythmically.  I frame the 
analysis in terms of a basic argument, among humans at Equine Healers, over how to understand 
and measure exactly what it is that they do with horses.  Appendix 2 supports the analysis in 
Chapter 5, where I include amalgamations of audio and video data, while I also further explain 
the analytical tools I developed, following Paul Byers’ lead.   
Focusing on rhythm helps me emphasize how therapists at Equine Healers often 
depended on how differently humans and horses communicate and, in Chapter 6, “The Wild 
Embodied | The Embodied Wild,” I explore how specific objects, framed as prosthetics, 
encouraged embodied interaction and helped cultivate an emotional surrogacy.  I begin the 
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chapter by situating the humans and horses in a distinctly American context, the frontier.  As 
space can be folded, and consequently hidden, bounded, creased, and re-shaped, so too do 
humans and horse bodies become like origami through mediations with things.   
In tracing how becoming immersed in the very particular ways that bridles, halters, ropes, 
brushes, and buckets, enfold humans and horses in consequential relationships, I set up Chapter 
7, “Phrasing the Self is a Visceral Project.” In this chapter, I explore a particular therapeutic 
modality, “Dancing with Horses,” which was a unique manifestation of a generalized activity 
called a “group sculpture.”  In a group sculpture, one human would shape other humans into 
particular shapes, moving parts of bodies in reflection of some internal feeling or impulse.  I 
present a “Dancing with Horses” group sculpture as particularly exemplary of the kinds of 
therapeutic work that was undertaken at Equine Healers, and I connect frames of rhythm and 
prosthetics forward through this exploration of the group sculpture modality.   
To conclude, I revisit the central problematic of this dissertation, that of communication 
among humans and horses in the context of something like “the talking cure.”  I attempt to 
synthesize my argument, offering that what this research suggests is, that which talk therapy 
seeks to intervene upon calls us to re-imagine how language might work. 
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Chapter 2:  
“So Long, and Thanks for all the Fish:”  
Animal Messages and Talking Cures 
 
 
 Generating an ethnography of equine-assisted psychotherapy helps foreground the 
inherent potential difficulties of talk therapy.  Going to a place where humans talk with or to 
animals calls into question the workings of the “talking cure,” given than animals, as 
philosophical subjects, are specifically understood in contrast to humans because they do not 
have language the way that humans have language.  So, how does attempting to understand how 
people talk with animals help us better understand talk therapy as a communicative practice?  In 
these contexts, what counts as talking?  How do people ask questions of animals, and what is that 
like, to ask those questions?   
 Bateson (1972) first addressed questions about language and animals in his essay on 
“Problems in cetacean and other mammalian communication.”  In this essay, Bateson claims that 
mammalian communication is largely about the “rules and contingencies of relationship;” 
offering for example, that rather than say “milk,” a cat “acts out (or is) her end of an 
interchange” that exemplifies a “pattern” that “we in language would call 'dependency'” (275).  
His central assumptions around language among animals can be exemplified by his notation that 
the cat’s act prompts us, “in language,” to “deduce” that the cat wants milk.  Bateson claims that 
“this deductive step…marks the difference between preverbal mammalian communication and 
both the communication of bees and languages of men" (Bateson 1972:367).   
I am not interested in following Bateson’s conclusion that deduction is the primary 
difference between “preverbal mammalian communication” and the “languages of men.”  
Instead, I offer that, with his description of the cat, Bateson does two things: he points to two 
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ways in which human scholars have attempted to work through human relationships with 
animals and, consequently, human relationships with humans.  First, Bateson suggests that 
communicative, embodied interchanges between the human and cat are exemplary of some 
larger category of relationship - here, dependency - and it is that category of relationship that 
other humans can identify and appreciate, while observing the human and the cat.  This argument 
allows Bateson to leverage human and cat sociality against supposedly more complex human 
social relations, suggesting that, just as a house cat establishes communicative habits that 
reinforce a relationship of dependency, so too, do humans develop communicative habits that 
reinforce facets of their relationship with other humans.3  Second, Bateson suggests that 
communicative, embodied interchanges between the human and cat are exemplary of some 
larger category of language - here, an object, milk - and it is the relationship to that object that is 
at stake in communications between the human and the cat.  Cats do not necessarily have a word 
for milk, but they do have a sound, a movement, and a pattern of embodied exchanges that, 
together, indicate some desire for an experience that culminates with them drinking milk.  So, 
what if I suggest that, as much as humans have the word “milk,” cats also, in fact, have what 
might count as a “word” for “I want to drink milk,” as well as, “I want to engage with you in that 
thing we do when I want to drink milk.”  Both the cat and human create an abstraction, but 
where humans create abstractions for objects, it might be possible to say, based on Bateson’s 
suggestions, that cats create abstractions for relationships.  I think this is what Bateson meant 
when he said that mammalian communication is largely about the “rules and contingencies of 
relationships.”  A successfully human baby is known as one who eventually manages to say the 
                                                
3 This understanding forms the core of his essay on the Double Bind, which can also be found in Steps to an Ecology 
of Mind (1972). 
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word “milk;” a successfully catish cat is something else entirely.  Paying attention to this cat 
allows us to wonder, what if producing the word, “milk,” was never the goal?   
 
Communicative habits have consequences 
 
 One way in which to expand our knowledge of human-animal communication can be 
found in domains occupied by “therapy animals.”  Olga Solomon’s contemporary work on the 
use of dogs with children diagnosed with autism is one such context.  Solomon’s work probes 
communication and “social competence,” querying how “joint actions involved in giving a dog 
commands, walking a dog on a leash and playing frisbee generate...sophisticated, extended 
coordination of social action” (Solomon 2010: 155).  Solomon also reports that “having the dog 
in the family restructured this child’s interactional ecology in a way that 
[enabled]...communication and participation in his family’s life much more fully than before” 
(Solomon 2010: 160).  I will follow this interest in communication and “interactional ecology” to 
Bateson.   
 However, in paying attention to animals in this particular way, to how animals help 
humans make space for difference, I must also, upfront, mark the danger of evacuating the 
philosophical and practical histories of categories of disease and categories of animals.  In this 
way Solomon’s work is reminiscent of contemporary articles on equine-assisted therapies (Karol 
2007; Klontz, et al. 2007; Vidrine, et al. 2002), in that it presents the dogs as though they are 
interchangeable with all dogs, the children as though they are interchangeable with all children, 
and, similarly, discusses “autism” as though it is a bounded concept.  It is important to look at 
the assumptions and classificatory orders that underpin these categories, because they function as 
analytical lenses.  In each context, the animals and children, as beings, and the disease, as an 
experience were overloaded by the weight of human assumptions.  Solomon’s work might invite 
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old stereotypes of animals as “child-like;” but, I would argue that what can be realized, by 
paying attention to Solomon’s work, is not necessarily that animals are child-like, but that 
animals and children are sometimes asked to participate, in interactions and conversations, in 
similar ways.  The children in Solomon’s study were not inherently dog-like, nor were the dogs 
inherently child-like, but they were made similar by being addressed, by being regarded, 
similarly. 
 In her work, Solomon notes that dogs’ actions were “highly anticipatory, unhurried, 
structurally simple and easy to interpret,” and she suggests that, “in these interactions, possibly 
for the first time, the child with autism interacts with a communicative partner whose social 
dispositions match his or her own” (Solomon 2010: 157).  Here, I want to draw attention to 
Solomon’s suggestion that the dog’s and the child’s communicative patterns “matched,” which 
implies that how the dogs became understandably dog-like and how the children became 
understandably autistic might be intricately connected.  What is at stake, then, in these dog-
human interactions is a specific way of being in the world that we, “in language,” call autism; 
but, not autism as a thing, a diagnosis, but autism as a set of relationships.  
 Understanding Solomon’s work in this way supports Bateson’s suggestions in his essay 
on the Double Bind, that communicative habits have consequences for the tone and quality of 
relationships.  If Bateson understood that a consequence of communication was that pathologies, 
like schizophrenia, were embedded in communicative habits and practices, then Solomon’s work 
might be framed as the understanding that non-pathologies, or ameliorations, are also embedded 
in communicative habits.  Bateson, in turn, looked to dolphins, searching out “a system [of 
communication] that…[was]...of a totally unfamiliar kind" (Bateson 1972:365).  Based on this 
work, Bateson drew a distinction between analog and digital language by describing how "verbal 
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language is almost (but not quite) purely digital.  As he explains, the word 'big' is not bigger than 
the word 'little'" (Bateson 1972:373).  By contrast, in analogic forms of language, including 
paralinguistics and kinesics, “the magnitude of the gesture...commonly [corresponds]...to 
magnitudes in the relationship that is the subject of the discourse" (Bateson 1972:374).   
Bateson promoted his interest in the communication of what he terms “µ functions,” 
including love, dependency, and respect, through analog and digital language, focusing 
specifically on his observations of dolphins, beings that he understood as communicating in a 
wholly digitally fashion.  Bateson described how humans regularly use digital language, in 
concert with paralinguistics and kinesics, to convey, for example, love.  He was captivated by the 
idea that dolphins might communicate love without the aid of paralinguistics or kinesics, relying 
solely on their vocalizations, a digital form of language.  Surely, Bateson makes some 
assumptions about the abilities of dolphins to generate analogic forms of language; however, this 
criticism of his suggestions is less interesting than the query he produces as a result of his 
meanderings.  He writes, "we do not even know what a primitive digital system for the 
discussion of patterns of relationship might look like, but we can guess that it would not look like 
a 'thing' language. It might, more probably resemble music" (Bateson 1972:375).   
 
Being successfully human 
 
If we take Solomon’s findings seriously, and accept that something about communicating 
with dogs helped children be more successfully human, then we also have to find a way to 
appreciate the communicative patterns within which lives a language that produces 
understandings of “love, dependency, and respect” in ways that, as Bateson might say, are “of a 
totally unfamiliar kind.”  This is an old query in the social sciences.  Scholars, like Solomon 
(2010) and Leslie Irvine (2003), have carried forward social interactionist theories as a way to 
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appreciate interactions among humans and animals; and additional work has been done by 
scholars focused on conversation analysis, who have specifically interrogated the description of 
psychotherapy as “the talking cure” (Gale 1991, Ferrara 1994, Peräkylä 2008).  
Ethnomethodology bridges both social interaction and conversation analysis, offering an 
approach to both human and animal relations (Goode, 2006), as well as psychotherapy 
(Garfinkel, 1967).   
This dissertation recognizes both social interactionist and conversation analysis as having 
a particular analytical power in appreciating and describing human and animal relationships, 
specifically in the context of psychotherapy.  It eschews both of these schools of thought and will 
follow Bateson towards music as a potentially illuminating frame.  My reason for this decision is 
that, for instance, with both social interactionists and conversation analysts, the goal is the 
production of the word “milk.”  Yet, as Solomon’s work suggests, there is something unfamiliar 
that can happen among humans and animals, an unfamiliarity that does not privilege the 
production of words, but rather the production of relationships.  If order based on grammar helps 
us pay attention to objects, then we must search for an ordering mechanism that helps us pay 
attention to relationships.  Bateson pointed us to music.  This dissertation will follow Bateson 
through to an another anthropologist, Paul Byers and, in tracing this history and through 
ethnographic evidence, I suggest that paying attention to rhythm will similarly help us pay 
attention to relationships.   
 
Order, or Finding ways to do right by each other 
 
 Before moving forward, though, I wish to outline a key problem: that is, what do we 
imagine the “talking cure” helps us to do?  A quote from Andrew Solomon, and his work, The 
Noonday Demon, sets up the situation: 
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Depression is a condition that is almost unimaginable to anyone who has not 
known it.  A sequence of metaphors - vines, trees, cliffs, etc. - is the only way to 
talk about the experience.  It’s not an easy diagnosis because it depends on 
metaphors, and the metaphors one patient chooses are different from those 
selected by another patient (Solomon 2001:29). 
 
As much trouble as we have around language (an official language?) in animals, we have as 
much of the same type of trouble around making diagnoses of mental illness.  As Wittgenstein 
once phrased it, “If a lion could talk, we wouldn’t be able to understand it” (Wittgenstein 2009: 
235). With lions, or dolphins, or mental illness, we are faced with “the experience of the mind’s 
not being able to encompass something which it encounters” (Diamond 2008: 44).   
In an effort to decide “our moral responsibilities towards” things/animals/people with 
which we do not share morals - or morality, or at the very least, rationality - we create various 
constellations of things, different types of orders that approximate the problem – that level 
approximate moralities (Wolfe 2008: 3).  This point is made more clear by approaching the two 
sets of ideas that bracket Wittgenstein’s idea that, “If a lion could talk, we wouldn’t be able to 
understand it.”  What we expect, as readers, is that this idea will be buffeted by other similar, 
potentially supportive and derivative ideas that clarify the consequences of accepting this idea, 
structured perhaps like an essay or as a chapter in a book, but we find a situation that is out of 
order.  Perhaps, in some sense, work with animals - either with dogs around autism, or horses 
around PTSD - is about applying potentially similar orders, or testing the relationship between 
particular orders – i.e. sets of constellations of things and categories - to a situation (mental 
illness) that does not meet expectations. 
 According to Andrew Solomon (2001), “illness of the mind is a real illness,” though 
“patients ask doctors all the time, ‘Am I depressed?’ as though the result were in a definitive 
blood test” (19, 20).  In an article resulting from an interview with Allen Frances, the “lead 
editor” of the DSM-IV, in the January 2011 WIRED magazine, Frances says, 
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For patients to accept a diagnosis, they must believe that doctors know-in the 
same way that physicists know about gravity or biologists about mitosis - that 
their disease exists and that they have it. But this kind of certainty has eluded 
psychiatry, and every fight over nomenclature threatens to undermine the 
legitimacy of the profession by revealing its dirty secret: that for all their 
confident pronouncements, psychiatrists can’t rigorously differentiate illness from 
everyday suffering (WIRED Jan 2011: 129). 
 
This excerpt leads us down a path that feels helpful, but is rather obfuscatory, as the author’s 
words re-enforce the assumption that there is a truthfulness to illness, which is captured by 
diagnoses, which have been recorded, tested, and catalogued in something like the DSM.  Here, 
to pause - what kind of problem is this?  Is this a problem of belief or truth?  Is there a something 
to trust (a problem of belief), or is there a something to know (a problem of truth)?  Again, as 
Andrew Solomon (2001) writes, “the present tense of mild depression envisages no alleviation 
because it feels like knowledge” (16).  Solomon’s “atlas of depression” has been hailed as one of 
the most erudite explorations of explanations of mental illness, and so, I follow his lead and take 
the position that there is something to know, and that, therefore, problems around categorizing 
illness into diagnoses is a problem of truth.  Taking this position also makes it easier to use 
subsequent social science literature to piece out a frame through which to appreciate equine-
assisted psychotherapy, as social scientists seem to have, implicitly, also approached ways of 
intervening upon mental illness, specifically through psychotherapy, as endeavors to find the 
truth of a person’s human experience. 
 
The truthfulness of Me 
 
 This is what classic propositional logic presupposes, that there is a basic truth or falseness 
to statements.  I would like to suggest that what is at stake, in the context of statements made by 
clients in the context of psychotherapy, is a truthfulness that is much more complex - that other 
forms of non-classical propositional logic attempt to address, where the truth of a particular 
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proposition is related to slippage generated by less directive components of language - using 
“necessarily” instead of “and,” for example.   
A brief description of Garfinkel’s 1967 study helps clarify this suggestion.  In an 
experiment among undergraduate students designed to produce empirical evidence of people 
doing “the documentary method,” Garfinkel set up a situation in which “the subject was 
asked…to address to the ‘counselor’ a series of questions each of which would permit a ‘yes’ or 
‘no’ answer” (Garfinkel 1967:79).  In fact, “all subjects asking the same number of questions 
were administered the same series of yes and no answers” (Garfinkel 1967: 80).  What Garfinkel 
(1967) produced was a fascinating transcription of expansive, highly personal narratives around 
questions like, “should I date this girl?” and “should I get my Dad’s opinion?” coupled with 
anonymous, clipped, “my answer is no” or “my answer is yes” responses.  In propositional logic, 
the ability to mark a statement as true or false depends heavily on the simultaneous ability to 
reference a specific statement.  What Garfinkel’s study illustrates, is that propositions made 
about the self, in the context of psychotherapy, do not exist in a vacuum of specificity, but rather 
a constellation of countervailing propositions.  Increasingly complex manifestations of non-
classical propositional logic attempt to address these counter-valences by paying attention to 
words like, “necessarily” and “possibly.”  A weakness of this endeavor is that no attempt is made 
to understand communication of concepts like “and,” “or,” and “necessarily” without the use of 
words; or even how understandings of something like truth or falseness come about in 
communication systems that do not depend entirely on sharing words.   
In the context of equine-assisted psychotherapy, the constellation of countervailing 
contexts that prevail upon the truthfulness of specific propositions necessarily involves not only 
words, but also movements, sounds, touches, and things.  Based on fieldwork among 
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practitioners and clients of equine-assisted psychotherapy, the central assumption of this 
dissertation is: that which talk therapy seeks to intervene upon is always already beyond 
language.  Through interrogating the “talking cure,” my discussion here strives to connect 
arguments made by social scientists, including linguists, sociologists, and anthropologists, who 
have paid attention to “the importance of talk” in the context of psychotherapy, to scholars who 
have studied the “relationship of propositional language to interaction,” thereby setting up a 
frame in which to appreciate how people, who do not necessarily understand each other, 
nonetheless find ways to do right by each other. 
 
Talk me into shape 
 
 Writing around the same time as Bateson, Labov and Fanshel (1977) investigated 
“therapeutic discourse” and suggested that “one of the most human things that human beings do 
is talk to one another;” contemporary work in conversation analysis asks us to wonder, but, what 
kinds of talking (1)?   In turn, the edited volume by Peräkylä, et al. (2008) points us to the 
realization that “not all talk is therapeutic, and the history of psychotherapy involves not just 
formulating new psychological theories but evolving new and distinct ways of talking with 
clients” (Peräkylä, et al. 2008: 5).  In generating descriptions of different kinds of talking, 
conversation analysts pay attention to “sequential analysis” and then “basic units of talk,” such 
as the “adjacency pair” (Peräkylä, et al. 2008: 14).  Where sequential analysis involves 
“attend[ing] to the ways in which single utterances are intrinsically related to the utterances that 
precede them and the utterances that come after them,” the concept of an “adjacency pair” 
captures the idea that “by launching something that strongly projects a certain class of response 
(as, for instance, a question projects an answer and a request an acceptance) a speaker shows the 
next speaker what they are both doing at the moment, and will direct (or limit) what the next 
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speaker can do next” (Peräkylä, et al. 2008: 13, 14).  These two frames - basic units of talk, 
organized sequentially - are crucial to the process of conversation analysis, but I would like to 
suggest that they are not particularly well-suited to facilitating a better understanding of talk 
therapy.  Remembering that the goal of conversation analysis is to generate “a detailed 
examination of how the talk itself is a performative action that helps to both interpret and 
produce behaviors,” conversation analysts framing of “talk therapy” embrittles conversations and 
evacuates possibilities, crucial to the therapeutic endeavor, that conversations may create (Gale 
1991:3). 
 The authors in the edited volume by Peräkylä, et al. (2008) connect examples of basic 
units of talk, organized sequentially in specific ways, to schools of psychotherapeutic practice, 
including schools oriented around family therapy, group therapy, and psychoanalysis.  The 
authors of this volume are explicit about the basic project of psychotherapy, which is “how one 
person might formulate another’s words,” consequently “offering someone an alternative to what 
they believe” (Antaki 2008: 26).  Framing talk as a sequence of adjacency pairs necessitates the 
generation of categories, such as, for example, “challenges,” or “corrections,” or extensions,” in 
which to understand the implications of the sequence (Antaki 2008: 27).  In a grammar, linguists 
name words as nouns, direct objects, and verbs, and then categorize sequences of subject, object, 
and verb agreements as sentences implicated in larger narratives that, taken together, are 
suggestive.  To my mind, it seems as though conversation analysts take part in the same project 
as structural linguists, in that conversation analysts have attempted to generate a unique grammar 
of language based on talk.  In so doing, conversation analysts have privileged different 
distinctions, and, as a result of generating a unique grammar with which to understand words, I 
think there is an anxiety over what these words and phrases then mean.   
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Grammar is significant not only because it orders words, but also because, in so ordering, 
it produces, or helps us produce meaning; this is why the connection to particular schools of 
psychotherapy is crucial, as the meanings of the talk then hinge of what a particular therapist, 
trained in a particular psychotherapeutic technique, imagines him or herself as capable of 
intervening upon.  The weakness of this project is that, beyond a reference to a specific school of 
psychotherapy, there is no particular reason for cutting the words and phrases produced by 
clients at the different places - for producing “adjacency pairs” and then showing how they are 
sequentially in order.  One should ask here, order in relationship to what?  People talked to each 
other, and that talk was therapeutic, long before schools of psychotherapy developed enough 
institutional force to tell us what we were talking about. 
 
Problems of meaning and rendering an expectation 
 
 Anthropologists working in the tradition of linguistic approaches to talk therapy, 
including Pittenger, et al. (1960) and Scheflen (1973), have also generated categories through 
which to abstract and then compare conversations.  Peräkylä, et al. (2008) recognized and 
pointed this out, detailing how Pittenger, et al. (1960) “focused in particular on lexical choice 
(choice of words) and prosody (ways in which the utterances are delivered in terms of tone, 
volume, and speed),” while Scheflen (1973) “show[ed] how the talk of the participants [was] 
coordinated with their body posture, producing nine basic positions such as “explaining,” 
“passive protesting,” “contending,” and “defending” (Peräkylä, et al. 2008: 8, 9).  However, 
where scaffolding conversations around sequential pairs of talk potentially produced a myopic, 
or embrittled, appreciation of an interchange, in contrast, paying attention to prosody and 
kinesics illuminated problems of meaning and, in so doing, privileged a kind of flexibility of 
understanding that Labov and Fanshel (1977) would later recognize as central to the 
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psychotherapeutic endeavor.  Peräkylä, et al. (2008) point to this slippage when they relate, and 
translate, a vignette from Pittenger, et al. (1960).  They write,  
Likewise, the choice of “sure”…in the therapist’s response, along with its specific 
intonation contour, carry his response to this second question: he is conveying 
controlled surprise and implying that “the answer to your second question is that 
you don’t have to ask permission here, and I’m surprised . . . that you should feel . 
. . that you do (Peräkylä, et al. 2008: 8) 
 
We, “in language,” as Bateson would say, think we can translate what the sound of “sure” 
means, not only emotively, as “controlled surprise,” but also discursively, as “you don’t have to 
ask permission here.”  However, as Labov and Fanshel (1977) point out, "there is…no agreement 
on the categorization of paralinguistic cues,” nor is there “general agreement on the overall 
structure of meanings conveyed by these complex contours"  (Labov and Fanshel 1977: 29, 43).  
What they do suggest, however, is that “intonation provides a connection…which does not exist 
at the level of literal interpretation of the words” (Labov and Fanshel 1977: 49).  Moreover, and 
most importantly, Labov and Fanshel (1977) suggest that, “the lack of clarity or discreteness in 
the intonational signals is not an unfortunate limitation…but an essential and important aspect of 
it,” as “speakers need a form of communication which is deniable” (46).   
Reading deniability more broadly as ambiguity, it is possible to see how generating 
ambiguity creates space for interpretation, growth, and change.  Labov and Fanshel (1977) were 
particularly interested in the meaningful consequences of leveraging prosody against “lexical 
choice” to generate ambiguity.  Returning to Garfinkel’s 1967 study, clients leveraged the 
anonymous, random response against their own highly personalized stories, making space for 
change, or “offering [themselves] an alternative to what they believe[d]” (Antaki 2008: 27).  It is 
the surrender to an ambiguity created through the application of potentially similar orders, such 
as prosody and lexical choice, or anonymity and personality, which renders the experience of 




An emic frame 
 
 Goodwin (1995) offers a particularly marvelous example of the possibilities created by 
this kind of language game, in his exploration of communication with an aphasic man.  The man, 
Rob, could only produce the words “Yes,” “no,” and “and” (Goodwin 1995: 1).  Goodwin 
framed his analysis as a kind of conversation analysis, paying particular attention to how 
speakers with access to a more elaborate vocabulary continually interpreted and re-interpreted 
Rob’s words in order to provide him with food that he wanted, or to help him put on his clothes 
in a way that he liked.  The whole study centered around Rob’s nurse, Rob’s wife, and Rob 
himself, a group of people who did not necessarily understand each other, but nonetheless found 
ways to do right by each other.  With this work, Goodwin (1995) was especially interested in re-
framing the larger discourse around ability in conversation; he wrote, “the events investigated 
here do call into question traditional assessments of competence based purely on the ability to 
produce language” (26).   
I am particularly interested in how Goodwin suggested we measure competence (read: 
the ability to participate in the production of meaning), not as the “[ability] to speak novel 
sentences,” but the ability “to produce a competent reply at precisely the place where such a 
reply is relevant” (Goodwin 1995: 4).  Remembering how Bateson’s cat allowed us to wonder, 
what if producing the word, “milk,” was never the goal, with Goodwin’s study on 
communication with an aphasic man, we see Bateson’s interest paid forward.  Conversation 
analysis can only tell you what happened after the fact; for instance, it is only upon reflection 
that Goodwin is able to frame, and consequently disarticulate the consequences of, Rob’s “yes” 
and “no” as “second pair parts,” a category of particular interest to conversation analysts.  But, 
what Goodwin is suggesting here, with his interest in Rob’s ability to “produce a competent 
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reply at precisely the place where such a reply is relevant,” is predictive, and therefore escapes 
illumination by conversation analysis.  With this suggestion, Goodwin creates the chance for us 
to pay attention to a grammar, an order, which is emic to a conversation.    
 It is possible to parse an emic frame from Therapeutic Discourse, Labov’s and Fanshel’s 
canonical tome.  In their work, Labov and Fanshel (1977) point to two analytical problems 
inherent in the study of conversations, including “the problem of segmentation,” or the difficulty 
in “decid[ing]…how many syllables there are in a word or how many phrases there are in a 
sentence,” as well as the problem of deniability, or the slippage in meaning characteristic of 
paralanguage  (30, 38).  They attempt to resolve both problems by developing a model of 
conversation as a “matrix,” which “calls attention to the existence of parallel streams of 
communication-the text and the paralinguistic cues" (Labov and Fanshel 1977:38, 47).  Through 
this model of “parallel streams of text and cues,” Labov and Fanshel (1977) attempt to neutralize 
both analytical problems by linking them together.  They offer a third point of analysis, tone, and 
suggest that "intonation provides a connection” between the “text” and the “cues” (Labov and 
Fanshel 1977: 43).  They move forward with an elaborate analysis of a short segment of talk, in 
which they disarticulate “text,” “cues,” “expansion,” and “interaction” (Labov and Fanshel 1977: 
126).   
For the purposes of this dissertation, in approaching human and animal relationships in 
the context of talk therapy, what is most significant is that, of this connection between text and 
cue, Labov and Fanshel (1977) claim that “there is often a one-to-one iconic relationship 
between the movement of the voice and the emotions being conveyed" (43).  Labov and 
Fanshel’s claim is very important because the notion of iconicity is picked up by other 
anthropologists working in contexts of therapeutic interaction, especially Thomas Csordas 
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(2002), who, through Daniel (1984) traces the gradual alignment of the physician’s pulse with 
the patient’s pulse as a moment of “perfect iconicity” (250).   
 
Tides of iconicity 
 
 The idea of iconicity, or symbolism more generally, emerging from the pulse of blood, or 
the movement of voice, is significant because it suggests an analytical starting point intimately 
connected to both the problem of segmentation and the deniability of paralanguage: rhythm.  
Bateson, at this moment, becomes absolutely crucial, as his discussion of the cat, and the effort, 
between the cat and the human, to leverage digital and analog communication in conversation, as 
a reminder for us to be curious about music.  However, at this moment, instead of asking “what 
if producing the word, ‘milk,’ was never the goal,” we can now ask the more specific question 
of: what is the relationship between problems around segmentation in structural linguistics and 
the ambiguities produced through leveraging digital and analog communication?  If Bateson 
points us to music as a form of order, and Labov and Fanshel point to intonation, or tone, as a 
form of expression, then we can turn to the anthropologist Paul Byers, and his attention to 
rhythm, as a way to link order and expression.   
Like Bateson, Byers also leans toward cybernetic descriptions of conversations, going so 
far as to suggest that appreciating conversation in terms of “rhythm relationships” in fact 
“awaited…a nonlinear multi-level structural or cybernetic paradigm with which to study patterns 
of relationship” (Byers 1992:234).  I remain skeptical of linking cybernetic analysis to 
conversation analysis.  I hope instead to begin with Byers work with rhythm and end up with 
descriptions of conversations among humans and horses that produce musically ordered and 
tonally expressed rhythms that generate a relieving and open approach to relationships, and an 
iconic connection with the self.  My ethnography of equine-assisted psychotherapy will elaborate 
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upon “iconic relationships” that are built up, and expressed, through digital texts and analog 
cues, connected through intonation,4 and ordered, not through subject-object “thing” 
relationships, but rather through something like music.5 
 Byers writes that he is interested in how “there are ‘rules’ for vocal sound placement in 
the conversation sequence” (Byers 1992:233).  He describes these rules as “the ‘infrastructural’ 
domain in which important human information is coded in frequency or ‘rhythm’ relationships 
(intervals) measurable in milliseconds” (Byers 1992:247).  Importantly, rather than creating the 
horse as an animal, or creating each other as humans, in framing what these horses and these 
people do as the generation and maintenance of rhythm inside a conversations, I hope to push the 
idea that these people are not co-constructing each other, nor mimicking each other, nor 
becoming each other, but building a frame in which to understand each other, and potentially 
complement one another.   
Deleuze explains how biologist “Jacob von Uexküll …sees the [bee and the flower] as 
melodies in counterpoint, each of which serves as a motif for another” (Deleuze 1987:314).  I 
imagine this counterpoint, or couplet feature, could effervesce on at least two planes among 
humans and horses.  If one frame could be something like that which Deleuze talks about, around 
“milieu refrains, with at least two parts, one of which answers the other (the piano and the 
violin)” (Deleuze 1987:347).  Then there might also be a complementary frame, something like 
when Lefebvre exclaims, “a ‘G’ on the flute or the piano or the violin is the same note, the same 
pitch, and yet what a difference!” (Lefebvre 2004: 60).  Lefebvre’s exclamation over a “G’ on 
the flute or the piano or the violin” can be made analogous, too, to how Haraway notices that 
humans and animals, in living together, cope with and harmonize “seemingly asymmetrical 
                                                
4 Intonation as the “movement of the voice.” 
5 Henri Meschonnic “discusses the rhythmic patterns of language in some interesting and productive ways” (Elden 
2004: xiv).  I need to investigate this further.  The only copy of this text that I can find is in French. 
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difference” (Lefebvre 2004: 60; Haraway 2008: 220).  So the horse and the human answer each 
other, while each remains a horse and a human.  This is not like the “I” and the “me,” nor the 
conversation of gestures, which George Herbert Mead (1962 [1934]) discusses, but some kind of 
rhythmic, hopefully harmonious, opening and closing.  Importantly, this envelope does not 
produce “sentence-shaped universes,” but universes of folds and references, with fewer 
beginnings and endings, and, more often, refrains (Birdwhistell 1970:84). 
 
The envelope of the soul 
 
 Rather than living in a “sentence-shaped universe,” perhaps we can come to appreciate 
how our world might be a chord-shaped universe, or a couplet-shaped universe.  As different 
refrains are significant as folds and nests of different strings of notes, so too, might our 
utterances be folded, nested, and referential, significant not because they reproduce an order that 
we recognize, but because they offer our senses, our experiences, our memories, in order.  As 
Byers writes,  
Language, however important to our species, is an evolutionary veneer lying atop 
a relatively unrecognized and unstudied domain of interpersonal information 
management that existed long before hominids and language.  My rationale for 
this view comes from the observation that, after centuries of research into human 
behavior and human relations (including the study of language), there are libraries 
of research reports but no significant advance in our management of human 
interpersonal relations (Byers 1992:247). 
 
Discipline among the humans and horses is generous in ways different from the generosity 
offered by a grammar in language, as among the humans and horses, there is no pre-existing 
subject that is identified and connected to an object and an action.  There is no grammar to which 
people fit their experiences and thoughts; rather, the order is the reference, the fold. 
 Byers suggests that “the rhythm phenomena underlying speech can also be found in the 
body movements and gestural relationships in human interaction” (Byers 1992:234).  Just as an 
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interest in rhythm supports and is supported by the larger project of linguistics, Ray Birdwhistell 
(1970) points out that "the theory and research of the structural linguist has [also] provided the 
prime outside determinant of kinesic research techniques" (Birdwhistell 1970:xiii).  Like 
Bateson, Labov and Fanshel, and Byers, Birdwhistell also understands his project as offering 
alternative methods of ordering conversation.  He writes, "the linguist has tended, like the 
schedule-and questionnaire-bound psychologists and sociologists (as well as anthropologists), to 
live in a sentence-shaped universe" (Birdwhistell 1970:84).  Also like Labov and Fanshel, 
Birdwhistell argues that “there [is] a systematic relationship between audible and visible 
communicative behavior,” and “that these are coercive and interdependent language systems,” or 
what Labov and Fanshel might likewise call “parallel streams of communication” (Birdwhistell 
1970:28).   
However, where the other authors already discussed were interested in order and 
expression, Birdwhistell suggested that he was broadly interested in learning.  He references 
Bateson on learning, specifically “deutero-learning,” or “learning to learn,” and pays specific 
attention to families, especially “that process by which the member of the group makes and 
maintains contact with his fellows so that patterned participation is possible" (Birdwhistell 
1970:74).  His comment, "the message system was in the family, not in the individual member of 
the family" echoes Varenne’s later suggestion that “adults do not simply talk to children” and 
“children do not simply talk to adults,” but that “the tradition they enforce constructs a 
developing human being into a 'child'" (Birdwhistell 1970:53; Varenne 1992:120).  Bateson 
(1972) “equated 'learning to learn' with acquiring aperceptive habits,” the implication being that 
learning, ultimately, may lead to "freedom from the bondage of habit," which would "also denote 
a profound redefinition of the self" (Bateson 1972:169, 304).  So, I am interested in the idea of 
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linguistic expression as both the deviation from and responsibility to habit, where intonation is 
material evidence of expression, and deviation and responsibility may be measured by rhythm 
and ordered, not within a system of subjects and objects, but musically.   
 
“Triggering acts of self reflection” 
 
 Imagine when you stare off into space, what appears before your eyes drops out of focus, 
and you find yourself falling inward; at such moments, you “come back” to yourself.  Therapies 
with horses repeatedly cultivate that moment, that frontier, when you are both in the world and 
intimately aware of your self.  What is open, feels open, like looking at a picture of the Grand 
Canyon while standing on the edge of it.  As you pay attention to “what body part’s leading, 
[and] what body part retreats,” you experience your “lived body as an ecstatic/recessive being, 
engaged both in a leaping out and a falling back” (Feld 1996:92).  The fulcrums on which these 
moments balance often live in the world as things.  As Merleau-Ponty (1945) suggests with his 
discussion of the phantom-limb, our experience of our bodies is inspired by our experience of the 
world of things around us; and each thing encourages a unique experience of the body, and a 
unique appreciation for the capabilities of our bodies and the possibilities our bodies create.   
Latour (2005) traces this set of possibilities when he discusses Shirley Strum and “her 
baboons” (196).  He writes, "those furry little beasts were doing just as much social labor as their 
observers and were living in a world just as complex. And yet, there was a clear difference of 
equipment” (Latour 2005:197).  He continues "if [the baboons] kept records, those records had to 
be 'inscribed' on their own bodies by their own bodies" (Latour 2005:197).  In developing his 
model for appreciating and marking the rhythm of conversation, Paul Byers likewise began by 
re-visiting the body, and the movement of the breath through the body.  He wrote about how, 
“during speech, the diaphragm and intercostal muscles move air upward across the vocal 
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apparatus in motoric bursts, waves, or pulses that are timed or temporally organized by the 
oscillations related to brainwaves” (Byers 1992:236).  However, at the same time, Byers notes 
that “humans…do not speak in fixed mechanical rhythms;” rather, “individuals ‘expressively’ 
vary the placement of vocal sounds,” while “the underlying rhythm remains stable” (Byers 1992: 
237).  In these ways, if the body is something like a frontier, then the breath is a kind of 
prosthetic, analogous to the hinge in Latour’s hole-wall dilemma, neither the opening, nor the 
closing, nor the threshold itself, but that thing that makes the conversation possible. 
 What is fixed is not the imagined animality of the human, but the imagined vitality of the 
human, as expressed by the breath, and as observed by the rhythmic intonation of the voice and 
the movement of the body.  In this sense, Csordas (2002), who writes extensively about 
embodiment, marks “the physician’s passive fingertips and the patient’s pulse as indexical - in 
their contact, they index each other;” continuing, he writes, “as the physician’s own pulse 
emerges and becomes confluent with that of the patient, the ‘indexical distance’ between the 
signs decreases, until the relationship between the two pulses is transformed into an iconic one, 
and the two signs become one” (250).  The body, as a frontier, as an envelope that folds and 
enfolds opportunities to temper and manipulate phenomenological experience, also earns the 
capacity for “triggering acts of self reflection” (Basso 1996: 107).   
In the context of equine-assisted psychotherapy, rather than the pulse triggering an iconic 
relationship between patient and doctor, the breath enlivens an iconic relationship within one’s 
self, between those parts that are traumatized, or otherwise injured, and those parts that have 
traveled with you, to find these horses and to ask for help.  Csordas might call this interest in 
fixing the relationship of the breath to the experience of the body as a kind of “somatic mode of 
attention,” or a “way of attending to and with one’s body” (Csordas 2002: 244).  The 
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significance of this moment of iconicity is that it produces the opportunity for access to an 
imaginal world, where, to return to the physician, patient, and iconic pulse, “the physician may 
be said to have experienced in some sense the suffering…of the patient” (Csordas 2002:250).  
The various aspects of one’s own suffering become like a harmony, with one’s breath and one’s 
body, something like when Lefebvre exclaims, “a ‘G’ on the flute or the piano or the violin is the 
same note, the same pitch, and yet what a difference!” (Lefebvre 2004: 60). 
 In Wisdom Sits in Places, Keith Basso (1996) enriches the Heideggerian concept of 
“dwelling” by offering an ethnographic account of the Apache practice of “speaking with 
names.”  This practice involves remembering and speaking back “about the moral significance of 
geographical locations,” a practice among “Western Apaches [that] ‘makes people live right’” 
(Basso 1996:38, 83).  Basso’s discussion of “speaking with names,” throws into sharp relief the 
extent to which, in contrast to “proposition[s] about the moral significance of geographical 
locations,” among the humans and horses, there is no pre-existing subject that is identified and 
connected to an object and an action (Basso 1996: 83, 38).  There is no grammar to which people 
fit their experiences and thoughts; the order is the reference, the fold, the opportunity created by 
the breath as a prosthesis of the phenomenological experience of the body.   
According to Jaffe and Beebe (2001), as described in their article “Rhythms of Dialogue 
in Infancy,” communication between mothers and infants involves “interaction rhythms” that 
“possess temporal structures” (1).  They specifically mark how a “capacity for rhythmic 
coordination is essential to cognition and bonding…facilitating…memory, and the representation 
of interpersonal events” (Jaffe and Beebe 2001: 1).  Equine-assisted psychotherapies similarly 
act on the plane of interactional rhythm and, as I will show through ethnographic evidence, 
conversations between humans and horses are a form of disciplining the body to communicate 
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and sustain particular emotions, ultimately creating socio-somatic linkages that support the self-
recognition of what Mauss identified as personal “moral value” (Mauss 1985 [1938]:22). 
 
Our horses, ourselves 
 
 This dissertation takes seriously a group of people who attend to horses in an attempt to 
cultivate, within themselves and others, a sense of personal “moral value.”  As suggested earlier, 
what is at stake in these interactions is not the production of words intelligible as marking illness, 
the flower petals of a diagnosis in full bloom.  The problem these people recognize, in standing 
before horses, is: how do we understand and do right by each other, when we necessarily do not 
make sense to each other?  Being with horses allows these people to become known as having 
had an experience, as much as it also allows them to share what they know.  Being seen in their 
experience catalyzes a kind of absolution, the substrate of which is a felt, embodied pathway for 
“doing things differently.”   
To demonstrate these ideas, this dissertation will explore a particular therapeutic modality 
employed at Equine Healers, a set of practices called a “group sculpture.”  To set up and make it 
possible to appreciate the complexity of this modality, this dissertation will first explore framing 
conversations among humans and horses as rhythmically-ordered interactions.  Initially 
emerging through conversation, I will then trace out rhythms carried between horses and humans 
by particular physical, material pieces of their world.  Specifically, these brushes, clickers, and 
bridles ultimately bridge vocal and pneumatic rhythms.  It is movement along this connection, an 
ebb and flow of voice and breath that, in aligning, generate opportunities for iconic relationships 




Chapter 3:  




 My initial connection to Equine Healers came in late 2009.  I was searching for a summer 
research project that would fulfill the requirements of the doctoral colloquium in applied 
anthropology at Teachers College, Columbia University.  I had recently completed my first 
Masters thesis, in which I compared the knowledge systems generated around HIV/AIDS in 
three of the centers of the AIDS epidemic: New York, Haiti, and Uganda.  I was unsure whether 
I wanted to continue to pursue research on the AIDS epidemic, mostly because it was not clear to 
me that I could offer anything new to the discussion.  So, after a conversation with an advisor, in 
which I embarrassingly admitted my girlish love of horses, as well as my continued interested in 
medicine and health, it became clear that I should look for some kind of research topic around 
these two personal fascinations.  So, to begin, I performed a simple Google search.  To my 
complete shock, the first search result was a link to a non-profit organization entitled, “Equine 
Healers.”  I clicked on the link, read the description of the non-profit’s activities in the context of 
equine-assisted psychotherapy, and decided to email Maya Johnson, the Executive Director of 
Equine Healers.  Though Maya was always curious about my interests, and was open to 
participating in my research, the Program Director and main staff therapist, Anne, was less sure 
about inviting me to Equine Healers.  I remember, in an email, Anne wrote to me, “I am not sure 
what you want.”  Neither was I sure, but my invitation to do research finally came in late 2009, 
after I shared a paper about my initial thoughts on the horses in the “Hope Foal Project” at 
Equine Healers, a paper that I wrote for Lesley Sharp’s graduate course, “Technobodies.”  In the 
spring of 2010, I wrote a research proposal inspired largely by the “Technobodies” paper, and 
that summer, I entered the field for the first time.  From May 29, 2010 until August 17, 2010, I 
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dedicated Monday through Friday, as well as some Saturdays, to being present at Equine 
Healers.  Offered for the first time that summer, the Hope Foal Adult Group on which my pilot 
research centered, was specifically marketed as a research group based conceptually on the Hope 
Foal core program, but geared towards adults, or people over the age of eighteen.   Initially 
facilitated by Anne, the Program Director, and Carmel, then a clinical intern, the Hope Foal 
Adult Group took place over the course of six weeks, with two extended three-hour sessions on 
two Saturdays, June 19 and July 31, and one and a half hour sessions every Monday evening 
from 5:30 pm to 7 pm, in between June 19 and July 31. The Hope Foal Adult Group was broadly 
structured by a curriculum of themes associated with particular activities designed to address 
those themes. 
 The first day that the Hope Foal Adult Group met, I introduced myself and asked each 
participant to sign informed consent forms. On subsequent meetings, I arrived at Equine Healers 
thirty to forty-five minutes before the group began, during which time I would either interview a 
group participant or sit in on the pre-group meeting. My participation in these pre-group 
meetings was limited to those moments when my participation was elicited. During the group 
sessions, I would sit in the opening and closing circles with the participants, facilitators, and 
volunteers. Again, when my participation was elicited, I would participate. Most of the time, I 
was jotting down what was being said or observations that I made in my jottings book. As the 
group moved into the Hope Foal barn, or changed locations in order to begin the planned 
activities, I tried to remain inconspicuous. In the Hope Foal barn, I would sit along the back wall 
of the barn, often on the floor, drawing pictures of horse and human movement, as well as jotting 
down spoken phrases and observations. During those activities that called for the group to move 
around the property of Equine Healers, in and among the barns, I stayed with the group, but tried 
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to remain unobtrusive.  Two particular moments stand out to me as moments in which I 
participated more than usual. For a “boundary exercise” during the fifth group session, Gloria, a 
client, asked me to be her partner in the activity. Also, during the group sculpture, I was situated 
in the sculpture as if I were part of the group. Following the group sessions, I would either sit in 
on the Post-Group Meeting, or I would interview a group participant. My participation in Post-
Group Meetings was similar to my participation in Pre-Group Meetings; when my participation 
was elicited, I would participate.  During the Hope Foal Adult Group meetings, I employed 
systematic observation to record the interactions, movements, and vocalized statements made by 
the group participants, co-therapists (Carmel and Anne), and volunteer horse handlers (Sarah and 
Evelyn). I also used systematic observation to record what I observed about the movement of the 
horses, especially when the horses and the participants moved together. I acquired consent from 
the participants, co-therapists, and volunteer horse handlers to observe these group meetings and 
record my observations. 
 In addition to these specific efforts centered on the Hope Foal Adult Group, I spent a lot 
of my time “hanging out” at Equine Healers, Monday through Friday, observing and taking part 
in the ebb and flow of people and horses throughout the day. I conducted, in total, thirty 
interviews during three months of fieldwork, including multiple informal and semi-structured 
interviews with each of the Hope Foal Adult Group participants, each of the therapist interns 
(Carmel and Sarah), the volunteer horse handler (Evelyn), the Staff Therapist (Anne), and the 
Executive Director (Maya).  All of the interviews were scheduled and conducted at Equine 
Healers; each interview lasted between thirty minutes to two hours. The interviews were usually 
informal and those that I have labeled semi-structured were uniquely structured based on 
answers given by individual informants in prior interviews.  All of the interviews were recorded 
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on audiotape and I acquired consent to record the conversations.  Finally, I employed archival 
research and videotape, as I read and took notes on Maya’s on-line journal blog, “Breakfast with 
Mama,” while I also videotaped several sessions of Maya and Mama, a mustang horse, working 
together in the round-pen.  As I worked to write up my findings from this initial pilot study, I 
kept in touch with Maya over email, sending her copies of bits of papers I was working on, 
hoping that by keeping her included in my writing process, I would be allowed to return to 
Equine Healers for my dissertation research.  I kept up with the activities going on at Equine 
Healers through her blog, which she updated monthly.  The Hope Foal Adult Group eventually 
metamorphosed into a more generally named “Women’s Group,” facilitated in part by Jane, a 
clinical intern for the term following Carmel.  I participated as a volunteer in the “Women’s 
Group” during my second trip to the field, in the spring of 2012. 
 For my dissertation research, I re-entered the field on January 31, 2012, three semesters 
after my initial pilot study, having received permission from Maya to take up my research again 
at Equine Healers.  My entrance into the field felt very different from what it had been in the 
summer of 2010; however, in practical terms, my situation was nearly identical.  Whereas in 
2010, I had been able to ground my position in a group of people prepared to participate in 
research with me, in January of 2012, I was again able to work with a group of people willing to 
participate in my research.  As I was preparing to enter the field, Maya contacted me over email, 
suggesting that we formulate a group centered on the training of therapy horses.  She suggested 
that, in the context of the group, to be aptly named “Training the Therapy Horse,” I could 
interview the participants and record each of the group sessions.  I was, of course, thrilled and 
humbled by the warmth I perceived in Maya’s emails.  I left New York City hopeful, but when I 
arrived in Colorado, my first impression was that Equine Healers appeared very quiet.  In fact, 
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the stability that I had enjoyed during the summer of 2010, with a dedicated group of people with 
whom to do research, was much slower in forming, even with the promise of the “Training the 
Therapy Horse” group.  Looking back, two factors were the most significant contributors to these 
first impressions.  First, it was winter, and the cold weather contributed to a decrease in groups 
and activities at Equine Healers, which are primarily oriented outside.  The biggest snowstorm 
on record for the month of February started two days after I entered the field and lasted for three 
days.  The remainder of the winter progressed similarly, though the massive quantity of snow 
that dropped in early February was never eclipsed.   
Second, in concert with the weather, stress and anxiety over money and funding, both for 
myself and for Equine Healers, were constant companions.  Limited funding forced me to leave 
the field in April and return once I had secured additional sources of funding in late August.  
During the period from January until April, I received funding through work-study with 
Professor Varenne.  During the period from August until December, I received funding through 
work as an adjunct professor at the Community College of Denver.  I also received financial 
support from my father, for which I am very grateful.  For Equine Healers, there was near 
constant tension related not only to a severe shortage of funds, but also indecision over whose 
responsibility it was to shoulder the emotional burden of the financial stress.  A local company, 
one of the major sponsors of Equine Healers, rescinded their monthly donation once the 
company was sold and the CEO, who supported Equine Healers, left her post.  Maya wanted to 
inform the clinical interns of the financial situation, but Anne, as Program Director, and in 
charge of the therapist interns, maintained a different position.  Misunderstandings between 
Maya and the clinical interns continually rippled from this core disagreement. 
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 I felt uncomfortable around the new clinical interns, as it appeared that I was more 
closely aligned with Maya than anyone else.  It was never clear what the perceived consequences 
of my alignment with Maya signaled to interns; whether they thought I was a surrogate for 
Maya, or a snitch, or unaccountably ignorant.  Luckily, I knew Carmel and Sarah, who were still 
present at Equine Healers, and who had been clinical interns during the summer of 2010.  They 
were now both graduates of their Masters programs; Sarah ran a therapy group at Equine 
Healers, in which I volunteered on a bi-weekly basis, and Carmel ran an “enrichment group” at 
Equine Healers, in which I participated, called “Dancing with Horses.”  I worked with several of 
the new interns, including Evelyn, Jane, and George, in the context of Carmel’s “Dancing with 
Horses” group, and I voiced my concerns over my position at Equine Healers, suggesting that I 
was not on any side of any argument, and it was my hope only to recognize the integrity of each 
person’s point of view.  After my declaration, as well as following some informal conversations 
in which I detailed my purpose at Equine Healers, my relationship with the new interns improved 
dramatically.   
In the context of all of this turmoil, my research methods initially felt fractured and 
weirdly condensed.  For example, though I was present at Equine Healers each weekday, very 
little above and beyond the mundane feeding and pasturing of the horses took place; then, every 
Sunday until April, it was a mad hour and half of non-stop conversation, discussion, and 
interaction, that left me exhausted.  I was in the field from January 31, 2012 until April 11, 2012, 
and then again from August 23, 2012 until December 5, 2012.  When I entered the field, I had a 
plan.  Using participant observation the overall design of the study was supposed to unfold in 
three specific and progressive stages.  Initial efforts would include systematic observation of the 
daily activities and schedules of the humans and horses.  These efforts would be followed by 
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structured interviews with therapists and horse-handlers.  I also set out to collect records of 
curricula related to the training of horses and volunteers. I hoped that these systematic 
observations, archived curricula, and interviews would provide the emic context for the ultimate 
stage of research, which would entail videotaping a series of specific horse training and 
volunteer training sessions.  This plan proved partially untenable, due mostly to the dearth of 
activity at Equine Healers, which I now understand as a consequence of financial hardship and 
extreme weather. Thankfully, despite the feeling of stuttering through my fieldwork, I did 
generate the data that I had hoped for, if only through perseverance and luck. 
 
Map of Equine Healers 
 
Legend:6 
A: Old men’s field 
B: Maya’s house 
C:  Front field  
D:  Boarder Barn 
E:  Manure pile 
F:  Back arena  
(approx. 116ft x 70ft) 
G:  Hope Foal Barn 
H:  Hay Barn 
I:  Program Barn7 
J:  Big arena  
(approx. 155ft x 150ft) 
K: Round pen 
L: KJ Barn 
M: Boy’s field 
N: Trish’s barn 
O: Mare’s field 
P: Offices 
Q: Great Room 
R: Dairy Barn 
S: Indoor arena 
T: Big field 
                                                
6 Image downloaded from Google Earth on July 10, 2013 at 2:30 pm 
7 Each stall is approximately 20ft long and 15ft wide 
Figure 1: Map of Equine Healers 
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Equine Healers achieved non-profit 501(c)(3) status in 2001.  Within the 501(c)(3) 
designation, Equine Healers was further classified as a public charity.  Equine Healers qualified 
as a public charity because it “normally received a substantial part of its support from a 
governmental unit or from the general public.8  At its start, Equine Healers was staffed by two 
people and was located on Ponyo River Road, northeast of Boulder, CO.  As of the 2003, Equine 
Healers had moved to its current location along Ponyo River Road, which was even further east 
of the City of Boulder.  Maya appeared on the IRS Form 990 as Executive Director for the first 
time in 2008.9  Until 2012, when the Program Director position was discontinued, the daily 
functions of Equine Healers were undertaken by the Executive Director and Program Director.  
The Executive Director also sat on the Board of Directors for Equine Healers, which, like any 
non-profit organization, was made up of people that volunteered their time and expertise, as well 
as people that facilitated significant connections to influential community members. 
During my fieldwork in the summer of 2010, Maya provided me with a summary page 
from Equine Healers’ 2009 Annual Report. The summary report indicated that Equine Healers’ 
expenditures in 2009 totaled $320,226, while revenues in 2009 totaled $349,213.  The most 
recent, publicly available IRS Form 990 dates from 2010.10  As I already discussed, the financial 
situation had changed by the time I returned for fieldwork in 2012.11  However, for context, the 
2010 IRS Form 990 shows the breakdown of revenue streams that supported Equine Healers.  
The financial situation during 2010 was as follows: 
 
                                                
8 Internal Revenue Manual, 4.76.3 Public Charities (http://www.irs.gov/irm/part4/irm_04-076-003.html#d0e185) 
9 The source of this information is the website of the Economic Research Institute (http://www.eri-nonprofit-
salaries.com), which offers the IRS Form 990 returns for Equine Healers from 2001 – 2010. 
10 I made multiple attempts, over several websites to find more recent tax returns.  I checked the following hubs: 
GuideStar (http://www.guidestar.org), the National Center for Charitable Statistics (http://nccsweb.urban.org), the 
Foundation Center (http://foundationcenter.org), and the Economic Research Institute (http://www.eri-nonprofit-
salaries.com). 
11 The situation had changed to such an extent that I felt uncomfortable asking about finances.   
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Revenues (from contributions, gifts, and grants) 
• Federated campaigns: $1,389 
• Fundraising events: $6,000 
• Government grants: $70, 471 
• All other contributions, gifts, grants: $250,910 
• Total: $328, 770 
 
Revenues (from program services) 
• Program Fees: $24,408 
• Horse Boarding: $23,048 
• Equine Assisted Psychotherapy: $17, 439 
• Instruction: $17, 355 
• Facility Usage Income: $9,000 
• Other: $6,339 
• Total: $97,589 
 
Other smaller revenue streams bumped up the total revenue from 2010 to $436,596, while 
expenses totaled $316,731.  The bulk of Equine Healers’ revenue came from contributions, gifts, 
and grants, while the bulk of their assets rested in the land on which the facility sat.  In 2010, the 
IRS Form 990 indicates that the “land, buildings, and equipment” were valued at $1,153,228 at 
the close of the year.  This financial structure remained the same from 2010 to 2012; their 
reliance on gifts, contributions, and grants for revenue, in the context of the economic recession 
that followed the financial crisis of 2008, left Equine Healers vulnerable to significant 
fluctuations in monetary resources and explained the hardships that I witnessed during my 
fieldwork in 2012.  Maya was attempting to re-structure the financial scaffolding of Equine 
Healers, by leasing out buildings to a local equestrian business, and by engaging directly in the 
local leisure horse industry, taking horses from Equine Healers to horse shows and offering 
lessons herself, in order to raise the profile of Equine Healers and generate unique revenue 
streams.   
Despite these shifting sands, the mission of Equine Healers, as stated on their website, 
remained steady.  Any new activity that Maya undertook to generate revenue, she did in service 
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to the mission of Equine Healers, which was to “enhance the mental health and life skills of 
youth, adults, families, and groups through therapeutic interaction with horses.”  Particular 
emphasis was placed on serving “vulnerable youth populations,” including “services [to] meet 
the particular needs of low-income individuals referred…by local city and county agencies.”  
More information can be found from the IRS Form 990-EZ from 2009.  Under the “Statement of 
Program Service Accomplishments,” the description of program services reads, 
 
Therapeutic riding programs for adolescents, adults, and families, including: 
 
The Hope Foal Program, which is designed to address issues of self-esteem, 
depression, and suicidal ideation in teenage girls by matching these girls with 
Premarin12 foals. 
 
The Equus Integration Project partners with students at Arapahoe High School, 
Boulder High School, and Manhattan Middle School, where students learn about 
horses and work on interpersonal communication skills, cross-cultural 
communication and team building. 
 
The “Just Say Whoa” program is designed for repeat juvenile offenders to address 
anger management, boundaries, trust and develop leadership skills. 
 
The “Healing with Horses” program helps children deal with issues of grief 
associated with a significant loss such as a parent, sibling, or grandparent. 
 
The “EquineAbility” program address the psychological, emotional, and social 
aspects of individuals with development disabilities through horse activities. 
 
As I already mentioned, the financial context had changed by the time I took up fieldwork again, 
in January of 2012.  Programming, which was usually slow during the winter months, had come 
to a near halt, as a result of one of the most snow-filled winters on record.  Contributions, gifts, 
and grants were anemic.  Maya attributed this reality to several influences, including the specific 
loss of sponsorship from a local company that had offered monthly contributions, as well as the 
                                                
12 A Premarin foal was a baby horse, a foal, born in the context of a pregnancy initiated for the sole purpose of 
collecting the urine of the pregnant female horse, a mare.  The urine was necessary as a part of the industrial 
production of a hormone treatment for human women, called “Premarin.” 
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more general economic atmosphere, which was colored by the recession that resulted from the 
2008 financial crisis.  In the summer of 2010, Equine Healers was still riding high on the wave of 
previously economically healthy years.  Following that summer, the knock-on effects of the 
shrinking national economy started to hit home.  Compounding these factors, there were 
problems gaining access to affordable hay, which pushed Maya to supplement the horses’ diets 
with grain and beat pulp, causing the price of caring for the horses to increase, even as revenues 
decreased.  In addition, many of the horses that lived at Equine Healers had been donated 
because they were injured, infirmed, or simply very old; for these reasons, some of the horses 
became increasingly expensive to keep, as they required medication, or a special diet.  Moreover, 
the clients, already classified as low-income and paying for services on a sliding scale relative to 
their income, became even more unable to pay.  
The financial set backs that Equine Healers faced were not uncommon for non-profit 
organizations in the Boulder area.  Maya took me to a meeting of local Boulder County 
Commissioners, during which several directors of local non-profits spoke and lamented over the 
increased demand for services in the face of decreased funding.  Though the only equine-assisted 
therapy facility represented at that meeting of county supervisors, there was at least one other 
facility, in addition to Equine Healers, that offered equine-assisted psychotherapy in the Boulder 
area.  There was also a Meet-Up group, “Front Range Equine Guild,” that followed and offered 
workshops at similarly focused facilities all along the front range of the Rocky Mountains, from 
Denver to Fort Collins.  Though not unique in mission, Equine Healers was locally well known, 
and was becoming known as a sanctuary for mustangs, which were largely replacing the position 
of the Premarin foals in the Hope Foal program.13  Equine Healers received continuous annual 
funding from the City of Boulder and was the subject of several local news stories.  Maya was 
                                                
13 This move to incorporate mustangs stemmed, in part, from the expense involved in adopting Premarin foals. 
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often asked to act as a discussant at local screenings of mustang-centered films.  During my time 
there, Maya was also trying to increase the global visibility of Equine Healers, fielding requests 
from international students seeking internships at Equine Healers, as well as securing grants from 
nationally recognized grantors.  Despite the financial hardships, the general programmatic 
context, laid out so nicely in the 2009 IRS Form 1990-EZ, remained solid.  Some of the 
program’s names had changed, and the cold weather had shrunk the number of programs offered 




 Equine Healers offered programs in the spring, summer, and fall.  Maya promoted three 
distinctions among the facilitated programs: “therapy,” “growth and learning,” and 
“horsemanship.”  Though all of the activities at Equine Healers were considered potentially 
therapeutic, programs distinguished as therapy were supposed to deliberately generate a contract, 
with goals and assessments.  Programs, which ran alongside individual therapy sessions, were 
scheduled through a Google Calendar, which was posted publicly on the website for Equine 
Healers.  Anne, as Program Director, organized access to the Google Calendar, which listed the 
time of the activity, the program, and the horse, or horses, involved.  If there was a conflict over 
space, then the big arena was awarded to riding and training activities, while the back arena was 
awarded to all other activities.   
Where growth and learning, as well as horsemanship activities were variably structured, 
each therapy session was structured in the same way, and included a facilitator and co-facilitator, 
who were therapists, as well as volunteer horse-handlers.  The basic flow of a therapy session 




First: a pre-group meeting of the co-facilitators and volunteer horse handlers 
Second: an opening circle that included the group participants, the co-facilitators, 
and the volunteer horse handlers 
Third: either one extended activity, or a series of shorter activities, either in the 
company of horses or only among the human participants, that included the group 
participants, the co-facilitators, and the volunteer horse handlers 
Fourth: a closing circle that included the group participants, the co-facilitators, and 
the volunteer horse handlers 
Fifth: a post-group meeting of the co-facilitators and volunteer horse handlers 
 
Therapy programs would recur seasonally, so each spring, summer, and fall, there would 
be a Hope Foal Kids group, for example.  Growth and learning, as well as horsemanship 
activities were also scheduled throughout the spring, summer, and fall.  Two particular examples 
of “growth and learning” activities were the Training the Therapy Horse class, and the Dancing 
with Horses enrichment group.  Often, activities designated “growth and learning” would also be 
structured like a therapy session, with a pre-group meeting, an opening circle, an extended 
activity, a closing circle, and a post-group meeting.  The main distinction between “therapy” 
groups and “growth and learning” groups is that, in “growth and learning” groups, no explicit 
contract was developed, and no formal assessment was generated.  However, group norms were 
established, and informal assessments were undertaken within such “growth and learning 
groups” as Dancing with Horses.  These were led by people who were trained as therapists, and 
included participation of program horses.  In contrast, horsemanship activities were run like a 
riding lesson, where students would arrive at Equine Healers, tack up their horse, ride while 
receiving instruction in some aspect of equitation, dismount, un-tack and cool off their horse, and 
then leave Equine Healers (or mill around and watch their friends ride).   
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Horses & Humans 
 
 There were three broad categories of horses at Equine Healers, including program horses, 
boarder horses, and foals.  It was possible to distinguish to which category a particular horse 
belonged, based on where the horse was housed (refer to the map above).  The program horses 
were the horses involved in group programs, as well as individual therapy sessions offered 
through Equine Healers.  Program horses lived in the Program Barn (“I” on the map).  They were 
older horses, ranging in age from middle and late teens to early twenties, and all had various 
former jobs, including: racehorse, show horse, trick horse, lesson horse, and breeding stallion.  
All had been donated, usually at a point in their careers when they retired due to injury or age, 
and were now owned by Equine Healers.  The boarder horses were the horses that lived at 
Equine Healers in the boarder barn (“D” on the map), but were privately and individually owned.   
These horses ranged in age from five to twenty eight and were sometimes used in therapy 
sessions, but then only with permission from the owner, and never on a regular basis.  Most of 
the owners were students of Maya, and she would regularly give them riding lessons on their 
own horses.  In addition, Equine Healers rented out space to Trish, who owned a local business 
through which she offered riding lessons and boarding.  Trish and her students boarded horses in 
Trish’s barn (“N” on the map); these horses were never used in therapy.  All of the program 
horses and boarder horses had well-developed histories and stories of their lives before they 
came to Equine Healers, and these origin stories were often told by staff and horse owners.   
In contrast, the foals that lived at Equine Healers had murky pasts.  The foals lived in the 
Hope Foal Barn (“G” on the map) and they ranged in age from less than one year old to 
approximately two years old; because of the rough conditions from which they came, it was 
often difficult to determine their exact age.  During my fieldwork in 2010, there were seven 
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foals, all rescued, either from a purse truck14 - Mama, Sasha, Rope, Soxx, Luna - or a Premarin 
farm (Flynn, Shanti).  Of the five foals rescued from the purse truck, two were mustangs from 
the Arizona Navajo Reservation15 (Mama, Sasha), and three came from unknown origins16 - 
Rope, Soxx, Luna.  Two additional foals were rescued from a Premarin farm - Flynn, Shanti.  
During my fieldwork in 2012, there were four other foals, all mustangs, bought by Equine 
Healers from the United States Bureau of Land Management (BLM)17 - Flash, Fearless, Ember, 
Dreamer - at their holding facility in Canon City Prison, Colorado.    
 There were five broad categories of humans consistently present at Equine Healers, 
including Maya and her family, boarders, therapists, clients, and volunteers.  Maya, as well as 
her husband, Arthur, and their two sons, RJ and Max, all lived on the property of Equine Healers 
(“B” on the map).  Maya had a Masters Degree in Education from the University of Houston 
and, as Executive Director, she performed myriad duties, including co-facilitating growth and 
learning and horsemanship groups, fundraising, and giving riding lessons.  Arthur was Maya’s 
husband of 29 years and, in his capacity as Marketing Director, he designed and maintained the 
Equine Healers website, from which he distributed Maya’s blog.  RJ and Max were Maya and 
Arthur’s two sons; RJ was college-age and Max was in his last year of high school.  As Barn 
Manager, RJ usually fed the horses each morning and, some days, helped to turn the horses out 
into the various fields.  I saw Max maybe two times over the entire course of time I was present 
at Equine Healers.   
                                                
14 A “purse truck” was the term used to describe a tractor-trailer that was transporting horses to a factory, where the 
horses would be slaughtered and skinned and their hide used to make women’s purses. 
15 Maya knew that Mama came from the Navajo Reservation because of a brand on her left front shoulder.  Sasha 
was Mama’s foal, and was therefore also assumed to come from the Navajo Reservation.  Maya later hypothesized 
that Mama became pregnant while on the meat market, which would mean that Sasha was not born on the Navajo 
Reservation. 
16 These foals were recognized as not being mustangs, largely because of their confirmation, lack of brand, and 
general demeanor. 
17 Mustangs owned and cared for by the BLM have “freeze brands” on the left side of their neck.  Freeze brands, 
unlike hot brands, work by coating the brand in liquid nitrogen before applying it to the horse’s fur and skin. 
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Closely connected to Maya and her family were the boarders at Equine Healers, as they 
were either friends or students of Maya.  Each of the boarders had a close, if unique relationship 
with Equine Healers, either through contributing funds, volunteering, or donating supplies.  In 
terms of age, the boarders bracketed the majority of the therapists.  By that I mean, the boarders 
were either younger (Claire, Paul, Gina) or older (Wynn, Susan, Kristen) than the therapists.  The 
younger boarders were in their late teens to early twenties, while the older boarders were either 
retired or semi-retired.  The majority of the therapists then, were in their thirties.  Maya bridged 
the age gap between the therapists and the older boarders.  Wilma, the Clinical Supervisor, was 
approximately Maya’s age.  
 There were several groups of therapists at Equine Healers, including the Program 
Director (Anne) and Clinical Supervisor (Wilma), therapist interns, and contract therapists.  The 
Program Director and Clinical Supervisor were the professional staff of Equine Healers, working 
in concert with Maya.  Contract therapists were people who brought individual clients and small 
groups to Equine Healers for therapy; they paid a fee for using the horses and spaces.  Often, 
contract therapists had once been therapist interns at Equine Healers, while completing the 
internship requirement of their Masters degree program.  At any given time, there were two to 
four therapist interns, most of who were working on a Masters Degree in Transpersonal 
Counseling Psychology,18 with an emphasis in Wilderness Therapy, from Naropa University in 
Boulder, Colorado.   
                                                
18 From the Naropa University website: “The graduate Transpersonal Counseling Psychology programs at Naropa 
University take a holistic view of human psychology. Rather than viewing psychology from the perspective of 
mental health or illness, transpersonal psychology examines psychological experience along with the vast realm of 
human spiritual phenomena that include mystical or religious experiences, intuition, different states of 
consciousness, creativity, and contemplative practice.”  There are three possible concentrations: Counseling 
Psychology, Wilderness Therapy, and Art Therapy. 
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There were a few exceptions, including one intern working on a degree in Somatic 
Counseling Psychology,19 with a concentration in Dance/Movement Therapy, also from Naropa 
University, two interns working on degrees from Prescott College, located in Prescott, Arizona, 
one in Counseling Psychology with a concentration in Wilderness Therapy, one in Equine 
Assisted Mental Health, and finally one intern who had already earned a Masters in Counseling 
from the University of Denver.  Therapist interns were expected to maintain several individual 
clients and either facilitate or co-facilitate a number of therapy and growth and learning groups.   
 The clients who came to Equine Healers are best understood through the specific types of 
therapy programs offered, as these programs emerged in response to the categories of distress 
suffered by clients.  There were several different programs for youth facing self-esteem and self-
efficacy issues, in different ways that that might manifest, including situation in alternative 
education schools and/or the juvenile justice system (Program: Juvenile Diversion), having to 
cope with the death or loss of a loved one (Program: Healing with Horses), living with autism 
(Thursday Friends Group), or facing depression (Program: Hope Foal Kids).  Programs for adults 
included a group for women (Program: Women’s Group), a program for adult survivors of 
childhood sexual abuse (Program: WINGS), horsemanship activities for adults with 
developmental delays (Program: Giddy Up), and a program for veterans suffering from PTSD 
(Program: Veterans Fearless Victory Project).  The majority of the clients in the majority of the 
programs were women and girls; exceptions included programs for youth coping with the death 
or loss of a loved one, programs for youth in alternative education schools, programs for adults 
with developmental delays, and programs for veterans.   
                                                
19 From the Naropa website: “Somatic Counseling Psychology is the study of human experience as fundamentally 
embedded within the structures, processes, and capacities of the body. By attending to the foundation of experience, 
Somatic Counseling Psychology brings an appreciation of the unique role of the body and its movement in 
understanding and transforming human behavior. In this way, somatic psychotherapy, which includes 
dance/movement therapy and body psychotherapy, is a holistic approach to personal growth and change.”  
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The volunteers in these programs hailed from a variety of backgrounds; some were 
former students of Maya, some were horse trainers, therapists, teachers, or priests.  There were 
two ways to volunteer at Equine Healers: either cleaning stalls or doing routine farm 
maintenance, or in programs with clients as a “horse-handler.”  To volunteer as a horse-handler, 
one had to attend a specialized volunteer training at Equine Healers.  Though clients often 
wanted to volunteer at Equine Healers, cleaning stalls or caring for the horses, Maya asked that 
clients finish their course of therapy before beginning to volunteer.   
 
Methods 
 In addition to daily, unplanned, informal conversations, I participated in and recorded 
field notes regarding therapy, growth and learning, as well as horsemanship activities.  I 
volunteered in several therapy groups, including Giddy Up (March 15, March 29, April 12), 
Women’s Group (March 16, March 24, April 6), Healing with Horses (April 10), Hope Foal 
Kids (April 16), Thursday Friends Group (September 6, September 27, November 8), Veterans 
Fearless Victory Project (October 22), WINGS (October 27), and Juvenile Diversion (November 
3).  I collected draft syllabi for the “Training the Therapy Horse” class by participating in several 
background, developmental meetings (February 1, February 8, February 15).  I also audio-
recorded portions of each of the “Training the Therapy Horse” classes (February 19, February 
26, March 4, March 11, March 18, March 25, April 1, April 8) and videotaped seven of these 
eight “Training the Therapy Horse” class sessions.   
I generated ninety-two segments of video over these seven classes, recording activities 
such as opening and closing circles, round penning, bridling, lunging, clicker training, brushing, 
grooming, leading, long lining, tacking up, and riding.  I also audio-recorded two “Dancing with 
Horses” group sessions on September 28 and October 7, though I participated in sessions on 
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January 31, February 2, February 7, February 21, March 6, September 28, and October 7.  I also 
set out to videotape these two sessions on September 28 and October 7, but I was not successful.  
On September 28, I used a tripod so that I could join the group and be part of the session; 
however, one of the horses sniffed at the camcorder on top of the tripod and, in so doing, closed 
the view screen on the camcorder, effectively shutting off all recording capabilities.  On October 
7, in order to avoid these problems, I did not participate in the group sculpture and dedicated my 
efforts entirely to video-recording the session; as a consequence, I do not appear in the video.   
In total, I have approximately 554 minutes of video-recorded data.  Outside of these 
efforts to generate data around activities designed as therapy or growth and learning, I also 
observed three horse training sessions (February 1, August 27, October 31), and participated in 
three horse-riding lessons (February 1, September 4, September 10).  Finally, I was also able to 
follow Maya’s on-line blog, “Breakfast with Mama,” which detailed her relationship with Mama, 
a wild horse rescued and donated to Equine Healers in the summer of 2010; when my fieldwork 
ended, she had made 57 entries spanning three years (2010, 2011, 2012), all of which I 
downloaded and saved. 
 In addition to generating observations, field notes, and audio and video recordings, I 
conducted forty-three unstructured, recorded interviews.  I carried forward several recorded 
interviews from my 2010 fieldwork, including conversations with Anne, Sarah, Maya, Evelyn, 
and Carmel.  I only carried forward interviews from 2010 if I then also spoke with the same 
person again in 2012; my rationale for including interviews from 2010 originated from an 
impulse to honor the efforts made on my behalf by these people.  I did not want to ask them the 
same questions again, or attempt to act as if I had not spoken with them before.  I will not 
capitalize on the specific data points in these interviews; they only add to the contextual basis of 
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this dissertation.  All of the interviews were conducted at Equine Healers, unless the person 
requested that we sit elsewhere, which usually involved sitting someplace and drinking coffee or 
eating food.  Each interview was purposefully unstructured, as I wanted the person to lead the 
conversation; however, to start, I usually asked the person to talk about what brought them to 
volunteer or work at Equine Healers. 
Finally, in concert with ethnographic activities centered at Equine Healers, I also 
followed some connections outside Equine Healers.  I attended, with Maya, a Boulder County 
Commissioners Meeting, which hosted a discussion among twenty local non-profit directors, 
from organizations that received money from Boulder County.  I also joined a “Meet-Up” group 
named, “Front Range Equine Guild.”  The stated purpose of the Meet-Up group was to function 
as “a group dedicated to providing social networking, education, and support for anyone 
interested in the power of the human-horse relationship.”  Finally, on the urging of Sally, I 
traveled to Sand Wash Basin, 160,000 acres of land in northwest Colorado under the stewardship 
of the United States Department of Interior Bureau of Land Management (BLM) that is a home 
to around three hundred wild horses.  The bands of wild horses living in Sand Wash Basin are 
also followed closely by a group of people, via a shared Facebook page, who regularly venture 
out to take pictures, name the horses, record their movements over the land, and keep track of the 
mixing of horses between the “family bands.”  It took approximately seven hours of driving from 
Denver to reach Craig, Colorado, where I stayed overnight, before heading out to Sand Wash 





 Before I finished collecting data in the fall of 2012, I began organizing all of my written 
and audio data using an Excel spreadsheet.  Using the Excel format, I broke up my fieldnotes 
into 16,425 rows and 12 columns.  For example, one row of data read:  
“but when I think about grooming a horse, I'm thinking about this brushing 
motion would probably come out” 
 
For that row of data, I captured 11 columns of information:  
 
• Context: Dancing with Horses 
• Person Talking: Carmel 
• People Present: Carmel, Julia, Laura 
• Horse Present: Frankie, Starlight 
• Location: back arena 
• Date: 10/7/2012 
• Index 1: think about 
• Index 2: grooming 
• Index 3: brushing motion 
• Index 4: come out 
• Line Number: 11846 
 
This row of data was part of the discussion among Carmel, Laura, and Julia during the Dancing 
with Horses meeting on October 7.  The next row of data read: “and then what would happen if 
the horse didn’t end.”  Again, for this data point, I generated 11 columns of information, 
including up to four indices.  My decision to limit the number of indices per data point dictated 
where I split the text to create data points.  Each data point, each row, contained only up to four 
indices; after four, I split the line of text and created the next data point.  After generating the 
indices and capturing the contextual information around each data point, I used the “sort” 
function in Excel, sorting each column of indices alphabetically.  This sorting effort generated a 
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visual aid that helped me approximate the frequency with which certain indices appeared 
throughout the data on the Excel spreadsheet. 
 Based on these frequencies, I started to sort the most frequent words into groups.  When I 
read a word, I noticed that the word seemed to point to a constellation of other words in my 
mind.  Each pattern group was anchored by indices that appeared with the greatest frequencies 
and these constellations became the pattern groups.  I never named the pattern groups, but I did 
use colors, and shades of colors, to indicate relationships between indices and variations within 
the pattern group.  I generated six pattern groups: Blue, Red, Green, Purple, Teal, and Orange.  
Pattern group explanations, as well as a list of the anchor indices follow below: 
 
• Blue 
• Anchor indices: ability, abuse, benefit, capacity, change, childhood, comfortable, 
expectations, family, father, good, happy, healing, help, hurt, intimate, know, 
lifespan, mother, need, power, pressure, protect, role, safe, skills, structure, 
support, take care, trauma, want 
• I imagine this group to represent some kind of source, where things start, why 
people go to Equine Healers 
• What they are reacting to in their lives?  What they are fighting with? 
• What people think they want versus what they end up with. 
• How the arc of human life gets talked about and what we do to, or, how 
we (mis)understand. 
• Red 
• Anchor indices: balance, body, breathing, control, dominance, ears, eat, eyes, feet, 
follow, food, gentle, hands, head, heart, herd, lead, leader, leading,  legs, mare, 
mouth, neck, nose, ride, riding, rope, see, sense, weight, whip, young horse 
• I imagine this group centering around three key ideas: the transformation of ideas 





• A mash-up of human roles in a family with human relationships 
with horses, contact which occurs in the context of riding horses 
• Body 
• The lived plane for this mash-up, with special attention to parts of 
the body and how parts of the body get controlled 
• Riding as a form of bodies carrying bodies 
• Many things/objects mediate, amplify, and make possible the 
(illusion?) of human control over horses 
• Struggling against the potential of bodies that refuse 
• Food 
• The impulse to ride begins as an impulse to touch, which is born in 
the imaginary  
• Often, that impulse to touch must be accompanied by food in order 
to be received 
• Food is a bribe, it is a peace offering 
• Green 
• Anchor indices: analog, animals, attention, beautiful, bond, brain, build, calm, 
clean, clear, clicker, create, curious, dog, energy, friend, groom, hear, hope, 
human, immediate, intention, language, listen, metaphor, mind, mustang, 
presence, quiet, relax, respect, self, share, silence, sitting, sound, stand, stay, 
story, tone, voice, wild   
• I imagine this group emerging from the imaginary and the sensorium through 
sound and metaphor 
• The human brain as an agent of alchemy 
• Anthropomorphism / companionship / empathy / friendship / 
(counter)transference : do these ideas share an origin? 







• Anchor indices: accept, allow, anger, approach, ask, aware, boundaries, choice, 
connect, connection, contact, emotion, experience, fear, great, grounded, hold, 
love, meaning, meet, notice, open, process, question, reaction, relationship, 
response, touch, witness, worry  
• I imagine this group to center around the words people use to talk about trying to 
control, manage, live with, and speak about emotions, experience, and 
relationships 
• Teal 
• Anchor indices: art, back arena, become, circle, corner, dance, describe, 
environment, feel, feeling, fence, form, gesture, ground, here, home, image, 
inside, life, living, look at, mirror, move, movement, name, natural, nature, 
outside, pattern, perspective, physical, place, reflect, release, round pen, shift, 
space, stall, stretch, technique, there, trust, try, walk, way, words, world  
• This group was inspired by my experience in the “Dancing with Horses” 
sculptures, as well as my fascination with the concept of dwelling.   
• Looking at movement and motion, especially of the body, but also in the 
world 
• Looking at purposeful expression and a movement away from control 
• Looking at finding acceptance, and not acceptance of losing control, but 
acceptance of another being’s influence on your body, and  consequently 
your visceral experience of the world 
• This acceptance as potentially leading to the creation of art 
• Orange 
• Anchor indices: agenda, challenge, client, communicate, communication, 
facilitator, figure out, gift, goal, group, horse handler, in the moment, information, 
interaction, intern, job, learn, learning, lesson, model, money, practice, program, 
rescue, research, school, teach, therapeutic, therapist, therapy, time, tool, train, 
trainer, training, veterans, volunteer, work     
• The engine of this group is assessment. 
• What counts as information? 
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• Time (horse time, spontaneous, structured time, time in the context of a 
survey tool) 
• Diagnoses 
• Therapy modalities (EAP, EFP) 
• Institutional scaffolds (educational system, accreditations, certifications) 
• Money, and constantly struggling against expectations associated with 
grant funding 
 
Once I had the pattern groups to organize the indices, I wanted to generate a map of the 
connections among the indices and topics.  I researched qualitative data analysis software  and 
found myself trapped, practically and conceptually.  Practically, I did not have the money to 
purchase any of the well-known software programs like NVivo or Atlas.ti.  I did not even have 
the money to purchase the lesser-known software, like Dedoose or HyperRESEARCH.  
However, I realized that I needed some kind of QDA software, and Dedoose was most in reach, 
so I downloaded a trial version.   
When I started to try Dedoose, I ran into several conceptual problems.  First, the concept 
of “excerpts” assumed that not only did I want to block out chunks of text, but that these chunks 
could then be indexed by one or two codes.  Yet, I considered much of the text that I generated to 
be much more nuanced and require less chunking and more codes.  Second, the code book was 
organized like an outline, with broad categories, such as “Reading by Primary Caretaker,” that 
were populated by more specific topics, like “Duration,” “Frequency,” and “Routine.”  These 
more specific topics could then be populated by even more specific topics.    
Setting up a codebook in this way was problematic for two reasons.  First, I would have 
to generate abstract codes, such as “Reading by Primary Caretaker,” when I wanted to generate 
codes that were words that people actually used, like “bridle,” or “pressure.”  Second, for better 
of for worse, I did not know my data well enough to create such an elaborate, and specific, 
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outline of codes with which to fence in my data.  Even if I could have recited each interview by 
heart, I was not convinced that my data would lend itself such an outline.  I could never figure 
out why the code book had to be organized in such a way and, in retrospect, this outline 
organization reminds me of one of my favorite Birdwhistell quotes about how “the linguist has 
tended, like the schedule-and questionnaire-bound psychologists and sociologists (as well as 
anthropologists), to live in a sentence-shaped universe” (Birdwhistell 1970:84).   
What I really wanted to create was a map of the links between the indices that I generated 
on my Excel sheet.  I could not find any QDA software that would create such a map for me.  In 
retrospect, the outline of codes and a map of links between codes would be antithetical, as the 
outline is the map.  I wanted a different kind of map; I did not want to assume that one code 
would always and forever be a more specific version of another code, and that all of my codes 
would have that, and only that relationship, one of degrees of specificity.  I had already begun to 
make assumptions about the relationships between my indices, with the pattern groups, and I 
wanted to find a way to generate a model of my data based on my assumptions. 
 With this in mind, I contacted my peers, and my friend Michael Scroggins suggested I 
look into ConnectedText.  ConnectedText is a program that allows you to build a Wiki.  I 
understand a Wiki to be a text with the index fused into the text itself, accessible through links 
that act like an exoskeleton around the words, sentences, and paragraphs.  I learned to use 
ConnectedText by reading two websites, “Dr. Andus’s toolbox”20 and “Welcome to 
Sherwood,”21 as well as through my own process of discovery.  The websites that I found either 
used ConnectedText to create undergarments for a large research paper (Dr. Andus), or as a 
compendium of authors and quotes (Sherwood).  Through Sherwood, I learned how to use 





categories and properties, which started to unlock how I could use ConnectedText to map and 
aggregate my data.     
 In order to upload my data into ConnectedText, I had to re-format the Excel spreadsheet 
into a series of text documents.  I generated a unique text document for each topic, which I then 
uploaded into ConnectedText.  Now, I am going to convey some of the details of how I used 
ConnectedText, so that you may see how I mapped the pattern groups through my data.  The first 
important realization that I made was the role of the “home” page.  The home page was the first 
page that I was shuffled to when I created my new project and it was the primary page from 
which all other pages emerged.  There were two ways to view each page, edit mode and preview 
mode.  In edit mode, I was able to use the markup language for “headings” and create a table of 
contents.  In preview mode, those headings became hyperlinks that connected to a topic.  
Throughout my process of discovery, I learned that visual representations of these processes 










Figure 3: Preview Mode: Headings 
 
I stored each uploaded text file in the corresponding topic, which could also be viewed in edit 
mode and preview mode.  The edit mode always includes the markup language, while the 
preview mode always includes the hyperlinks. 
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Figure 4: Edit Mode: Horse Training October 31 
 
Figure 5: Preview Mode: Horse Training October 31 
 
 
Here, you can see how I began to incorporate the pattern groups into the text of my data.  With 
ConnectedText, I was able to make pattern groups “properties” that could be populated by 
“attributes,” the indices from my Excel sheet.  The basic assumption about the relationship 
between these indices was not about specificity, but was instead about patterns inspired by my 
work in the field.  The markup language and then an example from my data follows: 
[[$CATEGORY:]]   example: [[$CATEGORY:Maya]] 




 In this way, “Maya” was both a “CATEGORY,” as well an “attribute” of the “property” 
named “PEOPLE.”  Each “category” and “attribute” was an index that I marked on my initial 
Excel spreadsheet.  Each “property” was one of the colors that I associated with a pattern group. 
Each “topic” was a data set, such as an interview, or a section of fieldnotes on horse training.  It 
was important to mark Maya as a “CATEGORY,” as only categories were visualized in the 
Navigator and Cloud functions.  It was important to indicate that “Maya” was also an attribute of 
the property, PEOPLE, as attributes of properties were organized and visualized in the Summary 
function. The Navigator function generated a map of the connections between topics and 
categories.  The Summary function generated a matrix that collected and organized properties 
and attributes in relationship to topics.  The Cloud function was a word cloud that indicated the 
frequency of a given category within the text.  Below are images of the Navigator and Summary 


























































    Figure 8: Summary for the category, “response” 
 
With ConnectedText, I ended up creating different visualizations of the pattern groups (Blue, 
Green, etc.).  Using this software in this way promoted a flexible relationship with my data, as I 
re-discovered the indices and visualizations throughout my writing process.  I found networks of 
patterns and could follow the increasingly complex connections among words and contexts, a 
process that reflects how I unpacked the therapeutic processes unfolding at Equine Healers, 
attending to nodes of confluence and tracing ideas across networks of associations. 
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Chapter 4:  
Ponyo River Road, just east of the Rocky Mountains 
 
 
 Equine Healers was a quilt of a place, threadbare because the wind from the plains was 
constantly blowing bits and pieces of it away.  The property itself was once a dairy barn and, 
later, a home to emus.  Remnants from these earlier permutations of this land and space remained 
scattered throughout Equine Healers, and were especially visible in the shape of some of the feed 
bins and the structure of some of the stalls.  For the most part, the horses’ stalls were tubular 
metal frames, painted a resilient white and held in place by chunks of concrete buried in the 
earth.  Some of the tubular 
frames were filled with some 
kind of orange-colored 
expanding foam whose 
hardened final form spilled out 
of exposed portions of gates 
and stalls.  The wood-framed, 
steel-walled barns were 
rectangular and had an open 
quality, as they were only 
closed on three sides.  One of the long sides faced west and braced the stalls against the winds 
that blew down the Rocky Mountains; the two short sides were also closed.  The second long 
side of each of the barns was open and the horses’ stalls straddled a space that was half-covered 
by a steel roof and half exposed to the elements.  Some stalls were called “runs” because large 
portions of the stall extended especially far past the roof.   
Figure 9: Base and anchor post for the gate to a horse’s stall 
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Different groups of horses lived in different barns, according to their position and role at 
Equine Healers, but horses were turned out to pasture in groups of males and females.  The 
horses, along with Maya and her family, lived on the property.  Clients, volunteers, and 
therapists would come and go each day.  Maya, along with the boarders, would ride horses in the 
morning, before lunch, while the majority of client-centered programs took place in the 
afternoon, after lunch.  On the 
weekends, Trish, a local woman 
with a riding lesson and boarding 
business, and her cohort of 
students would take over the big 
arena for a full day of riding 
lessons.    
 Going to do fieldwork 
every day at Equine Healers was 
a kind of bizarre proposition 
because, day-to-day, I would 
show up in the middle of the 
morning and, quite honestly, 
there would be no humans 
around.  The first thing I usually 
did was find the barn cat, a 
skinny black thing with cloudy Matisse-blue eyes.  I went looking for her and usually found her, 
mid-walk.  I liked to think that she was looking for me, too.  I sometimes brought her a can of 
Figure 10: View down the length of the Program Barn 
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wet food, which I scooped out of a can and fed to her inside an architectural nook that opened up 
into the Great Room.  On particularly cold days, the cat had already made her way into the Great 
Room, probably sliding in behind some unsuspecting soul around dusk the previous day; she was 
just the right color to disappear around dusk.  On cold mornings, then, I would first go looking 
for her there; I usually just opened the door and out she would trot, tail high, very pleasant.  She 
was, sometimes, a hilariously bad cat.  I would sit down and lean my back against the wall, a 
sheet of thin steel (I think), with little hills molded into the plane of the material at regular 
intervals.  I never sat for long because I could never fit my back all the way between two of these 
hill lines, and I would eventually get tired of not feeling my back lay flat.  The cat ate fast, too.  
Sometimes she would move to sit on my lap, but other times, I would get restless before she 
finished and would stand up myself and start to walk around Equine Healers. 
 
A person out of habit 
 
 I never quite got the hang of life at Equine Healers, or rather life for my particular 
category of person.  Everyone else showed up at particular times, did things, and then left.  I 
showed up, was not quite sure what do, felt like I probably should leave, was not even sure I 
should do that, and then left.  In an attempt to mitigate my anxiety about my position at Equine 
Healers, I set up a schedule for myself.  After my morning ritual with the cat, I checked in with 
the horses in each of the barns.  I started with the horses in the Program Barn.  Because I usually 
met the cat on the far end of things, near the barn that housed Trish’s horses, I always walked 
through the indoor arena to get back around to the Program Barn.  The indoor arena was a funny-
odd structure; it had a cavernous feel to it.  The steel walls, with the regular heartbeat of hills, 
were interrupted by horizontal sheets of wood that lined the walls, from the ground, up about six 
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feet.  I think the purpose of these wood sheets was to create the illusion of a solid wall, like a 
bobsled track, which can make it easier to train different movements in dressage.  The footing in 
the arena was brown dirt; the color soaked up my jeans like water on a rainy New York 
sidewalk.  That was true of Colorado more broadly; everything near the ground was a shade of 
brown.  I think that is why the mountains and the sky seemed so miraculous, they displayed 
whites, greens, pinks, oranges, and yellows that were impossible to imagine emerging from the 
brown brown dirt. 
 The indoor arena opened up onto the main walkway from the front gate to the Program 
Barn.  The Boarder Barn lined the walkway and would have probably been a timelier first stop, 
but I felt a closer connection to the Program Horses.  The horses in the Boarder Barn were 
somehow less aware of their public selves as horses at Equine Healers; they were decidedly more 
self-possessed than the horses in the Program Barn and the Hope Foal Barn.  I usually stopped by 
the Boarder Barn as I was leaving, unless I caught Maya or one of the boarders tacking up their 
horses, in which case I would stop and chat, help groom and tack up, and then join them at the 
big arena, where I would watch while they rode.  In fact, catching someone tacking up was 
frequently how I piggybacked onto whatever activity was going on at Equine Healers on any 
given day.  Days when I was able to join up with some other activity were the best days; I always 
felt especially accomplished.  Many days, however, I had an uninterrupted journey to the 
Program Barn, and walked by the slim walkway that ended with the entrance to the big arena.  
On days that I did not meet anyone at the Boarder Barn, it was remarkably quiet at Equine 
Healers.  In fact I was certain that if anyone came across me, they would be upset with me for 
being a part of the quiet.  Sometimes I was worried that if someone saw me, that I would be in 
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trouble, not because I was doing anything wrong, or would do anything wrong, or even could do 
anything wrong, but because I was a person out of habit.     
 
The Program Barn 
 
 For this reason, it sometimes made me nervous, how quiet it was at Equine Healers, or 
maybe how quiet I perceived it to be.  I found comfort in situations that I now find strange, such 
as the sounds I heard over and over.  There was always the sound of pigeons in the rafters, not 
only cooing, but jumping, flying, and landing within the lattice of wooden frames that held up 
the roofs of the barns.  I later learned that there were different groups of pigeons in each of the 
barns, which Maya and RJ could identify based on their coloring.  To my eye, the pigeons were 
an undifferentiated mass of 
white, brown and white, 
brown, and gray.   
One day, I made a 
particular effort to capture the 
sound they made, which was a 
combination of hustle, coo, 
and tick, the voiced meeting of 
feathers, talons, steel, and 
wood.  I remember standing on 
my tiptoes in the big arena, 
with my voice recorder held up 
to the edge of KJ Barn; I must have looked like a crazy person.  When I played the recording 
Figure 11: View of the big arena (left), as well as the rear 
of the Program Barn (right).  The Hope Foal Barn is the 
building at the back of the photograph.  The hay barn stands 
in front of the Hope Foal Barn. 
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back, the most obvious noise that I heard on the tape was the sound of a plane flying overhead, a 
sound that I had utterly not noticed amidst my desire to record the pigeons.   
A lot was like that, for me, at Equine Healers, maybe in Colorado in general.  For 
instance, the only way I was ever certain of the direction in which I was traveling was entirely 
dependent on the situation of the Rocky Mountains; when I was amidst buildings, or homes, or 
otherwise unable to see the mountains, if I thought I was going south, I was going west, north, or 
east, and roads I was certain would take me to a particular section of town invariably led me to 
some other place.  So, it did not surprise me that in my attempt to record pigeons cooing, I 
managed to record a plane flying. 
I attempted to make that recording of pigeons cooing on one of the days that I did not 
come across any humans at Equine Healers.  So, let me return to my usual route around the 
property.  The Program Barn was situated along the side of the big arena and the entrance to the 
barn was not far past the walkway to the arena.  The Program Barn’s walls, like the walls of 
almost all the buildings at Equine Healers, were also steel, but rather than a slow march of hills 
across the face of the material, the walls of the Program Barn looked like corrugated cardboard.  
I always looked to the right as I was walking into the barn; I am not certain why.  To the right 
and down, to be exact, as I was always struck by the scribbles of footpaths in the dirt, both 
human and otherwise.  There were also ringlets of grass hay mixed in with the dirt.  Stacks of 
hay lined the south wall of the barn and, as people walked to and from the stacks and the stalls, 
they would invariably dribble hay along their way.  I think when I looked to the right I was 
looking for Spot, who always seemed to pop his head up at the sight of a person at the door.  In 
fact, the door to the Program Barn interrupted a wall that was darkened by the slope of the roof, 
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so the door was this spot of light that lent people the possibility of a surprising entrance.  Spot 
always seemed surprised.   
 As soon as I saw him, I regretted interrupting the horses.  They had either been fed not 
long before I arrived, or were happily in the middle of their mid-morning naps.  They all seemed 
to have their favorite spots to rest inside their stalls.  In my memory, I always have Karma at the 
gate to her stall, her ears just cresting the top bar, and her long face resting parallel to the series 
of lower bars.  I have Slick standing diagonally, butt to the fence, near the automatic watering 
device, with his head near the center of the stall, like a backwards horse clock.  Then, I have 
Santiago feverishly sorting through his hay in the far stall, next to Spot, who, unaccountably 
seemed always ready to go out 
for a ride, or at the very least 
always ready to leave his stall 
and go somewhere.   
Next to Karma, going the 
other way along the line of stalls, 
there was Starlight and then 
Gayle, two old mares who, like 
two old ladies, had far too much 
going on to spend time worrying 
overmuch about what my presence might mean.  They were always deep in thought and doing 
whatever else by rote, having lived long enough and been asked to do enough that very little 
surprised them.  The most I would do would be to step up to Spot and rest my hand just under the 
Figure 12: Horses eating inside the Program Barn 
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whiskers of his nose.  He, as horses do, would breath in first and then breath out over my hand, 
his nostrils flexing into bigger and resting into smaller circles. 
 I do not know what I expected to find in the Program Barn each day and I remember 
being embarrassed by my general lack of direction.  I went there because I did not know where 
else to go.  Most of the programs started in the Program Barn; if I did not know where someone 
was, or where some thing was, I started looking for them or it in the Program Barn.  So, when I 
went looking for purpose in my fieldwork, I went to the Program Barn.  I think Spot was the only 
one that noticed.  Unless I came across a human, or had been given permission by Maya to ride a 
horse, my sense of embarrassment pushed me back out the surprisingly lit barn door and to the 
left, towards the Hope Foal Barn.  
 
The Hope Foal Barn 
 
Whereas I never stayed very long in the Program Barn, I often stayed for hours in the 
Hope Foal Barn.  I was fearful that some one would find me in the Program Barn and ask me 
what I was doing there, a question for which I was not certain how to respond.  In the Hope Foal 
Barn, I felt like I belonged and could correctly answer that I was brushing a horse, or just 
spending time with the young horses.  During fieldwork, I attributed this feeling to the fact that, 
when last I was at Equine Healers, during the summer of 2010, the Hope Foal Barn was where I 
spent nearly all of my time, as it was really the epicenter of my fieldwork. 
 In 2012, there were fewer foals, and the Hope Foal Barn did not figure prominently in my 
fieldwork.  There was very little that happened in and around the Hope Foal Barn in general, 
with Mama living in the paddock behind Maya’s house, and the foals living in the barn being 
relative veterans of Equine Healers.  In 2010, the foals arrived not long before I did.  In 2012, the 
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foals had been living at Equine Healers for several months before I arrived.  Despite these 
changes, I still felt safe in the Hope Foal Barn.  I had good memories there.  During a 
thunderstorm in the summer of 2010, the rain started pouring, pounding the ground with smacks 
of fat globs of water.  The cat, Figaro, happened to be in the barn with me; both a little frightened 
by the suddenness and strength of the storm, we sat together and watched the rain fall on the 
ground from one of the windows in the barn.  The dirt was so hot from baking in the sun that 
when the rain hit, steam would fissure across the drier patches of ground.  The weather was an 
event in Colorado and loving the rain no longer meant taking pleasure in the sounds of a soaking 
shower over spongey, soft green things, but rather attempting comfort with being assailed by 
rods of wet.  For me, the Hope Foal Barn meant safety, respite, as I tried to belong in a new 
place. 
 In walking to the Hope Foal 
Barn from the Program Barn, I 
would pass, on my left, the 
remainder of the big arena and the 
hay barn.  On my right, I would pass 
the entrance to the back arena after I 
walked by a concrete wall that 
served, on one side, as a kind of 
turtarrier, with several pieces of farm 
equipment, as well as a car and two horse trailers lined up next to it, and on the other side, as a 
barrier for the manure collected from the horses stalls each weekday.  The ground was hard, a 
mix of white dirt and stones; patches of grass with warrior strength, as well as some hardy 
Figure 13: View of the concrete wall bracketing the 




flowers settled along the outward-facing walls of the program barn and were smugly snug at the 
feet of the various pieces of farm equipment along the concrete wall.   
Any piece of ground that was regularly trod was decidedly grass-free.  Such a path led up 
to the Hope Foal Barn, which sat atop a very slight slope.  Pieces of moveable panels of fence 
connected the hay barn to the Hope Foal Barn, creating an extended paddock for the horses out 
of the sloped space between the two barns.  Because the space was so small, only intended as an 
addition to the existing paddock behind the barn, it was used sparingly; no matter that, the fence 
panels remained in place, held together by bailing twine.  I helped set up the panels in the 
summer of 2010; at the time, I was especially taken with the elaborate knots of yellow, orange, 
and red twine that held the panels 
together.  There was a translucency 
to the twine material that harbored 
the sunlight and made for a really 
beautiful photograph. 
 So many things changed 
between my fieldwork in 2010 and 
2012.  Figaro had either left with 
someone, or had passed away.  Maya 
was convinced that he had left, was sure that she had seen him jump into a man’s truck.  She was 
also certain that it was not possible for something to die at Equine Healers and not also 
eventually be known as having died.  Maya said there would be evidence of Figaro’s passing, if 
in fact he had died on the property.  In missing Figaro, I, naively, went looking for the Hope 
Foals that I had known, including Shanti, Rope, Sasha, Soxx, and Flynn.  I found Shanti right 
Figure 14: Baling twine holding fence panels in place 
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away, but had to inquire after the rest.  A young girl, whom I would later meet in the context of 
the Training the Therapy Horse class, had purchased Shanti.  The rest of the foals were scattered; 
Maya had found them all homes.   
I thought that a new horse, River, was actually Flynn.  I so wanted Flynn to grow into a 
big, beautiful horse that I embarrassed myself in front of Maya, with my elation over how well 
he had grown up.  I remember that she looked at me, dumfounded, until she realized that I was 
talking about River, a mustang that had been recently adopted through Canon City Prison.  River, 
like Flynn, was a chestnut horse, but that was where their similarities ended.  I was embarrassed 
because I should have been able to mark the differences between Flynn and River.  There was 
another time this happened, when I should have been able to notice something that Maya pointed 
out to me, and, for whatever reason, I could not do it; I could not guess who wanted to ride 
Karma.  These two moments, mistaking River for Flynn, and being unable to guess who wanted 
to ride Karma, stand out as two times when the awkwardness I always felt seemed readily 
observable to someone outside of my own mind. 
 
Moving dirt around 
 
 Amidst all of this, I found solace.  If I went searching for purpose in the Program Barn, 
then I looked for safety, and felt humbled, in the presence of the young souls who lived in the 
Hope Foal Barn.  An old sign sat propped up against the steel wall of the barn, it warned of 
quarantine and noted that only employees of Equine Healers were allowed inside.  When a new 
batch of foals would arrive at Equine Healers, they were necessarily kept separate from the other 
horses, in order to prevent the spread of viruses or sickness. Pitchforks, wheelbarrows, brushes, 
combs, and halters used in the Hope Foal Barn were not allowed to migrate to other barns.  In the 
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early days of a quarantine, once you left the Hope Foal Barn, you had to cleanse your hands with 
sanitizer.  There was a bulk-sized bottle of mint green colored hand sanitizer waiting on a 
wooden shelf right next to the door as you walked out of the barn; it was used often enough that 
a piece of the liquid, which had hardened at the opening of the pump top, always accompanied a 
dollop of the sanitizer.   
Even after the quarantines ended, I still used the hand sanitizer.  Something about the 
cold, soft almost-liquid against my skin made me feel like I could go home for the day.  Cleaning 
my hands really made me notice how completely covered in dirt the rest of my body was.  When 
I would rub my hands together, in an attempt to distribute the sanitizer, I also swirled a layer of 
now-congealed dirt across my palms before wiping the whole mess against my jeans, which were 
still busy distributing the brown brown dirt from the indoor arena up my legs.    
 Before all of the hopeless moving around of dirt across various parts of my body, I took a 
long time currying the natural oils from 
the foals’ skin, and brushing the oils 
through their fur.  No doubt this 
contributed to my own filthy situation, but 
truly I did not care.  Nothing made me 
more content than brushing those foals.  I 
would sing to them, and brush them, and 
then just stand there with them.  
Sometimes I would sit outside their stalls 
and listen to them eat.  All of the embarrassment and anxiety and lack of direction that permeated 
my journey, once I stood up from feeding the cat, just washed away.  I sometimes felt like that 
Figure 15: A horse’s hay bin 
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hand sanitizer tried to make stuff stick because I never felt sanitized after using it, just sticky; but 
brushing those foals, standing in the sunlight, just under the roof of the barn, was peace itself.   
The brushes and curry combs for the foals were kept in tough plastic containers that had 
once been clear, but now, like everything else close to the earth, were a special shade of brown.  
The brushes ranged from hard to soft.  The nicest brushes were composed of bundled thickets of 
horsehair attached to a soft, wooden rectangle handle.  These brushes were especially good to 
bring up a shine on the horse’s coat, which was usually the last step in my grooming routine.  
Before that step, I used a currycomb, followed by a hard brush.  In the hard brushes, the soft 
horsehair was replaced by harder strands, made out of some cousin of the plastic family.  Where 
the horsehair brushes were brown and black, the hard brushes were any number of neon colors, 
from pink to orange to yellow.  These neon pink brushes were great for rubbing away mud that 
had caked on the horses’ fur. 
 My favorite currycomb was a circular piece of soft, flexible plastic.  It was the kind of 
plastic that felt like well-moisturized skin.  It was also neon pink and had depressions intended to 
fit your fingers.  Flat on one side, the other side was a mess of dulled cones that were intended to 
produce a feeling of being massaged.  The cones were only flexible to a point, past their tip, and 
the skin-like quality of the material helped mitigate the thing’s malleability.  Despite being 
(probably) over-enamored with the currycombs and brushes, I found it physically tiring to groom 
for very long.  I have a woeful capacity of upper-arm strength, so I did not last long.  I tried to 
work around my physical weakness by moving to different parts of the horses’ bodies.  I would 
start on their neck, next to their ear, and then circle the currycomb across their fur, moving to the 
shoulder.  Then, I would pick up the brush and start again at the withers, circling across and 
around the barrel in bigger arcs, making sure to swoop down and clean off the underbelly.  
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Cleaning the underbelly was an old habit from riding; before settling the girth against the horse’s 
skin, you are supposed to make sure there is not dirt caked in the crooks of their arms, which 
may rub against the girth and create sores.  The foals, of course, were years from being ridden, or 
even carrying a saddle, but it was good practice to acclimate them to the feeling of being brushed 
all over their bodies.   
 
Walking through walls 
 
By the time I made it to the Hope 
Foal Barn each day, the foals were 
finished with their breakfast and were 
munching hay.  Unlike the Program Barn, 
which backed up onto the big arena, the 
stall and paddock situation in the Hope 
Foal Barn was something of an open plan.  
The whole back wall of the stall was a 
gate that opened up onto the paddock 
where the foals could roam around.  
Often, these gates were left open, and the 
foals frequently moved between stalls.  In 
other barns, horses lived in the same stall; 
the obviousness of this contract was such 
that it was incredibly disorienting to enter a barn and find Santiago in Slick’s stall, for example.  
The foals often managed to avoid that arrangement, organizing themselves into the stalls without 
Figure 16: Horsehair caught in steel rope 
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the aid or input of the humans.  Not only did they swap stalls, it was not uncommon to find two 
of them standing together in one stall.   
The stalls were fairly large and partially bordered by a grid of hollow steel pipes, about 
two or three inches in diameter.  The pipes were set horizontally, there were three rows of pipes 
per “wall,” with about one and half feet of open space between each pipe.  Like the Program 
Barn, half of the stall was under the roof and half of the stall extended past the roof.  The grid of 
pipes did not border the portion of the stall exposed to the elements, but rather steel rope 
threaded through vertically situated wooden or steel posts.  The spaces between the steel ropes 
offered the foals a chance to walk through the “walls” of the stall.  The ropes would flex and 
move, as the foals slid their fat barrels through the space.  Snickers was a gangly black thing; she 
looked like Gumby, dipping, arching, and high stepping through the steel ropes that made up the 
wall of the stall.  Ember was a little stockier and moved herself like a Tetris block, up, over, and 
down through the ropes.  Ember was my favorite foal to groom.  She radiated warmth; her fur 
felt like silk.  There was something about the way she approached the world that was calming; 
she avoided left turns, or right turns, and instead kind of bled into the space around herself.  You 
could tell she could feel her four feet on the ground, hard little anchors, amidst the static of her 
fur and the Colorado dirt.   
One particular day, I had an experience with her that ended up crystallizing the notion 
that talking about the group sculpture would allow me to describe the therapy.  I was in the stall 
with Snickers, grooming her with only my hands, rubbing her neck.  Ember, in the adjacent stall 
with Dreamer, appeared to get angry, or frustrated, because she backed up into and moved to 
kick Dreamer.  I noticed that before Ember moved to kick, there was a lifting.  If we were all in a 
pool of water together, then it felt like something pushed us all up, from below, like a wave 
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rolling over calm water before it breaks.  We were all standing near each other, divided only by 
the spacious fabric of steel pipes.  I was nervous that if Ember really got started, I would get 
caught, trapped between all three foals and the pipes.  So, I got involved and tried to get big, 
making motions like lifting and waving my arms above my head, signaling that I wanted Ember 
to leave.  She tucked her butt and scooted around before she peeked out under Dreamer’s neck, 
looking a bit like a repentant just-scolded child.  I felt bad for scaring Ember; also, Dreamer had 
barely taken a step, and seemed not all that upset about Ember kicking at her, so I retreated to 
Snickers’ side to resume grooming, thinking that I had over-reacted. 
 When Ember made her way back to me, it seemed like she was wary, but needing 
connection.  I noticed that her breathing was sharp and fast which usually indicates pain.  I 
thought about George, one of the therapist interns, and his discussion of how paying attention to 
your breath, in the context of physical proximity to a horse, can facilitate a deep connection and 
can help maintain a kind of positive neutrality.  So, for a while, I just stood and breathed, 
sometimes looking to Ember’s eyes.  She aligned herself in a specific way in the stall, her rump 
near me and her nose, nose to nose with Dreamer.  Snickers held her position; we all set 
ourselves up against the pipes of the stall, like the moveable pieces on an abacus.  While I 
breathed, sometimes trying to match my breaths with Ember’s breaths, and sometimes paying 
attention to her eyes, she slowly started to drift off to sleep.  It felt like the echo of static; the 
experience had a clumsy quality, but pillars of a deep peace kept on bobbing up like buoys on the 
water.  Eventually, Ember changed position.  Throughout most of the time that I was interacting 
with Ember, Snickers would try to nibble on me.  For those few moments where Dreamer, 
Ember, and I seemed to come to some sort of common ground, I don’t remember Snickers 
nibbling on me at all.  All of this came to a rather unceremonious end, when each of the foals 
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quite literally squatted, peed, and left to roam in the paddock.  We only stood together for a few 
minutes, five at most. 
 Honestly, this sounds weird, but looking back on my experience with Dreamer and 
Ember, it felt like Dreamer and I worked together to help Ember through some kind of pain.  I 
did not think of possible kinds of pain until Maya explained why Mama was no longer stabled 
with the foals.  It was the time of year when mares might start to go into heat, the term for a 
female horse’s menstrual cycle.  Maya explained that Mama had to be stabled and turned out 
with the geldings, rather than the foals or the other mares because, as a broodmare, she was used 
to getting pregnant; the fact that she was not pregnant signaled to her that there were too many 
mares.  When turned out with the mares, apparently Mama was kicking them and then 
continuing to kick them until they were hurt.  The mustang babies in the Hope Foal Barn did not 
have the chance to develop this particular instinct, but they still went through heat cycles, which 
could manifest in kicking and peeing.  Given this, I later wondered if Ember was going into heat.  
I remembered her peeking out from behind Dreamer, who was not really a foal, but more a 
young horse.  I remembered Ember shuffling back to the wall of the stall, standing again with 
Snickers and me.  I remembered trying to breathe with Ember, to help settle whatever was 
upsetting her, and suddenly all of it felt like a very human moment.    
  Stories of managing through early experiences of your menstrual cycle get told from 
grandmother to mother to daughter, in the hopes of preparing the daughter, or the not-yet 
woman, for the experience.  To have this moment, where I sort of bumbled through helping 
another female, another just-almost woman, experience and, in some kind of way, survive the 
experience, really affected me, even though I did not realize what might have been happening 
until sort of after, or through thinking about the experience.  The clues were all there, including 
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the kicking, the pain (marked by increased respirations), and the peeing, but I did not really put it 
all together until my opportunity to intervene, emotionally or physically, was over.  Looking 
back, I felt lucky that Ember had given me a chance to help her.  I felt humbled that she had even 
asked.  I felt stunned and somewhat shaken that Dreamer had met me there, on that ground 
where we could help Ember.  I also felt like I should honor that part of myself that, despite my 
reactions and mis-understandings, was searching for a connection and held a strong intention to 
make and keep one.  I wish that I had not been so selfish and happy that I helped.  I feel like I did 
not deserve the chance to help Ember and I am humbled that it was given to me anyway.  Also, I 
should be clear, by “help,” I simply meant, that I showed up and stood with her, in that space. 
 
Trying to teach myself to remember 
 
 Leaving was awkward.  The horses and foals were much better at it than I was.  I knew I 
had to put the brushes away, so I did that first.  Then, as much as I had been unsure, at first, 
about staying at Equine Healers, I was equally as unsure about leaving.  I always had to leave in 
stages.  There was a Starbucks, as well as a McDonald’s further down Ponyo River Road; I 
would prepare myself to leave by imagining getting some lunch at McDonald’s, listening to 
Rachel Maddow’s show on podcast, and then sitting at Starbucks and writing up my field notes.  
Of course, as I prepared myself, in the moment, I was shuffling back and forth in front of the 
now empty bank of stalls in the Hope Foal Barn.  Sometimes I would sit for a moment in one of 
the flimsy plastic lawn chairs that peppered the barns, waiting for clients; part of me was 
desperately waiting for Figaro.  I really missed him.  On particularly lucky days, I would catch 
Mya, the cat with Matisse-blue eyes, on my way back to my car.  By this time, the sun had come 
out and she had found a place to sit and soak up some warmth.  When she saw me, her eyes 
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would fold closed as her jaws would curl open, and she chirped at me.  I loved to pick her up 
because she would grab my shoulders with her paws and slide her furry chest up, curling her 
head into my neck; sometimes she would crawl around my neck and sit on my shoulders as I 
walked to my car.  Walking with her, in this way, made it easier to leave.  When I reached my 
car, I had to be careful to set her down on the ground, far from where the cars would drive up 
and park.   
 Sometimes I would crack open another 
can of cat food and set it on the picnic table, 
which was situated around the corner from that 
nook where we both had begun our morning.  
The table rested under one of the few trees that 
lived among the barns; most of the trees lined 
the perimeter of the property, thriving alongside 
the creek that divided Equine Healers from the 
open space to the south.  You could always tell 
where the creeks ran through the land because it 
would be the only place you would also see 
trees, outside of someone’s manicured lawn.  
Thinking back, Ponyo River Road must have run alongside a creek at one point, or maybe the 
trees that flourished along a particular stretch, just before the Starbucks, were able to soak up the 
run-off that the slope of the land created, because the trees at that point in the rode were so 
marvelous.  In the early fall, they turned those most beautiful shades of color.  Just at that 
moment in the road, driving back towards Equine Healers, you were at the top of a slope, and 




you could see, clearly, the Rocky Mountains ahead.  I really struggled to live in Colorado, but I 
tried to hold on, to be grateful for the remarkableness of a place that I just did not understand.  
There was more than one way to travel and arrive at Equine Healers, but I took Ponyo River 
Road, specifically through those magnificent trees, in an attempt to sustain myself, to try to teach 
myself to remember the beauty of the place.  Invariably though, on autumn days, maybe in the 
middle of October, just after the first snow, when the trees were a beautiful shade of yellow, and 
the sky was blue, with new snow on the mountains, someone would honk their horn, or ride right 
up on the bumper of my car, and I would have to keep driving. 
 It still baffles me how I could be moving towards the mountains that were so beautiful, 
but away from any feeling of being able to appreciate them.  I kept on driving past that Starbucks 
to Equine Healers; and I kept on driving to that Starbucks from Equine Healers.  I think the only 
people I managed to convince of anything were the people at the Starbucks.  I only ever went 
inside during the afternoons, filthy with dirt, smelling like a combination of horse, hay, cat, and 
McDonald’s.  I must have had some kind of sheepish look on my face because in my mind, I had 
just driven by a few hours before and, in the mean time, had had full conversations with a cat and 
entirely baffling interactions with a group of horses.  The people at Starbucks may or may not 
have been the first humans I had seen all day.  They looked, to my mind, justifiably skeptical of 
my daily, afternoon presence.  Despite this, though, the absolute worst days were the days that I 
did not make the trip from Denver to Boulder, from my apartment to Equine Healers.       
  Early in my fieldwork in 2012, the weather was especially hellish; the nights were cold 
and dark.  I lived in the eaves, what should have been the attic, of this old house near downtown 
Denver.  I set up my desk in front of the only bank of windows and my most relieving moments 
came around sunset, when clouds and colors would fill up my view.  Not long after sunset one 
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evening, a friend of mine from home called and asked to talk.  It was unusual for Maggie to call; 
when I left for the field, she was sinking into the quicksand of an eating disorder.  We had talked 
as much as she would, but I worried that it was not enough.  It was always a fine line between 
accepting her anger and holding firm to the truth that she needed to seek help.  To see her call, I 
knew that something was very wrong.  The next day at Equine Healers, I participated in a 
“Dancing with Horses” group sculpture.  I thought a lot about my conversation with Maggie, and 
in my fieldnotes from Dancing with Horses that day, I wrote: 
 
“I stood across from Slick, a pool of melted ice and mud separated us.  Standing there, I thought 
about how I felt separated from Maggie, not only by distance, but by a kind of fathomless 
experience of anorexia.  I also thought about the water in the puddle and the idea of 
ablutions.  When we all gathered up in the hay barn to talk about our experience, I picked up on 
a word that Laura used to talk about her experience - acceptance - and said that I was thinking 
about the connection between acceptance and absolution, or maybe forgiveness for the things 
that I could and could not do. 
 
I am beginning to think that maybe what is therapeutic, or perhaps a better word is transcendent, 
about these interactions with horses is that it becomes possible to know that, even for the 
smallest of moments, you are not alone, that another being is willing to stand with you and face 
whatever you have to face, accept it, and let the associated pain, or fear, burn off like sweat in 




There is a kind of replacement, a felt balance that re-makes the human body as a source of 
creation.  Without realizing it, I think I have become accustomed to being in pain, a pain that is 
made more real, or sharper, when I am faced with the pain of others, especially my friends.  Yet, 
in this moment with Slick, thinking about Maggie and her struggle with anorexia, hiding behind 
the pain, like Ember was hiding behind Dreamer, was this remarkable peace, a kind of 
gloriousness.  Like the world is remade, every moment, and by connecting with this peace, I can 
be remade, not so much by conscious choice, but by allowing the world to be other than what I 
thought it was.” 
 
The place between the words 
 
 As awkward as I always felt, the worst days were the days when I did not show up to 
Equine Healers, when fear and self-doubt made it hard to move.  I remember going for a run one 
day in the park near my apartment; I had to stop in the middle of my run and sit down on a bench 
because I literally felt like the veins in my body were hardening and becoming brittle, and that if 
I kept on moving, I would shatter.  What made it hard to continue showing up to Equine Healers 
was the reality that it was never obvious to me what happened there.  I did not know what I was 
doing there.  I did not know what I was seeing.  I understood that I was looking at horses.  I 
understood that they were eating and standing and sleeping and doing all the things that horses 
have always done.  But, I knew, as sure as I knew that driving past those marvelous trees on 
Ponyo River Road meant driving past any hope I had of wanting to live in Colorado, that the 
horses were doing something more than eating, standing, and sleeping.  That day with Ember, it 
never occurred to me that I would sit down to feed the cat with the Matisse-blue eyes and end up 
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having an experience with a horse that I would later understand as some kind of female right of 
passage. 
 I have since come to the conclusion that the movement from the concrete feeding of a cat, 
to the esoteric memory of one’s first period, in the context of a habitual journey through a space, 
from the Great Room, through the indoor arena, to the Program Barn, past the manure pile, into 
the Hope Foal Barn, was very much the work of the therapy.  That is was happened at Equine 
Healers, while the horses were eating, standing, and sleeping; and it was captured beautifully by 
the group sculptures generated in the “Dancing with Horses” group.  Broadly, the idea of a group 
sculpture was that, in creating a group sculpture, a group would have the opportunity to gain 
awareness of the relational dynamics of the group, revealing “patterns of relating” by allowing 
clients to question, whether or not “it feel[s] familiar...to be in this space.”  Particular emphasis 
was placed on “allow[ing] the horses to…witness the process of what's happening” and 
interacting “how it feels authentic for them to interact.”   
The “Dancing with Horses” group sculptures were a variation of the group sculpture.  
Instead of creating “a representation of where the group is,” each Dancing with Horses sculpture 
was about a particular person’s expression of some particular experience, an experience which 
could be worked out through asking members of the group to take on elements of the experience, 
but may have little or nothing to do with the group dynamics of the group participating in the 
sculpture.  Like that day when I thought about Maggie, I needed the world to be different for a 
moment.  I still felt lost, but I was no longer blind; I could see the water, the mud, and Slick’s 




 What follows in this dissertation is an account of seeing and hearing.  What will appear 
before your eyes will be cloaked in a mundaneness that works like a sleight of hand, or like the 
fool in one of Shakespeare’s plays, who you can discount because he is a fool, until you realize 
that there is nothing foolish about him.  What will fill up your ears will be harder to discern, 
because the silences are just as important as the sounds.  Most of this dissertation will therefore 
be about dropping you into the silences between the humans and the horses and between the 
words the humans use to talk about their experiences with the horses.  Many people have 
discussed the significance of words, and in so doing, also acknowledged the place between the 
words, understanding that the shape of a set of words creates space for meaning.  With the 
following chapters, I ask that we hang on to that poetic impulse and claim that it is not just 
flowery, superfluous, or obfuscating, but as significantly real as subject object verb agreement.  
Among beings marked as fools because their daily enterprise originates outside of the boundaries 
of human drama, this 
ethnography explores how we 
might pay attention to the 
spaces humans make for 
animals, to the places in 
language where distances are 
marked as silence. 
 
 
Figure 18: Frankie 
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Chapter 5:  
Embracing Poetic Sensations 
 
 
 My tenure at Equine Healers during the spring and fall of 2012 was especially marked by 
tension between the therapist interns and Maya,22 the Executive Director.  At the time, and for 
some time since, this tension made me especially uncomfortable, as I was not certain how to 
understand or articulate its source.  I now think the basic disjuncture between Maya and the 
therapists can be traced back to how they approach and translate the horses in two very different 
ways.  Maya knew a great deal about the physics of the relationship between human and horse 
connection.  The therapists held that the horses offered a novelty, and a novelty specifically 
based on the understanding that the horses maintained and moved from alien experiences of the 
world.  Greta23 said this, of the therapy, 
 
I think it requires some kind of sensitivity to the horses’ needs  
and just reminding ourselves of who that horse is, and it's a horse 
and what does that mean to be a horse 
and it's interesting because yeah,  
they don't have that capacity to think that way 
but we do 
and I think that once we can get into that space 
the way the horse knows it is from our bodies 
—Greta 10/31/12 
    
A majority of the therapist interns had little to no experience around horses; they relied on 
trained, volunteer “horse-handlers” to watch out for potential dangers and keep clients safe from 
                                                
22 Before coming to Equine Healers in 2005, Maya worked as a special education teacher and dressage instructor.  
She has a Masters Degree in Education from the University of Houston.  She explained that she was “recruited” into 
her position as Executive Director at Equine Healers.  She performed myriad duties, including fundraising, riding, 
and training.  As a volunteer co-facilitator in groups, Maya’s main contributions drew from her experience riding, 
training, and caring for horses. 
23 Greta began her clinical internship in the fall of 2012.  I volunteered in three of the groups that she co-facilitated, 
WINGS, Juvenile Diversion, and Hope Foal Kids.  She started her internship at Equine Healers having already 
completed a Masters Degree in Counseling Psychology from the University of Denver.  She also already had 
experience running her own private therapy practice.  She was trained in EMDR and was once a yoga instructor.  
Rather than being drawn particularly to horses, Greta was interested in owning and operating a therapy farm.  She 
considered doing an internship at Green Chimneys, in New York, but instead landed at Equine Healers. 
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threats posed by the horses24 during therapy groups.  The therapist interns, like the volunteer 
horse-handlers, were required to attend a specialized training, which constituted a day-long 
course25 focused on basic skills related to horsemanship.  During post-group meetings, horse-
handlers would debrief situations that had occurred during the group, including anything from a 
horse pinning his or her ears while being brushed on the barrel of his or her body, to a horse 
tensing his or her body after catching a glimpse of the llama who lived on the adjacent property.  
The therapists understood the horses as having rich emotional lives, distinct and unique from the 
emotional lives of humans, and they relied heavily on these reports from horse-handlers to get a 
sense of the emotional well being of particular horses.  Based on feedback from the horse-
handlers, the therapists would often decide whether or not to continue asking particular horses to 
take part in therapy groups; often horses were “given a break” from participation for a week at a 
time. 
 Within these dialogues, very little of Maya’s particular expertise figured explicitly.  She, 
like the therapists, also understood the horses as having rich emotional lives.  However, Maya 
rode several of the horses.  She was familiar with the health of the horses’ bodies, including 
when and how often they should be seen by the farrier, what type and how much food to feed, 
and what medications to give.  Maya was also tuned into the social life of the horses; she paid 
attention to how each horse fit into the dynamics of the different herds, both in the fields and in 
the barns.  If the therapists were continually cultivating and renewing a sensitivity to the horses’ 
needs, then Maya was constantly acting on what she perceived the horses’ needs to be.  I know 
that the therapists appreciated Maya, and the work that she did caring for the horses; but I could 
                                                
24 Threats posed by the horses could include biting and kicking, as well as getting trapped between a gate or wall 
and a horse’s body. 
25 Volunteer horse-handers were taught how to saddle and bridle a horse, as well as what behaviors to watch out for 
with horses in stalls, walkways, paddocks, and fields.  Maya’s “Training the Therapy Horse” class, which is the 
subject of the next chapter, could be described as an extended version of this daylong training for horse-handlers. 
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also sense a discomfort, on the part of the therapists, over not understanding what Maya’s role 
entailed, or how her role sometimes impacted the therapy programs.  This manifested in all sorts 
of sideways ways, including scuffles over Maya’s role as a volunteer and co-facilitator.   
 
What does it mean to be a survey? 
 
The tension really effervesced over assessment of the therapy programs.  Maya pushed 
especially hard for therapists to incorporate specific Likert-scale surveys into their assessments, 
after a doctoral student, who also did her research at Equine Healers, determined that a particular 
survey, the ACOPE,26 was, potentially, a valid assessment of the efficacy of equine-assisted 
psychotherapy.  From what I could tell, the therapists did not consider the information gleaned 
from the surveys as helpful, or in any way able to signal efficacy.  Of assessment, Carmel27 said,  
 
there’s…that element of when we're in this field 
we get out of our heads and really into our bodies  
and it's on a similar field as the horses live  
they're always in their bodies and less in their head 
I mean, I'm gathering that they have some element of that in their beings  
but I tend to experience them as being really in their body 
it's why I tend to get really in my body when I'm around them  
and when that energy matches, sometimes they get less interactive 
because they're so relaxed 
they're like, oh these people are now my people in some form 
—Carmel 11/2/12  
 
 The surveys pulled people into their heads, a process which was understood as 
diametrically opposed to getting “into their bodies;” consequently, the surveys pulled people out 
of, or away from, the “field” in which the “horses lived.”  At this point, you can be forgiven if 
                                                
26 See Appendix 1. 
27 Carmel had a Masters Degree from Naropa University in Somatic Counseling Psychology, with a concentration in 
Dance/Movement Therapy.  Carmel worked as a therapist intern at Equine Healers in 2010 and, after graduating, she 
continued to be involved at Equine Healers.  Carmel was a choreographer and modern dancer, and the modality she 
developed married a standard activity, the “group sculpture,” with elements of choreography, shape, and movement, 
creating “Dancing with Horses.”  Carmel eventually determined that she did not want to work as a therapist, 
ultimately realizing that “she went to school to become a mom” to her son, Jaden, who was born in 2011. 
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you are confused.  If Maya supported the use of the surveys, and was also intimately connected 
with the physical and social health of the horses, then how is it that the surveys pulled people out 
of the field in which the horses lived.  I suggest that, in this situation, the surveys and the horses 
were each other’s orderly familiar.  However, where you can query, “what does it mean to be a 
horse,” you cannot similarly wonder, “what does it mean to be a survey.”  The therapists were 
interested in assessing the client, not the therapy; I would argue that survey tools take as their 
subject both the client and the therapy.  A lack of change between pre- and post-tests was taken 
as a reflection not only of the client’s lack of progress or regress, but also the therapy’s lack of 
efficacy.  For Greta and Carmel, the horses were doing the assessing; what the horses assessed, 
and what the therapists helped the clients translate, was the horse’s relationship to the client’s 
human body.  For the therapists, “when we’re in this field” with the horses, “we get out of our 
heads and really into our bodies,” and, “once we can get into that space” of “reminding ourselves 
of who that horse is, and it’s a horse, and what does it mean to be a horse,” then “the way the 
horse knows it is from our bodies.”  Horses brought people into their bodies, if the people 
wanted to be known by the horse, and “when that energy matched,” the horses were “like, oh 
these people are now my people in some form.”  The doctoral student who performed the battery 
of surveys as part of her dissertation project found that the surveys that she collected from 
parents and caregivers28 were the surveys that worked best as tools of assessment, as they were 
able to show improvement in caregivers’ perceptions of clients’ “somatic” and “interpersonal 
distress.”  When I said that horses and surveys were each other’s orderly familiar, I meant to 
suggest that the surveys given to caregivers made the caregivers known as being able to 
recognize their children as “their people, in some form.”  The surveys, in this sense, might be 
helpful, or even therapeutic, for the caregivers, in that they might clarify the caregiver’s 
                                                
28 The survey distributed to parents and caregivers was the “Youth Outcome Questionnaire (YOQ).” 
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relationship with their child; but what the therapists were interested in, in the context of 
programs with clients, was helping clients to clarify their relationships to their selves.  It was 
toward this purpose that the horses, not the surveys, were needed. 
 
“I can’t go tell them a story about trauma” 
 
 Among the horses, “the more you don’t own your feelings, the harder it’ll be to stay in 
relationship with a horse;” again, horses brought people into their bodies, if the people wanted to 
be known by the horse.  In being known by the horse, in coming into their bodies, humans were 
asked to acknowledge their feelings.  Wilma,29 the Clinical Supervisor at Equine Healers, 
suggested that “[she] could be working in [her] office with a client for years, and have ideas 
about how they do relationship, [but] it wouldn’t be until [she] brought them out to the horses 
that [she] found the truth about how they do relationship in seconds” (Wilma, 9/19/2012).  Like 
Wilma, the therapists at Equine Healers approached the “doing of relationship” through the lens 
of attachment theory, a perspective based in “ethology, cybernetics, information processing, 
developmental psychology, and psychoanalysis” and outlined by John Bowlby and Mary 
Ainsworth in the late 1950s (Bretherton 1992: 759).  With attachment theory, Bowlby offered 
two critical ideas, first, that “that to grow up mentally healthy "the infant and young child should 
experience a warm, intimate, and continuous relationship with his mother (or permanent mother 
substitute) in which both find satisfaction and enjoyment,” and second, that “if a community 
values its children it must cherish their parents” (Bretherton 1992: 761, 762).  Bowlby initially 
                                                
29 Wilma was the “Clinical Supervisor” at Equine Healers, meaning that she supervised the therapist interns in their 
work in group programs and with individual clients.  I met Wilma in the context of the “Training the Therapy 
Horse” class, in which she participated as a student.  As a therapist, Wilma worked primarily out of her office and 
“offered” clients sessions that incorporated horses, if she determined there was a “therapeutic reason” for “bringing 
the client to the horse.”  Wilma was a certified sex addiction therapist, certified integrative body psychotherapist, 
and was certified in EMDR, levels one and two.  She released a book in August 2013 on sex addiction. 
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outlined attachment theory in three major papers, including: “The Nature of the Child’s Tie to 
His Mother” (1958), “Separation Anxiety” (1959), and “Grief and Mourning in Infancy and 
Early Childhood” (1960)  (Bretherton 1992: 762).  Ainsworth’s most significant contribution 
was the “first empirical study of attachment,” which was undertaken in Uganda (Bretherton 
1992: 764).  Bretherton (1992) suggests that, “under attachment theory, a major goal in 
psychotherapy is the reappraisal of inadequate, outdated working models of self in relation to 
attachment figures” (Bretherton 1992: 768).  She continues, “the task of therapist and client is to 
understand the origins of the client's dysfunctional internal working models of self and 
attachment figures” and to, through psychotherapy, “begin the arduous task of exploring and 
reworking [these] models” (Bretherton 1992: 769). 
 As a client at Equine Healers said, "it's fascinating, with the horses, I can't go tell them a 
story about trauma, but I can work on it with them” (Marshall 9/19/12).  I suggest that equine-
assisted psychotherapy can be about attachment because it is based on relationships that emerge 
through rhythmic interaction, a form of human communication that first develops with our 
human relationships to our mothers.  The anthropologist, Paul Byers,30 proved the facility of 
rhythm as an ordering mechanism in the context of a conversation among members of a family 
around a dinner table, with an audio recording generated by Varenne (1992) for Ambiguous 
Harmony.  Byers was particularly interested in the speech of one member of the family, a young 
boy, who was understood as being incapable of participating in verbal conversations as a result 
of a developmental impairment.  By first finding and then coding the conversation according to 
the “rhythm rate,” Byers was able to say that the young boy’s utterances were responsible to the 
rhythmic order of the family conversations; he found one example of the young boy’s utterances, 
                                                
30 Paul Byers was a pianist, as well as a dancer.  In addition to teaching at Teachers College, Columbia University, 
Byers worked closely with Margaret Mead, as her photographer, before publishing a book with her, entitled The 
Small Conference (1968).  His obituary details several highlights of his career: http://varenne.tc.columbia.edu/byers/ 
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a “Mom” that was ‘where it should be” (Byers 1992:242).  In this way, Byers suggested that the 
young boy was, in fact, participating in family conversations, albeit in a way that was under-
appreciated.  Early on in my attempt to understand the article Paul Byers wrote in the appendix 
to Ambiguous Harmony, I looked around for people who had cited Paul Byers’ work.  I found 
one article, “Rhythms of Dialogue in Infancy: Coordinated Timing in Development,” in which 
the authors elaborate empirical evidence for “mother-infant dialogue” by looking specifically at 
“mother-infant timing and rhythms” (Jaffe, et al. 2001: 9).  By tracing “how partners 
coordinate…vocal timing,” the authors built on research, which suggested that, in better 
understanding these interactions between mothers and infants, it would be possible, quoting 
Stern, to “modify and expand current working theories of developing object relations or 
attachments” (Jaffe, et al. 2001: 8, 9).   
 The “coordination of vocal timing,” in therapeutic conversations with horses, 
materialized as moments of accord, or synchronization with a rhythm that repeats over time.  
Despite approaching the horses in very different ways, the more I talked to the therapists, the 
more it occurred to me that what Maya and the therapists had in common was a basic 
appreciation for the significance of congruency, or responsibility to the rhythmic order between a 
human and a horse.  Of congruency, Sarah31 said,    
 
I think that horses are really in tune to incongruency in their environment 
that's why they [horses] need to stay authentic and in tune 
[there is an] element of trust, balance 
if you feel scared, say you are scared 
the more you don't own your feelings, the harder it'll be to stay in relationship with a 
horse 
—Sarah 9/28/12  
                                                
31 Sarah had a Masters Degree in Transpersonal Counseling Psychology, with a concentration in Wilderness 
Therapy, from Naropa University.  She worked as a therapist intern at Equine Healers in 2010 and, after graduating 
from Naropa, she took over the management of an established private practice and continued to bring individual 
clients and small groups to Equine Healers for therapy.  In her practice, Sarah specialized in play therapy, equine 





Being trained in dressage, and as a dressage instructor, Maya was especially aware of the 
physical intimacy possible between horses and humans.  Dressage, as a form of riding, is all 
about managing the physical connection between human and horse bodies.  If you can, imagine a 
horse and rider inscribed in a circle, in the geometric tradition of the Vitruvian Man.  Balance 
within that trapped circle of movement is achieved through synchronizing the bouncing weight 
of the human body in time with the ebb and flow of the vertical suspension and horizontal swing 
generated by the movement of the horse.  Suspension is used to describe the vertical lift of the 
horse’s feet and the time space between foot placements inside the different gaits.  It is the 
vertical counter-part of the horizontal sense of swing, which is used to describe the shift of the 
horse’s body from side to side.  The way that a rider achieves congruency with a horse is through 
rhythm, synchronizing the bounce of human weight in time with the horse’s movement.  Being 
able to access control over your weight, as a rider, begins with attempting to maintain a specific 
body alignment, of head, shoulders, hips, and heels.   
If you can imagine, a thin, strong string lifting your head from the cap of your skull, your 
shoulders hanging, as clothes hangers hang in a closet.  Then, your hips and heels resting in line, 
with careful weights pulling your heels down towards the ground.  Within this alignment, you 
must allow the horse to carry you, and to very deliberately, very weightily, surrender your body 
and sit on the horse.  These visualizations resonate with understandings of moments of 
congruency, as, in working towards congruency, it becomes necessary to let the experience of 
being brought into your body, carry you “down and away” from your thoughts, as a horse might 
carry a rider.  This is how Maya approached human and horse intimacy; therapists like Greta, 




it definitely is that groundedness 
cause when I felt that energy really just drop 
it went all the way down to my feet 
my feet, my legs felt heavier all of a sudden 
and it was just pushing me down and away from my thoughts 
—Greta 10/31/12 
   
Carmel often said that she wanted to get away from talking and move toward “embodied 
talking.”  She offered, how would we convey the word “good,” without saying the word “good.”  
When the rider moves the horse from the ground, through a long line, or lunge line, in a circle 
formation, cadence and tone replace bodied cues for transitions between gaits.  The moment the 
rider can have the most influence over the movement of the horse is during transitions between 
gaits, from walk to trot to canter.  The ability to influence the movement of the horse is directly 
related to the rider’s ability to synchronize the cues, or “aids,” with the rhythm of the suspension 
and swing.  Riders will often accompany requests to move from walk to trot with a verbal cue, 
such as “t—rot,” but many times, the horse is already moving into the transition and new gait, 
because the rider’s body changes in preparation for the transition, as well as in preparation for 
the new gait.  The horse responds to the feel of the human body, to how the request for a 
transition feels, rather than to the word used to mark it.   
During a training class, Maya demonstrated the use of her voice to encourage the horses 
to change gaits over the long line.  She began by saying “can-ter” but would later replace that 
word with a word, like “pea-nut,” that did not make sense in that context.  Maya would say the 
word “pea-nut,” in same tone and cadence as she had said “can-ter,” and the horse would change 
gaits.  Maya replaced gait cues with nonsense words with the same number of syllables and she 
said all of the words in the same cadence, which was dictated by the horse’s actual movements.  
Changing gaits is all about managing balance and, in order to change gaits with control, humans 
must ask the horse to change gaits at precise moments that correlate with the location of the 
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horse’s feet on the ground.  Maya’s demonstration suggests that the way humans convey that 
impulse, which we usually use words to capture, is through offering an awareness of the rhythm 
that orders the sound of the word.  Where Byers built his cipher from “motor syllables,” I 
realized that I could build my cipher around a moment of accord.  The cipher that I built is based 
on how a moment of accord sounded. 
 
A moment of accord | a chord 
 
 Paul Byers’ work around “rhythms of vocal sound” was supported by a complex 
methodology, including analysis of audio waveforms.  I was able to perform a similar analysis of 
a segment of audio generated during a therapeutic session of Dancing with Horses in which 
Carmel facilitated a group sculpture32 with Laura33 and Julia.34  This portion of the video lasted 
34 minutes and 12 seconds.  Within the 34 minute and 12 second excerpt, I selected two short 
segments.  Both segments occur during the closing of the group sculpture.  Paul Byers worked 
with segments of 5-second clips, so I attempted to generate similarly short clips with which to do 
a microanalysis.  These two segments correspond to instances in which a human and horse enter 
the conversation.  This moment is the focus of analysis in these clips; I include temporal space 
around each moment, in order to offer context.   
                                                
32 A group sculpture was a particular activity in which one person, designated as “sculptor,” would manipulate other 
people’s bodies into particular positions, creating them as “sculptures,” within a designated space.  Horses were 
allowed to roam at liberty among the “sculptures.” All of the group sculptures in which I participated were created 
in the back arena. 
33 Laura recently graduated from Naropa University, earning a Masters in Somatic Counseling Psychology, with a 
concentration in Dance/Movement Therapy.  Though never a therapist intern at Equine Healers, she, along with 
Carmel, worked closely with Julia, a professor at Naropa University, horse handling in some of Julia’s therapy 
groups, none of which occurred at Equine Healers.  She and Julia planned to participate in an “Expressive Therapies 
Summit,” in New York City in November 2012. 
34 Julia was an adjunct professor of psychology at Naropa University.  According to Naropa’s website, “she was a 
student of the late Ven. Tulku Urgen Rinpoche in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition,” in addition to being “a registered 
Dance Movement Therapist.” I met her in the context of “Dancing with Horses.”  She was present during the 
September 28 and October 7 meetings.  On October 7, she and Laura were actively considering how to design their 
“Expressive Therapies Summit” presentation. 
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Clip 1 lasts 5.205 seconds and is the start of the humans’ “debrief” about the session.  
The context for the clip is the closing circle of a group sculpture generated during the October 7, 
2012 session of Dancing with Horses; this clip was a piece of the early moments of the closing 
circle, about 50 minutes into the two-hour session.  In this clip, Laura (center) enters the 
conversation for the first time.  For screenshots of the full 5.205 seconds, please see Appendix 2.  
More detail will be offered about the group sculpture in Chapter 7.  The purpose of this chapter 
is to show how I built the rhythmic cipher.  I found Clip 1 by accident, as I was running through 
the tape at a fast speed, attempting to learn how to use the software.  I decided to work with this 
clip because, at fast speed, it is possible to see Carmel (left) and Julia (right) swing their opposite 
legs and feet in tandem.  When I linked the transcribed speech to the conversational space around 
these bodied movements, this clip became particularly powerful, as I will elaborate below. 
 
Clip 2 lasts 7.841 seconds and is a recording of Frankie,35 a horse, stepping on Laura's 
foot, as Laura offers words about her experience of the session.  This clip was also pulled from 
the same closing circle as Clip 1.  Temporally, Clip 2 begins about 53 minutes into the two-hour 
session.  This moment, when Frankie steps on Laura’s foot, becomes understood as a reflection 
                                                
35 A program horse, Frankie was a former breeding stallion, imported from England and donated to Equine Healers 
by a dedicated sponsor.  He was trained to pull a cart, though there were also some attempts to teach him to ride 
under saddle while at Equine Healers.  He was black and white spotted, which Maya said was a color combination 
that appealed to people with developmental disabilities.  She suggested that Frankie was popular among clients 
because of his coloring. 
Figure 19: Clip 1, 0 sec Figure 20: Clip 1, 2.202 sec Figure 21: Clip 1, 4.204 sec 
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of an earlier moment when Starlight,36 another horse present in the space, lunged at Frankie 
during the group sculpture.  In addition to the discursive significance attached, by Carmel, Julia, 
and Laura, to Frankie’s step, I hope to show an additional layer of significance, framed by the 
conversational order offered by the rhythmic cipher.  Though it appears that Frankie might be 
doing something out of order, wrong, or odd, when framed by the cipher, Frankie’s step is shown 
to be in order, or orderly; this additional layer of significance re-enforces the discursive 
importance of Frankie’s step, as interpreted by Carmel, Julie, and Laura.  For screenshots of the 
full 7.841 seconds, please see Appendix 2. 
 
I arranged the data with a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet; because there were no margins to 
the page, I could continually scroll across, mimicking the viewing action in movie editing 
software.  On my Excel spreadsheet, I created four sections of the same piece of data: the audio 
waveform, a box plot diagram of the size and length of the sonic bursts, a transcript of the words, 
and video frame grabs.  I aligned each of the four sections using the same timeline, which was 
marked every .2 seconds.  The video frame grabs were generated through the VLC media player; 
I included those frame grabs taken every .2 seconds.  I generated a transcript of the words, as 
                                                
36 A program horse, Starlight was considered a “master therapist.”  She was a former show horse and lesson horse.  
She detested having the girth cinched up around her belly, which was a source of constant consternation among the 
horse-handlers who had to secure a saddle on her back.  She was also a “painted” horse, or pinto, like Frankie and 
Pebbles; and like them, she was always chosen by clients during programs.  When I was preparing to leave the field, 
there was some discussion that she might be retired somewhere off of the Equine Healers property. 
Figure 22: Clip 2, 0 sec Figure 23: Clip 2, 3.203 sec Figure 24: Clip 2, 6.206 sec 
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well as the audio waveform, using a computer program, Audacity.  I cut each audio file into .6 
second intervals, having found, after much tinkering, that cutting .6 second intervals produced 
new waveforms with a .2 second timescale, which I needed in order to link the video frame grabs 
with the audio waveforms.  On the timeline on my Excel sheet, I lined up the screen shots of the 
audio waveforms above the transcript for each of the .6-second clips.  Between the audio 
waveforms and the transcript, I generated a box plot diagram, which functioned as an abstraction 
of the waveform.  
 As a result of generating an abstract 
image of the audio waveform, I was able to 
move forward in my analysis and generate a 
rhythmic cipher, which, once applied, 
allowed me to make statements about the 
conversation between the humans and 
horse.  This final step in the data 
amalgamation has to do entirely with the 
generation of this rhythmic cipher.  This 
cipher is the hinge on which Byers’ analysis 
works; finding it, playing with it, and disarticulating the choices made around selecting it, 
constitutes the analytical work that is the blood and guts of this kind of conversation analysis.  
Byers (1992) traced “motor syllables,” which are units of analysis originally developed by a 
neurologist, Stetson, in the context of his research into “intonation, poetry, and rhythmic patterns 
of languages” (Byers 1992:236).  According to Stetson’s work, “each motor syllable requires a 
time interval of .2 sec, but could be .3 or even .4 sec” (Byers 1992:242).  Byers used printouts of 
Figure 25: Spreadsheet Analysis Screenshot 
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audio waveforms and “mark[ed] those points (on a strip of paper below the trace) where the trace 
moved suddenly upward, as they would be at motor syllable onsets” (Byers 1992:242).  He then 
counted the number of intervals that he initially marked and divided the total time by the number 
of intervals that he marked, creating the “rhythm rate” (Byers 1992:242).  This “rhythm rate” 
was Byers’ cipher and he used it to make an analysis of interruptions and corrections in 
conversations, specifically at moments “when one speaker follow[ed] another or interject[ed] 
vocal sound into the speech of another” (Byers 1992:242).  Byers used the “rhythm rate” to 
determine utterances that constituted an interruption, by paying attention to when the “the ‘next’ 
or interjected vocal onset” should occur: “an exact beat interval after [the previous] sound peak,” 
according to the “rhythm rate” (Byers 1992:242). 
 My analysis differs from Byers’ analysis; however, the central premise around 
disarticulating a cipher, with which to de-code conversations based on a rhythm, remains the 
fixed analytical point of departure.  Like Byers, I looked for patterns and repetitions.  I used the 
box plot diagram to look for patterns and I found that a pattern, 2 blocks of vocal sound, 1 line of 
vocal silence, 3 blocks of vocal sound, repeated in the initial 1.2 seconds of Clip 1.  At first, I 
was skeptical, as I had been searching for a pattern inside these audio waveforms for months.  
My skepticism increased when the cipher clearly appeared in the first .6 seconds, but emerged in 
the second .6 seconds only after careful reflection on the audio waveform.  In the first .6 seconds, 
the cipher is clearly followed by 3 blocks of vocal silence; in the second .6 seconds, the cipher is 
also followed by vocal silence, as indicated by the transcription; however, on the waveform, it 
looks like the cipher is followed by sound.   
Having realized that the cipher corresponded directly to significant vocal sounds, I started 
to examine what the sound/noise following the cipher could be.  I realized that the noise that 
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appears on the audio waveform is a result of the weakness of my recording equipment, in 
conjunction with the placement of the audio recorder in Carmel’s pocket.  Here, though, I made 
note of something analytically significant: what appears as sound/noise on the audio waveform 
is, in fact, Carmel and Julia moving their bodies.  When I realized this, I also found that the 
cipher directly preceded a series of significant kinesthetic movements, the analytical import of 
which I will discuss below.  Having developed more comfort with my cipher, I pieced out a more 
complete picture, which showed that the cipher, 2-1-3, repeated after 3 blocks of vocal silence, 6 
blocks of vocal sound, and then 3 blocks of vocal silence.  Not only is the cipher 2-1-3 
significant, the space between the repetition, marked by 3 blocks of vocal silence, 6 blocks of 
vocal sound, and 3 blocks of vocal silence, is similarly significant, because, to use a musical 
analogy, it is not only the string of notes, but the space between the notes, that lends meaning to 
any musical phrase.  With these understandings in place, I coded the remainder of the audio clips 
with this pattern of cipher and space.  I tested the potential power of the cipher, 2-1-3, by coding 
the remainder of the audio waveform, transcription, and box plot for Clip 1 and Clip 2.  At first I 
thought that I had, again, hit a dead end; however, as I continued to examine the transcription, 
through the lens of the 2-1-3 cipher, it became clear that understanding both Clip 1 and Clip 2 
through the lens of this cipher would actually allow me to make some analytical statements about 
the interaction between the three humans and the horse.   
 Clip 1 offers audio and video representation of the verbal accord achieved through the 
words, “hear from Laura / yes you bet,” and was followed and supported by a series of 
synchronized body movements, specifically swinging feet.37  Carmel and Julia swing their feet 
counterclockwise with opposite feet (Carmel, left and Julia, right).  Once both Carmel and Julia 
                                                
37 Please see Appendix 2 for detailed and annotated visualizations. I suggest that because the words were supported 
by synchronization, in the form of synchronized bodied movements, they reflect a moment of accord. 
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have completed the same action, together, with their feet, they turn and open their bodies to 
Laura.  Carmel does not start talking to Laura until Julia finishes the movement.  In her vocal 
speech, Carmel deviated from the rhythmic order when she spoke to Laura, positioning the word 
“your” in in a space where, rhythmically, according to the cipher, a vocal silence or, at most, the 
trailing end of some sound, would have been orderly.  This was the only moment that Carmel 
deviated from the rhythmic order.   
Figure 26: Clip 1 Breakdown 
CLIP%1
Carmel Julia Laura Carmel Julia Laura Carmel Julia Laura
0.00 2.00 3v 4.00 3s
0.05 2v hear 0.05 3v 0.05 3s
0.10 2v 0.10 3v 0.10 6v
0.15 1s 0.15 3s 0.15 6v
0.20 3v from 0.20 3s 0.20 6v
0.25 3v 0.25 3s 0.25 6v
0.30 3v 0.30 6v 0.30 6v
0.35 3s 0.35 6v 0.35 6v
0.40 3s 0.40 6v 0.40 3s y3
0.45 3s 0.45 6v 0.45 3s ou3
0.50 6v Lau3 0.50 6v 0.50 3s r
0.55 6v 0.55 6v 0.55 2v ex3
0.60 6v 0.60 3s 0.60 2v
0.65 6v 0.65 3s 0.65 1s
0.70 6v ra 0.70 3s 0.70 3v
0.75 6v 0.75 2v 0.75 3v
0.80 3s 0.80 2v 0.80 3v
0.85 3s 0.85 1s 0.85 3s
0.90 3s 0.90 3v 0.90 3s
0.95 2v yes 0.95 3v 0.95 3s
1.00 2v 3.00 3v Lau3 5.00 6v per3
0.05 1s 0.05 3s 0.05 6v ie3
0.10 3v you 0.10 3s 0.10 6v ence
0.15 3v 0.15 3s 0.15 6v
0.20 3v bet 0.20 6v ra 0.20 6v
0.25 3s 0.25 6v 0.25 6v
0.30 3s 0.30 6v 0.30 3s
0.35 3s 0.35 6v 0.35 3s
0.40 6v eh 0.40 6v wh3 0.40 3s
0.45 6v 0.45 6v a3
0.50 6v he 0.50 3s
0.55 6v 0.55 3s
0.60 6v 0.60 3s
0.65 6v eh 0.65 2v t
0.70 3s 0.70 2v
0.75 3s 0.75 1s Key:
0.80 3s 0.80 3v
0.85 2v 0.85 3v
0.90 2v 0.90 3v fro3CCCm







By filling a space for vocal silence, Carmel demonstrated that she had a flexible 
relationship to the rhythmic order; and, in demonstrating her flexibility, I argue that Carmel 
made space for, or marked an openness for difference, a different interpretation, specifically 
Laura’s interpretation.  Not only does Carmel say it was okay, asking, “Laura, what from your 
experience,” Carmel feels, or bodies, that it is okay, insofar as an expression of openness to 
difference could be demonstrated by deviating from rhythmic order.  This is an example of the 
generation of congruency, or as Sarah said, “if you feel scared, say you are scared.”  Because of 
the roles Laura and Carmel took up, with Carmel acting as the facilitator and Laura acting as the 
client, Carmel’s speaking in the spaces indicated flexibility and openness, while, with Laura, 
speaking in the spaces indicated incongruence.  
 
To be known as being able to lie 
 
 Where Bateson’s dolphins use only digital communication (sounds), the horses at Equine 
Healers are understood as using only analog language (body movements and gestures).  The 
therapists rely on understandings of the horses as living in a totally analog world, especially 
because humans are framed as having access to analog and digital communication, to say “I love 
you” and also to be able to show that those words are felt.  These differences in how humans and 
horses communicate allowed the humans to position the horses as being incapable of producing a 
lie, insofar as lying necessitates being able to communicate different responses on analog and 
digital planes.  Though horses are not allowed to be known as being able to lie, they are known 
as being capable of drawing out a lie, or an incongruence, which often becomes understood as 
the source of a client’s distress.  This inability to lie can be tied directly to the notion of 
congruent communication, insofar as a lie constitutes, for example, feeling “no” in your body 
and saying “yes” with your voice; as Sarah said, the horses “are not human lie detectors, they 
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just don’t trust an incongruent environment.”  In, Clip 2 Laura repeatedly talks when vocal 
silences would be in order.  Frankie steps on her foot during a moment when it would be orderly 
to make a vocal sound.   
CLIP%2
Carmel Julia Laura Frankie Carmel Julia Laura Frankie Carmel Julia Laura Frankie
0.00 3.00 6v 6.00 2v
0.05 0.05 6v 0.05 1s
0.10 6v 0.10 3s 0.10 3v
0.15 6v o+ 0.15 3s and+ 0.15 3v
0.20 6v h 0.20 3s 0.20 3v x
0.25 6v 0.25 2v 0.25 3s
0.30 6v 0.30 2v 0.30 3s
0.35 6v 0.35 1s 0.35 3s
0.40 3s 0.40 3v point 0.40 6v
0.45 3s 0.45 3v 0.45 6v
0.50 3s 0.50 3v 0.50 6v
0.55 2v 0.55 3s 0.55 6v uh! xx
0.60 2v 0.60 3s 0.60 6v
0.65 1s lu+ 0.65 3s 0.65 6v jus+
0.70 3v ng+ 0.70 6v 0.70 3s
0.75 3v ed 0.75 6v 0.75 3s
0.80 3v 0.80 6v 0.80 3s
0.85 3s 0.85 6v 0.85 2v
0.90 3s 0.90 6v 0.90 2v
0.95 3s ou+ 0.95 6v 0.95 1s
1.00 6v t 4.00 3s 7.00 3v oo+oh!
0.05 6v 0.05 3s 0.05 3v
0.10 6v a+ 0.10 3s 0.10 3v oh!
0.15 6v t 0.15 2v 0.15 3s
0.20 6v 0.20 2v 0.20 3s
0.25 6v 0.25 1s 0.25 3s
0.30 3s 0.30 3v 0.30 6v
0.35 3s Fran+ 0.35 3v 0.35 6v
0.40 3s kie 0.40 3v 0.40 6v
0.45 2v 0.45 3s 0.45 6v
0.50 2v 0.50 3s 0.50 6v
0.55 1s I 0.55 3s 0.55 6v
0.60 3v fel+ 0.60 6v 0.60 3s
0.65 3v t 0.65 6v 0.65 3s
0.70 3v 0.70 6v 0.70 3s
0.75 3s 0.75 6v 0.75 2v
0.80 3s li+ 0.80 6v
0.85 3s ke 0.85 6v
0.90 6v it 0.90 3s
0.95 6v wa+ 0.95 3s
2.00 6v 5.00 3s
0.05 6v s 0.05 2v
0.10 6v 0.10 2v
0.15 6v 0.15 1s
0.20 3s 0.20 3v
0.25 3s fr+ 0.25 3v
0.30 3s 0.30 3v
0.35 2v 0.35 3s
0.40 2v omEEEa 0.40 3s
0.45 1s 0.45 3s
0.50 3v 0.50 6v
0.55 3v pro+ 0.55 6v
0.60 3v 0.60 6v
0.65 3s 0.65 6v
0.70 3s tec+ 0.70 6v
0.75 3s 0.75 6v Key:
0.80 6v 0.80 3s
0.85 6v 0.85 3s
0.90 6v tion 0.90 3s





Figure 27: Clip 2 Breakdown 
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The intimacy that qualifies many horse and rider relationships emerges in therapeutic 
contexts as a kind of attentive reciprocity, which, as among horses and their riders, could be 
measured as responsibility to the rhythmic order.   In the therapeutic contexts, the horses occupy 
the capacity to point out moments of incongruence and the humans occupy the capacity to 
generate narratives around interpretations of what the horses do.  Carmel explains, 
so sometimes [the horses will] come over and be like,  
ooh, you're looking different than I'm used to  
and they like check you out and sniff you up and down 
and they're like, oh oh, I think I get it or,  
no no, that's not right, that's not what you're feeling 
like when Frankie stepped on Laura's foot 
like, come on girlfriend, you know better than that 
—Carmel 11/2/12  
 
All of this work was in the service of managing safety and expression.  Byers (1992) indicates 
that “individuals ‘expressively’ vary the placement of vocal sounds, [while] the underlying 
rhythm remains stable” (237).  Voiced speech, made by Julia and Carmel, after Frankie steps on 
Laura’s foot is made when it would be orderly to make vocal sounds.   
Again, the therapists rely on understandings of the horses as living in an analog world.  
Maya once remarked that she thought that, “the horses might be water witches in terms of 
people’s emotions.”  This ability to elicit emotion, as if by water witching, in concert with their 
inability to lie, as an effect of their sole reliance on analog communication, allows clients to 
produce narratives that are particularly potent (Maya, 9/7/12).  After Frankie stepped on her foot, 
Laura expanded on her original narrative, saying,  
I was definitely pissed today, Frankie 
I had a really rough time at movement mass38 and I was pissed afterward 
 
so he might be picking up on that  
he's like come on 
 
yeah it's interesting, the right, he stepped on 
                                                
38 A specific style of dance class offered at a local studio. 
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and it's true, this morning, movement mass was just, like the room itself was really 
intense  
and I was working with a lot of anger that was coming up 
and I feel like what I was starting to get in touch with  
with your posture and then really melting into it in the support, with Starlight   
is where I want to be 
and so the opposite from where I was this morning  
there was anger at some things that were happening in the space 
but it built further anger because I was like, wait a minute  
I actually wanna be enjoying the dance 
connecting with my new partner  
and just having a really sweet time 
not mired in all this other stuff 
so it was like anger building on anger and I had that image, of like, bursting out of the 
circuit center 
and into the field and just like screaming, throwing rocks around 
but didn't, cause I needed to get here 
 
and Frankie comes over and,  
obviously there's something I needed to own in that  
—Laura 10/7/12 
 
In having her attention brought to the rhythmic order by Frankie stepping on her foot, at a 
moment when it would have been orderly for someone to make a voiced sound, Laura then 
produced a detailed account of her difficulty “connecting with [her] new partner,” a man she 
brought to the Dancing with Horses session, and who she eventually married.  In talking about a 
moment that was incongruent “[she] had that image of…bursting out of the circuit center and 
into the field and just…screaming, throwing rocks around, but didn’t cause [she] needed to get 
here,” Laura also fell out of rhythm with the conversation with Carmel and Julia.  Laura 
indicated that Frankie “might [have been] picking up on that,” so when he “[came] over” and 
stepped on her foot, Laura’s takeaway was, in part, “obviously there’s something [she] needed to 
own in that.”   
Laura did not show up telling this story; through participating in this conversation with 
Frankie, Carmel, and Julia, she practiced voicing and “bodying forth” her experience (Coetzee 
1999: 53).  I do not pretend to best understand how to interpret these stories, especially through 
the lens of attachment theory.  Maya pushed the use of surveys to assess outcomes of this 
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therapy, mostly because she writes grants to fundraise for Equine Healers, and the surveys 
generate information about therapeutic outcomes that is particularly visible to granting 
organizations; but the surveys, though orderly familiars with the horses, do not have similar 
capacities to the horses.  What the horses assessed, and what the therapists helped the clients 
translate, was the horse’s relationship to the client’s human body, and, consequently the person’s 
relationship to their human body.  Horses brought people into their bodies, if the people wanted 
to be known by the horse.  In being known by the horse, the body, as a frontier, as an envelope 
that folds and enfolds opportunities to temper and manipulate phenomenological experience, also 
earned the capacity for “triggering acts of self reflection” (Basso 1996: 107). 
 
The phantom limb 
 
 Notice, Laura mentioned, “the right, he stepped on,” her right foot, and how that 
reminded her about all this anger that came up during her dance class.  As with Merleau-Ponty’s 
description of the phantom limb, the experience of our hand is never more acute then when we 
are faced, for example, with a doorknob, which requires our hand.  Different body parts become 
iconic for particular experiences or memories; for Laura, her right foot was iconic of the anger 
she had experienced.  The body, now the envelope of the frontier, emerges, like the frontier, as 
an artificiality; an artificiality that is reinforced through the rhythmic openings and closings of 
conversations with horses.  By approaching human experience with horses as, first and foremost, 
a felt experience, it becomes possible to offer the experience of one’s body as a visceral project, 
as a reference to one’s own “internal wilderness” (fieldnotes, Mar 9, 2012).  Notably, the 
emotions the people come in with and leave with are not different; what happens is a process of 
re-forming, of balancing and harmonizing.  Moments open in the pursuit of balancing safety and 
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expression.  The process of this therapy is not about leaving with new emotions, or becoming 
someone new, it is much more about becoming yourself, accepting yourself, and generating 
awareness of how you are in the world.  Being among horses enlarges one's view of one’s self, 
but it is not necessarily a visual view, it is a felt view.  Sociologist Celia Lury suggests that 
“Euro-American societies are now contending with the possibilities that memories may exist 
independently of the individual and that the individual may be defined or authorised by more 
than one set of memories” (Lury 1998:15).  She named “the adoption of experimentation as a 
technique of the self” as a “prosthetic culture” and suggests that through experimentation, “the 
unconscious is brought into view, the forgotten is recalled and lack of control or responsibility 
over the self is converted into intentions, subject to calculation” (Lury 1998: 2).   
 Remember, we are looking for the sound of “good,” rather than the word “good;” 
reframed therapeutically, “the question is no longer ‘how can the subject perform this action?’ 
but rather, ‘how do certain events occur?’ and ‘how might certain people tentatively help them to 
occur?’” (Gomart and Henion 1999:242).  Carmel had trouble taking a picture that captured the 
essence of this fold between the humans and horses; her trouble speaks to the idea of fixing 
something and then paying attention to what more gets fixed, constrained, and made possible, in 
terms of understanding, or speaking back about what happened for the humans, among the 
humans and the horses.  Carmel’s trouble, in attempting to take pictures and generate a record of 
a therapeutic session involving a group sculpture, speaks to the idea of fixing something and then 
paying attention to what more gets fixed, constrained, and made possible, in terms of 
understanding, or speaking back about what happened for the humans, among the humans and 
the horses.  The question that was at stake, was not, does the person, when “facing difficulties or 
feeling tense...go shopping,” (which is a potential assessment offered on Likert scale-based 
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surveys), but rather something else, something much less obviously deliberate, a question that 
cannot be asked of one person alone, and a question that does not make sense outside of the 
context in which it arises.  The “sentence-shaped universes” that resulted from assessments like 
Likert scale-based surveys were abandoned by these therapists, when they ask their clients “what 
is this like for you right now,” or “what is it like, to be you, here.”  In tracing through the 
phenomenological experience of the body, clients begin to experience their “lived body as an 
ecstatic/recessive being, engaged both in a leaping out and a falling back” (Feld 1996:92).  This 
kind of experimentation, to follow Lury, requires attention to prosthetics as vectors of iconic 
connections between one’s “internal wilderness” and the impulse to tell stories about one’s 
experience of one’s self.   
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Chapter 6:  
The Wild Embodied | The Embodied Wild 
 
 
 The potential of the imaginary, or rather, what the imaginary might offer, is a central 
component to this therapy.  The connection between animals, or animality, and human 
imaginations dates back at least 25,000 years,39 to the Chauvet and Lascaux caves in France.  In 
fact, the archaeological record is littered with examples of human representation and 
appropriation of animal forms and vitalities.  Chantal Conneller offers a particularly compelling 
analysis of a Mesolithic site, Star Carr, at which deer skulls and antlers, with 
“modifications…presumed to have facilitated their use as headgear,” have been found (Conneller 
2004:37).  In her analysis, she draws upon Viveiros de Castro and his suggestion to “[see] 
animals as an assemblage of bodily effects,” emphasizing an understanding of animal bodies as a 
productive constellation of potential abilities (Conneller 2004:45).   
In this context, Conneller frames the deer skulls and antlers, modified into headgear, as 
prostheses that convey deer affects to human bodies.  Within this frame, to follow Lury again, 
“the prosthesis - and it may be perceptual or mechanical - is what makes…self-extension 
possible” insofar as, “in adopting/adapting a prosthesis, the person creates (or is created by) a 
self-identity that is no longer defined by the edict ‘I think, therefore I am;’ rather, he or she is 
constituted in the relation ‘I can, therefore I am’” (Lury 1998:3).  Prosthetics promote self-
experimentation by producing capacities, and conveying abilities.  For Conneller, at Star Carr, 
deer skulls promoted self-experimentation and could be usefully understood as prosthetics.  At 
Equine Healers, for therapists and clients, the idea of the frontier, as a liminal space between 
here and the wilderness, worked as a prosthetic in a similar way.   
                                                
39 Sustained and meaningful contact between humans and animals dates back much further in the archaeological 
record; some estimates reach as far back as 250,000 years. 
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I can, therefore I am 
 
The frontier of the American West, specifically, has been a place that privileged the 
sentiment “I can, therefore I am.”  Frederick Jackson Turner, in The Frontier in American 
History, argued that, “from the wild and rugged land itself [came]...[the] strength, self-reliance 
and individualism that characterize Americans” (Lawrence 1984:48; Turner 1920).  One hundred 
years later, William Grant repeated nearly the same sentiment, claiming that, “the wilderness 
continues to be regarded as an ideal environment in which to develop such prime American 
values as self-reliance and an independent spirit” (Grant 1994:81).  However, the “frontier” for 
white men was the ancestral home of entire nations of American Indians.  Claiming a frontier 
was an endeavor of the imagination, as much as was claiming deer affects through the 
appropriation of deer skulls and antlers.   It had everything to do with the demands of industrial 
capitalism and “Manifest Destiny” (Cushman 1995:61).  The frontier, as a prosthetic, like 
Latour’s “automatic groom,” was “already anthropomorphic through and through...it [was] made 
by humans...it substitut[ed] for the actions of people...it shap[ed] human action by prescribing 
back what sort of people should pass through” (Latour 1995:266).  In producing a frontier, we 
also produced “that great figure of American mythology – the roaming frontiersman;” and as 
much as "we have delegated...to the hinge the work of reversibly solving the hole-wall 
dilemma,” we have delegated to the frontiersman, the work of unfolding the envelope of the 
frontier, of embodying the counterpoint of settled and unsettled, wild and not-wild (Bellah 1985: 
xxiv; Latour 1995:259).   
 The “myth of the frontier” generated a frontiersman, the embodiment of this ideal person, 
living from what Cushman (1995) might call an “enchanted interior” (118).  From the very first 
attempts at consistent practices of psychotherapy in the United States, the outside was seen as a 
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foil for the inside, the imagined expansive wilderness of the West was a foil for an imagined 
“internal wilderness” and “just as the American wilderness had to be settled and conquered, so 
too did one’s internal wilderness” (Cushman 1995: 150).  This interest in the wilderness has been 
canonized in the United States through the creation of national parks, which stretch across 84 
million acres of land and constitute the largest collection of protected land in the entire world 
(Grant 1994).  The historian, William Grant, later suggested that it was “the establishment of 
Yellowstone National Park in 1872,” which “foreshadows the official closing of the frontier in 
1890;” however, within these parks there are designated areas known as “Wilderness,” or lands 
designated by the Wilderness Act of 1964, which stand “in contrast with those areas where man 
and his own works dominate the landscape” (Grant 1994:81; Public Law 88-577).  With this act, 
the “Wilderness” was “recognized as an area where the earth and community of life are 
untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain” (Public Law 88-577).  
Historically, anthropological narratives about space and place have been interwoven with 
theories about territorialization, emplacement, and marginality, which thrive on the explosion of 
boundaries, a discourse which embrittles the artificiality that prosthetics generate.  Within the 
context of equine-assisted psychotherapy, there is some sense of a revitalization of the references 
that the loss of these boundaries helped to diminish.   
 Deleuze writes that “territorialization is an act of rhythm that has become expressive” 
(Deleuze 1987:315).  In writing about horses and humans in the context of a “corporeal 
synchrony,” archaeologist Gala Argent claims that “moving together in rhythm encourages 
emotional bonding and shared identity, facilitating a sense of boundary loss and feelings of 
oneness with something larger than oneself” (Argent 2012:121).  In order to better understand 
how the frontier functions as a prosthetic within rhythmic openings and closings of conversations 
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at Equine Healers, we must re-imagine the opening of Yellowstone National Park and the closing 




After the arrival of Mama,40 a Navajo mustang, and in concert with the advertisement, 
dissemination, and warm reception of Maya’s “Breakfast with Mama” blog, there was a 
noticeable turn to adopting and incorporating wild horses into Equine Healers programs.  These 
horses landed at Equine Healers after being shuffled through Canon City Prison from United 
States Bureau of Land Management (BLM) land holdings in Nevada, Wyoming, Arizona, and 
areas of Colorado west of the Rocky Mountains.  I visited Sand Wash Basin, 160,000 acres of 
land in northwest Colorado under the stewardship of the BLM and home to around three hundred 
wild horses, who live in several small bands.  It took approximately seven hours of driving from 
Denver to reach Craig, Colorado, where I stayed overnight before heading out to Sand Wash 
Basin, another hour past Craig, and a half hour past Maybell, Colorado (population 72).  There 
was a dirt road that wound through the basin and curved up the bordering plateaus.  The dirt was 
soft and sometimes clumped up like paper pulp; it seemed more like a critical mass of dust, 
rather than substantial dirt.  Around me, it was not silent, but the experience of that kind of sound 
is something that is nearly unimaginable sitting here, now, in New York City, on 114th and 
                                                
40 Born in Arizona on the Navajo Reservation, Mama came to Equine Healers through Snowy River Animal Rescue.  
Before being rescued, Mama was a wild horse who was captured and incorporated into a “bucking string,” which 
was a stable of horses used in rodeos as bucking horses.  It is thought that she was abused, in that context, by being 
tied down with ropes.  Her origin story was documented in Maya’s blog, “Breakfast with Mama,” which started as a 
record of Maya’s attempts to build a relationship with Mama.  Sally also worked with Mama, helping her eventually 
learn how to carry a saddle, bridle, and rider.  Mama sometimes participated in individual therapy sessions; one 
woman, in particular worked with Mama on a regular basis.  I often visited Mama, sitting and talking with her in the 
afternoons.  She was unable to be pastured with other horses, though to hear Maya tell it, Mama developed a deep 
relationship with Commander and Ike, a horse and a mule, respectively.  Maya described her as a “bowling ball 
horse,” meaning that she had to be pastured alone; if she lived in a group with other horses, she invariably generated 
so much trouble as to put the other horses, and herself, in physical danger. 
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Broadway.  There was, quite literally, not another human being as far as my eyes could see.  And 
I could see far; so far, in fact, that it felt like the horizon continually ripped at my mind’s attempt 
to create the illusion of perspective.  Amidst this, my first glimpse of a wild horse came as I 
reached the top a low-slung hill, where I saw two dark colored horses standing next to the dirt 
road, along the crest of the next ridge.  As I stood and watched them, they very casually walked 
over the ridge and out of my sight; and though I searched for a little longer, I did not see any 
more wild horses.    
 There was a great deal of local interest in wild horses.  The bands of wild horses living in 
Sand Wash Basin were followed closely by a group of people who regularly ventured out to take 
pictures, name the horses, record their movements over the land, monitor the mixing of horses 
between the “family bands,” and post this information weekly on their Facebook page.  Closer to 
Equine Healers, Maya, together with her friend, Sally,41 planned to adopt a mustang and 
participate in the “Mustang Million,” an especially extravagant version of the “Mustang 
Makeover,” a contest in which anyone may take over the care and training of a mustang for 100 
days, in the hopes that the horses may be adopted into homes.  A recent documentary of the 
“Mustang Makeover” entitled, “Wild Horse, Wild Ride,” opened to sold-out showings in 
Boulder.  Maya was asked to attend two of these showings as a discussant.   
                                                
41 Sally was a personal friend of Maya, as well as a trainer with an avowed fondness for wild horses and for mules.  
When I first spoke with her about her interest in wild horses, she encouraged me to visit Sand Wash Basin.  While I 
was at Equine Healers, Sally worked with Flash and Mama, as well as a mule, Ike.  Flash and Mama were both 
mustangs; Flash was born in Nevada and came to Equine Healers through Canon City Prison, while Mama was born 
in Arizona and came to Equine Healers through Snowy River Animal Rescue.  Sally purchased Ike in the spring of 
2012; unfortunately, he continued to spook and scare, so he became unsuitable to ride and Sally had to return him to 
his previous owner.  Before Ike left, he managed to cultivate a relationship with Mama that inspired Maya to write a 
blog post about how Mama had “thrown over” her previous “boyfriend,” Commander (Marco’s horse), for Ike, the 
mule.  For her part, Sally was careful to stay above this metaphoric fray.  She was very serious in her defense of the 
rights of horses to be managed fairly and humanely, both in the wild and in domestic settings.  She spoke with me 
about her interest in the training methods of people like Buck Brannaman and she worked with Mama for a year, 
teaching her to carry a saddle and a rider. 
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Once at Equine Healers, these wild horses were initiated into processes, such as wearing 
a halter, through clicker training.  Used most commonly with dogs, clicker training involved a 
small device that emanates a sound, a “click,” each time the horse did the action that human 
wanted the horse to do.  In Conneller’s description of the prosthetic quality of deer skulls and 
antlers at Star Carr, the deer parts became prosthetics when they were married with human 
bodies.  As a result of this embodied connection, the human bodies became capable of 
expressing and embodying deer abilities.  At Equine Healers, it was not horse body parts that 
were made into prosthetics; the impulse to connect with horse capacities was made manifest 
through the artificialization of sound with clickers.  Byers connects the production of sound 
primarily to the body and ultimately to breath and breathing, through the movement of “the 
diaphragm and intercostal muscles” in rhythm with “the vocal apparatus” (Byers 1992:236).  
Among the horses at Equine Healers, it is the breath, not the horse, that is the prosthetic.  The 
opportunity created by the breath, as a prosthesis of the phenomenological experience of the 
body, promotes self-experimentation by scaffolding “corporeal synchrony” with horses through 
artificial sounds, specifically clicks.   
 
The sound of “good” 
 
 In these ways, the movements associated with habits connected to horses become 
expansive possibilities for explorations.  Instead of asking questions of horses, or of humans 
acting like horses, humans are encouraged to ask questions of their embodied relationships with 
horses.  In shaping and piecing out a model of this opening and closing of the envelope of the 
body through the intake and exhale of the breath, I am not necessarily looking for a narrative, but 
perhaps, more accurately, a refrain.  Deleuze writes about how “the role of the refrain has often 
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been emphasized: it is territorial, a territorial assemblage” (Deleuze 1987:312, 315).  In 
attempting to attend to the rhythmic order of conversations with horses, humans become 
immersed in this origami world of folds and references and claim capacities and abilities; 
whatever experience brought them to Equine Healers is realized as a fold among folds, it is 
referenced by and references whole constellations, just as the bit42 references and is referenced 
by the mouth, the tongue, the ears, and the poll.43  The significance of leaning towards refrains, 
and away from narratives, is that the idea of the refrain necessarily incorporates the more 
preliminary idea of repetition, and repetition as a way to cherish and enfold the capacity for new 
relationships to one’s self.  Life at Equine Healers is suffused with repetitions of all kinds, from 
when the horses are fed, to where the horses have homes, to how the horses are ridden, to when 
the humans have therapy, to which humans feed the horses, to who rides which horses, to where 
the cat sleeps, to when the cat eats, to where the pigeons have homes, and on and on.  In the 
context of therapy sessions, the horse is not simply deployed by the therapist, but these mundane 
repetitions, these habits, that have informed horse and human associations in the past, and have 
cultivated a sense of compatible difference, are very much brought forward as deliberate 
attempts at sharing disparate ways of living. 
 Maya’s “Training the Therapy Horse” Class was a deliberate attempt to teach people 
about how to participate with horses in these daily habits.  The class met eight times, beginning 
on February 19 and ending April 8; each meeting occurred on a Sunday, from eleven in the 
morning until half past noon.  Collectively, the classes were structured around a syllabus and 
                                                
42 The bit is the piece of the bridle that sits inside the horse’s mouth; it is a soft metal and can take different shapes.  
The most common shape is two long teardrops interlinked through a hinge.  The bit functions through the 
application of pressure along the corners of the two sides of the horse’s mouth, as well as through the push of the 
peaked hinge to the roof of the horse’s mouth. 
43 The poll is the space at the top of a horse’s head, between the ears. 
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each class included activities, planned around a specific theme,44 which progressively 
complicated the methods of working with horses from the ground.  Groundwork was framed as 
the foundation of the working relationship between humans and horses and included grooming, 
leading, saddling, bridling, lunging, and driving, in order of progressing complexity.  The last 
class, a riding lesson, framed riding the horse as a translation of groundwork cues, especially 
those cues learned while driving the horse.  The class was advertised using the “Constant 
Contact” system, with the following description disseminated to volunteers, donors, sponsors, 
and interested parties who had previously given their contact information to Equine Healers: 
This is the first class offered for Equine Healers Program credit. Satisfactory 
completion of the course is 1.5 credit hours toward Equine Healers Program 
Certification. This class will be videoed for the first Equine Healers Program 
DVD.  Maya Johnson and Jennifer Van Tiem of Columbia University present a 
unique collaboration in Training the Therapy Horse. Maya has a masters in 
Education and is a lifelong horse trainer, specializing in an empathetic approach 
to at-risk horses. Jennifer, a doctoral candidate in anthropology at Columbia 
University will interview students on a voluntary basis. Therapists, volunteers, 
interns, practicum students, are encouraged to attend this hands on class. No horse 
experience necessary, as we practice challenge by choice. Anyone interested in 
equine assisted psychotherapy is invited to attend. Those interested in learning a 
unique perspective to training any horse should sign up. Enrollment limited. No 
auditors, no walk ins, no makeup classes, no single classes available. Payment 
plan possible. Successful completion of this class, along with instructors’ 
permission gives students eligibility to horse handle in EH programs. It does not 
guarantee admission in programs. 
 
The March 18, 2012 class on “Reinforcing Positive Behaviors” centered on the process of clicker 
training.  In this class, Maya demonstrated clicker training with Mama, the Navajo mustang that 
came to Equine Healers through Snowy River Animal Rescue.  When Mama first arrived at 
Equine Healers, in the summer of 2010, if you spoke to her, she would run away from you.  
                                                
44 The themes for each class included: 
Feb 19: Sharing the Somatic Space 
Feb 26: Anthropomorphism and Zoomorphism 
Mar 4:  Semantic Interoperability  
Mar 11: Using Therapeutic Objects 
Mar 18: Reinforcing Positive Behaviors 
Mar 25: Shared Stories: Choosing the Therapy Horse for Reciprocal Healing 
Apr 1:  The Sphere of Leadership 
Apr 8:  Riding the Therapy Horse: An Analog Language 
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Much of groundwork training with horses is based on the productive tension of pressure and 
release, the basic idea being that humans continue to apply slow pressure until the horse releases, 
and some end is achieved.  This concept is usually introduced very early in a domesticated 
horse’s life as humans applying pressure on a halter, or a cloth harness that rests on the horse’s 
head, using a rope, until the horse releases and follows the human.  The horse and human 
walking together this way is described as the human “leading” the horse.   
For Mama, the human voice itself was an insupportable pressure; and for this reason, 
Maya started clicker training Mama.  Clicker training involved two steps: 1) connecting the 
sound of the click with something absolutely positive, like a favorite food treat and 2) eventually 
substituting the click and food treat with only the click.  Because of the positive association, the 
sound of click was a sound that was “supposed to go right to the amygdala” in a horse’s brain.  
Maya connected the ability of the sound of the click to index a positive association with her need 
to indicate something like, “good,” “yes,” “correct,” “affirmative,” when Mama did what Maya 
asked.  Maya could not say “good,” because the sound of her voice sent Mama flying away from 
her, but she had to convey “good” in order to incorporate Mama into the habits that would make 
her able to be led, fed, turned in and out, and, maybe one day, brushed.  Maya therefore made the 
sound of “good,” a sound that was approximated by the “click” of a clicker.   
In the March 18 class, Maya specifically demonstrated how she used clicker training to 
encourage Mama to touch things that might frighten her.  When Mama touched the offending 
object, such as a cone, whip, or sign, then Maya clicked the clicker and gave Mama a food treat.  
Here is a brief excerpt from that class,    
 
Maya: 
so when I started her [Mama] with the whip, I put it in the cone 





and you want her to touch the whip so that she's not afraid of it? 
 
Maya: 
so she's not afraid of it, but also, I'll show you in a second 
so remember we talked before about lowering the head as a sign of relaxation 
so, you know, I can take the whip, then…wild pony, no worries 
I can take the whip and lower it if I want her to lower her head  
so I'm going to put my head down too, so she knows, yeah, I do want it to go  
so then, some other things I can do with the whip is if I want her to come forward 
I hold the whip out in front 
so when she gets stuck in a gate, if you hold that whip out in front 
I could move her up, anything she's afraid of, I can move her up 
 
Sally:  
it makes them want to go and investigate something    
3/18/12 
 
In these moments, Maya and Mama were together in the round pen and the students in the class 
were standing outside the pen, watching Maya and Mama work.  Maya’s attempts to have Mama 
touch the whip were attempts to familiarize Mama with an object that she may see and work with 
again, especially in the context of groundwork.  Maya often talked about how Mama’s reaction 
to the human voice indicated that she was fearful; in clicker training Mama, Maya assumed a 
connection between touch, familiarity, and being able to move towards the world, including 
things in the world and relationships with humans, without fear.   
 In clicker training Mama, Maya was attempting to track back along this network of 
connections, from a lack of fear, to familiarity, to touch, to affirmative sounds.  In this vignette, 
relaxation and demonstrable trust index a lack of fear.  Maya remarked how “lowering the head” 
was “a sign of relaxation,” and so she “[could] take the whip and lower it if [she wanted] to 
lower [Mama’s] head.”  Here, Maya is describing holding the whip close to the ground, under 
Mama’s nose, and asking Mama to touch the whip with her nose.  For touching the whip with her 
nose, Maya clicked the clicker and gave Mama a food treat.  In this way, Maya built up a 
relationship between a sense of affirmation and the particular whip object; moreover, in 
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repeating this action multiple times, Maya cultivated Mama’s familiarity with the whip object, as 
well as offered Mama repeated opportunities to relax, by putting her body in a position that 
produced relaxation.  
Maya wanted to be able to manipulate Mama’s body, to have Mama follow Maya, “come 
forward,” and for Maya to be able to consequently “lead” Mama.  To achieve this, Maya “[held] 
the whip out in front” of Mama, at enough of a distance that Mama had to take a step or two in 
order to touch the whip, hear the sound of the click, and, at least at first, receive a food treat.  
Here, Maya was substituting one object, the whip, for another object, the lead rope, which was 
usually used to lead horses.  Lead ropes generate pressure on the horse’s body, as the pull of the 
rope consequently pulls the halter down against the top of the horse’s head, as well as the ears, 
cheeks, and, sometimes, nose.  As the sound of the human voice was an insupportable pressure, 
so too would have the pressure from the lead rope and halter combination been too loud.  In 
substituting the whip for the lead rope, Maya substituted the click, a sound that indexed a 
constellation of affirmation, familiarity, and food, for the pressure and release required by the 
lead rope and halter.  Eventually, Maya connected the feel of the pressure of the halter and lead 
rope to the sound of the click, embedding a once insupportable physical sensation inside a 
constellation of habits that Mama understood and accepted.  In these ways, Maya balanced 
Mama’s desire with her fear, even encouraging her desire, as Sally noted, the clicker produced 
the possibility that the horse will “want to go and investigate something.”  
 
The fragile utility of words 
 
 Maya wanted to be able to manipulate Mama’s body, to lower her head, but Maya had to 
be able to tell Mama to lower her head without being able to say “lower your head,” with the 
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goal being getting Mama to experience relaxation without being able to say “relax!”  As much as 
the doorknob makes the phantom, amputated hand, more vividly absent, being faced with a wild 
horse, with whom you need to communicate, makes the fragile utility of words more vividly 
present.  This search for the sound of “good,” rather than word “good,” creates sounds as 
substitutes for and extensions of relationships, as connections between the horses and humans are 
artificialized in order to be encouraged, aggrandized.  Things, among humans and horses, 
produce a suspension when they condense immaterial impulses like curiosity and awareness.  
Through repetition, Mama’s relaxation became accessible as a constellation of a whip, a lowered 
head, a touch, and a click.  This artificial rhythm of whip, lowered head, touch, click, repeat, 
created a beat, drew attention to a potential order, and potential safety, offered by harmonized 
interactions.  Particular relationships are offered by “the generous aspects of things,” and each 
thing is multiply significant – a bridle has a texture, a smell, fits a particular way, offers and 
requires specific manipulation of body parts, and collects and holds habits and memories of a 
history of harmonies among horses and humans.   
In this way, contexts and relationships shared by humans and horses are built on top of 
one another.  When riding, the management of safety and expression was achieved through 
physical closeness, and things like bridles and saddles mediated skin-to-skin connections; 
however, on the ground, especially among the wild horses, physical closeness could be quite 
dangerous.  The introduction of things, likes whips and cones, facilitated a productive distance 
between humans and horses.  The creation of physical distance between humans and horses was 
an opportunity for more elaborate human and horse interactions and the gradual replacement of 
things, like sticks and cones, with halters and bridles, afforded sustained and intricate human 
influence over the horses. 
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 Nowhere is this more clear than in the following vignette, an excerpt from the March 4 
Training Class on “Semantic Interoperability,” in which Maya taught the class participants how 
to put a bridle on Chicho,45 a horse, as well as how to understand some of the possibilities that 
the bridle generated.  Chicho was present and standing in the designated grooming area, where it 
was normal to ask horses to stand as they were saddled and bridled.  Maya was standing next to 
his head and the students in the class fanned out around Chicho and Maya.  While bridling 
Chicho, Maya often remarked how differently it would be to put a bridle on Karma,46 a program 
horse.  Maya explained, 
notice when I'm bridling him…put the bit in first and then usually the left ear first 
but with Karma, put the right ear first  
put both ears in, pull the hair out 
and then the throatlatch47 buckles loosely where you can put about a hand in between 
so they [the horses] can arch their neck 
[the throat latch] doesn't do a lot 
and the noseband fastens a little more snuggly 
it keeps you from pulling the bit through the horse's mouth 
 
so [the flash]…helps keep the mouth closed just a little, stabilizes the bit 
Karma has one on because she really worries the bit 
 
so we're not going anywhere with him 
what we're gonna do is talk about the hand, the mouth interactivity 
 
 
                                                
45 Chicho was Maya’s horse and partner of 29 years.  Arthur told me that he had been married to Maya for as long as 
Chicho had been her in life, calling he and Chicho “strange bedfellows.”  Maya would often give lessons on Chicho, 
as he was understood to be a “schoolmaster,” very skilled in high-level dressage movements such as piaffe and 
passage.  Many of Maya’s stories revolved around Chicho and she often asked Chicho to demonstrate concepts in 
horse-human interaction in the context of groups and programs. 
46 Karma was donated to Equine Healers for reasons that I never learned.  She was one of the youngest program 
horses and was described, and understood, as extremely sensitive.  Karma came to Equine Healers from a “show 
barn,” where she was subject to a lot of devices and apparatus while she was ridden.  Maya often suggested that all 
of the paraphernalia used to control the horse’s body movements might have “felt like” abuse to Karma because she 
was so sensitive.  Maya rode Karma almost exclusively until she started to work more often with Santiago, another 
program horse.  Karma was also a great favorite of George, a therapist intern, who once offered me a contemplative 
riding lesson with her. 
47 Throatlatch, noseband, bit, and flash are all parts of the bridle.  The bridle includes a crownpiece that sits across 
the top of the horse’s head, a noseband, which encircles the horse’s nose, and two cheek pieces that connect the 
crown piece to the noseband.  The throatlatch is connected to the crownpiece and loops under the connection 
between the horse’s head and neck.  The bit is attached to the two cheek pieces, as well as to the reins.  The flash 
connects to the noseband and holds the bit in place.  The purpose the bridle is to distribute pressure from the horse’s 
poll through the horse’s neck; this is achieved through manipulating the bit. 
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[Chicho is] not wrong to be chewing 
so, when a horse is traveling correctly, the poll should be the highest part 
unless I ask him to put his head down 
 
I'm gonna have my outside hand, my right hand, on the bit…it's like the outside rein48  
and my inside hand is going to bend him   
— Maya, 3/4/12 
 
Maya’s relationship with Chicho was markedly different from her relationship with 
Mama.  Where Mama was a wild horse, abused, rescued, and only just now wearing a halter, 
Maya had cared for Chicho for twenty-nine years and had trained him in elaborate and intricate 
dressage movements.  Chicho not only comfortably wore a bridle, he was able to be driven in 
long lines, which was the most complicated form of groundwork that the training class attempted 
to tackle.  Here, Maya was teaching people how to put a bridle on a horse, as well as how the 
bridle could be used to manipulate the horse’s body.  In showing us how to put a bridle on a 
horse, she had to show us how to put a bridle on Chicho, with remarks such as, “but with Karma, 
put the right ear first,” indicating that different horses are familiar with different habits.   
The universality of the clicker sound also evaporated as habits shared by humans and 
horses were built on top of one another; the fundamental connections between touch, familiarity, 
and lack of fear became more complicated, as familiarity deepened into intimacy and the impulse 
to touch entailed the disarticulation of Chicho’s face and bridle, and then the re-articulation of 
his head and poll, with Maya’s inside and outside hands, right and left reins.  What was carried 
forward was not necessarily a sound, but a rhythm: bit in, left ear first, both ears in, pull the hair 
out, throatlatch buckles, and noseband fastens.  Every time Maya put the bridle on Chicho, this 
was the order in which she did it.  She used the same bridle, the same bit, and stood in the same 
place, with her right shoulder at the connection between his head and neck, her right arm under 
his neck, her right hand over his poll, ready to catch the crownpiece, her left thumb at the corner 
                                                
48 The reins are long rope-like attachments that go from the bit in the horse’s mouth to the human hand. 
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of his mouth, encouraging him to open his lips, and her left fingers ready to guide the bit into his 
mouth.  The entire time Maya was demonstrating putting the bridle on Chicho, she was touching 
all over his mouth, his ears, the reins, and the bit, encouraging an origami of horse and human 
parts: ears were folded into mouths, into necks, into polls, into bits, into reins, into hands. 
 The reason different bridles and bits are required by different horses is due, in part, to the 
unique shapes of their heads, mouths, ears, cheeks, and noses, but also because of the different 
ways in which the horses have been trained to carry their head while being ridden, as well as the 
different ways in which they have been trained to respond to pressure from the bit in their 
mouths.  Karma “worried the bit” and Chicho was “not wrong to be chewing.”  It is seductive to 
think of Karma, worrying the bit, and Chicho, chewing, as a discrete response to the interplay 
between Maya’s “inside” and “outside” hands.  Historically, people have often framed their 
interactions with horses in this way; so much so that there is a psychological term, “the Clever 
Hans effect,” which suggests that people will indicate the correct answer to a question through 
their ideomotor movements.  Clever Hans was a “mysteriously intelligent horse” who responded 
to the ideomotor movements of his human assistants, producing correct answers to given 
questions.  In essence, questions with discrete answers were superimposed on a series of 
embodied communications between Clever Hans’ human assistants and Clever Hans.  But what 
if we asked questions, not of Clever Hans, but of the embodied relationship between Clever Hans 
and his assistants?   
 
Increasingly complex forms of familiarity 
 
In the same way that Maya could not say to Mama, “lower your head” and “relax,” 
Maya’s interactions with Chicho and the bridle were more elaborate versions of that same central 
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problematic, insofar as producing a discrete response, or producing the word “relax” was never 
the goal.  As much as the hinge solved the hole and wall dilemma, increasingly intricate kinds of 
things, from cones and whips and noses, to nosebands, crownpieces, bits, lips, ears, and polls 
facilitated the imagination of communication that did not privilege discrete answers, but was 
rather about increasingly complex forms of familiarity.  We know from Latour that the world of 
things speaks back to us and encourages us to use our bodies in particular ways.  The habits 
associated with clickers, cones, whips, and bridles, as prostheses, helped intensify personal 
intrasomatic experience by vivifying connections with unique rhythms, distilling the dilemma of 
communication with horses into one of “corporeal synchrony.”   
 Horses and humans generated interactional harmony through a kind of knotted discipline, 
where Maya’s right hand was multiply significant as not only her right hand, but also her 
“outside hand,” which was “on the bit” and “like the outside rein,” in that it stabilized her 
request, made through her “inside hand” for Chicho to “bend.”  Interactional harmony would 
then be indexed by Chicho “traveling correctly,” “head down,” and “chewing.”  These human 
habits around horses were like a vanishing scaffold in therapeutic contexts.  The training that 
went into creating the possibility of Chicho, for example, bending in concert with Maya’s outside 
and inside hands no longer required Maya as a familiar.  However, the possibility of intimacy, 
emerging from the disarticulation of the impulse to touch, still remained, and accessing that 
constellation entailed becoming familiar with the rhythm of habits that generated a “corporeal 
synchrony” with the horse.  Equine-assisted psychotherapeutics was practiced on a spectrum that 
more and less relied on the presence of things to manage the possibility of intimacy.  This 
spectrum correlated to the population of clients served, as well as the goal of the session.  Very 
thing-oriented sessions, structured around activities, such as leading a horse through an “obstacle 
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course,”49 were often deployed, for example, to adults with developmental delays, as well as to 
adolescents struggling with self-efficacy.  More spontaneous sessions emphasized choice, on the 
part of the horse and the client, and may or may not have involved things, such as halters and 
lead ropes.  Despite the “difference of equipment,” solving the dilemma of communication with 
a horse remained the therapeutic goal, and these more spontaneous sessions introduced a more 
ephemeral prosthetic, the human breath.   
 The group sculptures were particularly vibrant examples of a therapeutic session in which 
the breath was central to the production of the possibility of intimacy.  The following chapter 
will delve deeply into the creation of group sculptures, as I argue that group sculptures are iconic 
examples of what equine-assisted psychotherapies are designed to achieve.  To clarify the current 
point, about how the human breath can function as a prosthetic by promoting self-
experimentation and thus enhancing the possibility of familiarity with one’s self, I will offer a 
brief dialogue from the Dancing with Horses session on September 28, in which I participated as 
the sculptor.  A group of us, including Carmel, Laura, and Sarah, were in the back arena with 
three horses that we had each chosen to “invite into the space,” including Spot,50 Gayle,51 and 
River.52  Carmel facilitated the sculpture, asking me to clarify what forms I wanted to see take 
shape with Laura and Sarah’s bodies.  At the close of the sculpture, once I said that I was 
finished, Carmel and I had the following dialogue:   
                                                
49 An obstacle course would often include a series of poles that the client would ask the horse to step over, as well as 
a series of food and water buckets by which the client would have lead the horse and maintain control. 
50 Spot was a former lesson horse and family pet.  He was donated to Equine Healers when his family started to face 
financial hardship.  He was the tallest of the program horses and his size was often both a source of tension and 
work, in contexts of therapy, as well as a source of benefit, in contexts of horsemanship, when larger clients needed 
to be supported by a bigger horse to ride. 
51 Gayle was described to me as a “master therapist” and “lead mare.”  Maya suggested that her favorite population 
of humans to work with were those people with developmental delays, telling me an elaborate story about how 
Gayle stood perfectly still while one such woman kissed Gayle’s whole body from hoof to tail.  In 2010, I witnessed 
Gayle participating in riding lessons, but in 2012, Gayle had been semi-retired and worked only as a therapy horse. 
52 Like Mama, River was once a wild horse.  She was adopted and came to Equine Healers through the BLM 




so I'm just curious, Jennifer, and you can correct me if I'm wrong, but I wonder if that 
sense of anxiety that you spoke about in your chest right here that you were feeling 
 
that after taking what lived inside of you and putting it out into the space, if that's what 
was there, if that anxiety is what is left 
 
Me: 
yes, I think that's a really good way to describe it 
 
Carmel:  
so do you have, how would you feel about taking one of these individuals and giving 
them a sculpture that holds on to that anxiety for you in the space 
 
Me:  
that feels hard, I feel like I want my anxiety  
 
Carmel:  
ah, so now you're a little bit protective of it…oh! that's a little too close for comfort 
 
so then is there a way, is there a horse, I actually feel like asking is there a horse that 
can hold on to the protection for you  
 
Me:  
I feel like Spot has taken that, definitely, sort of on his own   
9/28/12 
 
When Carmel spoke about “taking what lived inside of” me and “putting it out into the 
space,” she was describing the process of me asking Laura and Sarah to take particular shapes 
and do particular actions.  I asked Sarah and Laura to stand about twenty feet apart, on a line 
parallel with the stream that ran behind the back arena.  I also asked Sarah to hold her hands as 
fists and make a gesture of sinking down on her knees and pummeling her fists into the ground, 
while I asked Laura to hold her arms across her chest, as if to give herself a hug, and to also 
make a gesture of sinking down on her knees into the ground.  I spoke about feeling anxious in 
asking Laura and Sarah to take on those shapes and actions.  Carmel then encouraged me to ask 
one of the humans to take on the form of a shape that would “hold on to that anxiety for me.”  In 
responding to me, Carmel revised her query and offered “asking a horse” to “hold on” to my 
desire to protect my anxiety.  When I remarked that “I felt like Spot had taken that” on, that he 
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was holding my desire to protect myself, I made that statement in response to the physical 
closeness between Spot and my two sculptures.  For lack of a better word, Spot seemed 
interested in my sculptures, and I was comfortable with understanding Spot as holding my desire 
for protection.   
I wondered for a long time, how, in all seriousness, a horse came to hold such a complex 
feeling for me.  And yet, I felt like Spot did.  Spot and my “chest right here,” assembled by my 
anxiety, disintegrated once the sculpture ended; what I was left with felt like muscle memory, or 
felt like a muscle after taking off a brace.  Today, what triggers that muscle memory is my 
breath.  Carmel began each of these group sculptures with a meditation that involved following 
the breath through the body.  The breath is a prosthetic that is artificial because it is recyclable; if 
I attempt to follow my breath as it cycles through my body, then I move closer to remembering 
what it felt like for Spot to hold my desire for me.   
As much as the hinge solved the hole-wall dilemma, the human breath facilitates 
“corporeal synchrony,” insofar as the breath is a prosthetic that helps humans participate in a 
form of communication that does not privilege discrete answers.  In one of my favorite opening 
meditations, Carmel encouraged us do a breathing exercise where we followed the sunlight as it 
touched our breath inside our bodies. We followed the sunlight as it found our intention and as 
the sunlight traveled through our bodies, the clarity of our intention increased, or somehow 
became more knowable.  This meditation reminds me that there was no grammar to which 
people fit their experiences and thoughts; the order was the reference, the fold, the opportunity 
created by the breath as a prosthesis of the phenomenological experience of the body.   
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Chapter 7:  
Phrasing the Self is a Visceral Project 
 
 
 Within the envelope of these interactions among humans and horses, it is significant that 
the horse remains a horse.  In fact, Gomart and Henion (1999) write that “constraints become the 
generous aspects of things which, if prepared for, create existence and initiate transformation” 
(221).  The humans do not become horses; rather, in a conversation enlivened by, and potentially 
disciplined by, the rhythmic movement of the bodies of humans and horses together, the humans 
recover relationships to parts of themselves.  Particular relationships are offered by “the generous 
aspects of things,” and each thing is multiply significant – a bridle has a texture, a smell, fits a 
particular way, offers and requires specific manipulation of body parts, and collects and holds 
habits and memories of a history of harmonies among horses and humans.  Levy (1984) contends 
that “emotion-generating understanding is derived from special kinds of learning and teaching” 
and Bateson (1972) “equated 'learning to learn' with acquiring apperceptive habits,” or habits 
that generate awareness, and consciousness, the implication being that learning, ultimately, may 
lead to "freedom from the bondage of habit," and, therefore “a profound redefinition of the self" 
(Bateson 1972:169, 304).   
It is through becoming immersed in this origami world of folds and references that 
humans realize their suffering as a fold among folds, referenced by and referencing whole 
constellations, just as the bit references and is referenced by the mouth, the tongue, the ears, and 
the poll.  The question that is at stake, is not, does the person, when “facing difficulties or feeling 
tense...go shopping,” (which is a potential assessment offered on Likert-scale surveys), but rather 
something else, something much less obviously deliberate.  Remember, Wittgenstein tells us 
that, "if a lion could talk...we could not understand him,” but we, as anthropologists, must recall 
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that Veena Das also tells us that “pain is the beginning of a language game.”  Or, as Carmel and 
Julia explained,   
 
when I think about grooming a horse,  
I'm thinking about [how] this brushing motion would probably come out" 
and then what would happen if the horse didn't end" 
sort of introducing it to me about extending it beyond the horse, where would it go 
—Carmel 10/7/12 
 
let that movement lead you to a different place 
to a different person, to a different horse 
—Julia 10/7/12 
 
In moving towards anthropomorphizing relationships with the horses, the humans 
anthropomorphize themselves.  The people who come to Equine Healers do so because they are 
suffering in some kind of existential sense.  That this suffering becomes visible to others through 
descriptions like “depression” or “PTSD,” is, in these particular moments, something like 
irrelevant.  Being seen in your suffering, without having to articulate, or create boundaries that 
sometimes feel false, is a profound experience.  For people who are regularly seen as struggling 
with, essentially, self-efficacy, or self-esteem issues, being offered a world in which they are 
understood by the phrase, “I have what it is like for me live in the world in this moment,” instead 
of “I have depression,” is an opportunity for absolution, insofar as it is an opportunity to belong 
to yourself.   
 
“Dwelling” and “The nature of belonging” 
 
 In this way, I think what is at stake is very much what Basso cultivates in Wisdom Sits in 
Places, or what O’Nell described in Disciplined Hearts, it is the idea of “dwelling” and “the 
nature of belonging,” albeit within the landscapes of our own internal wilderness.  The wild 
horses in Sand Wash Basin lived in a silence that I could not have imagined.  You could hear the 
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wind fill up your ears and wash away older sounds, carrying them away across the range, rolling 
them past the mesas and speeding them across the plains.  Sounds did not so much bounce back, 
as they were given back.  Several times, I saw wild horses walking together in a line, always 
seeming to go somewhere, nose to tail, and I can imagine that part of what held them together 
was the sound of each others hooves on the ground.  In a place where all the sounds were 
constantly receding to the horizon, I can imagine that they held their world together by staying 
close enough to hear each other.   
There was something similar about the urge to travel, and in traveling, attempt to find 
ways to hold your self together, and the appeal to participate in a “Dancing with Horses” group 
sculpture.  In other therapeutic programs, a group sculpture would be one tool, among many, 
deployed over the course of the therapy.  In Dancing with Horses, the group sculpture was the 
tool, and the constant re-working, re-figuring, re-approaching of the group sculpture was the 
therapeutic modality.  Group sculptures could take many forms, as they were spontaneous 
memorials to a particular feeling or experience; however, they always involved a human 
physically moving or directing another human into a shape, all in the presence of horses “at 
liberty,” meaning present without halters, lead lines, bridles, or saddles.  The end result of the 
experience of these memorials, for humans, was something like catharsis.  There was an 
understanding that a person’s existential situation would change if particularly present, vibrant 
feelings were given the opportunity to change places.  This feat was achieved by a human taking 
what was happening for them inside their bodies and pushing it outside of their bodies, where it 
was given form in the hands, arms, legs, knees, feet, heads, shoulders, backs, and bellies of the 
other human participants. 
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 Dancing with Horses,53 as Carmel cultivated the practice, was particular to her, and was 
also particular to Equine Healers.  The group was described as “not therapy, but therapeutic,” 
and mirrored the structure of therapy sessions, as every class was marked by an opening circle, 
an extended activity, and a closing circle.  All of the group sculptures, in which I participated, 
took place in the back arena.  They would start with people, moving into some kind of “it doesn’t 
have to be in a circle, it can be in a circle.”  This movement of offering something and then 
offering not-that-something smudged concerns like, “what should I be doing.”  There was “no 
[right or] wrong about this work,” as Carmel would often remind us.  During this back-and-forth, 
Carmel would say a meditation, colloquially understood as a “body scan,” the purpose of which 
was to alter human relationships to the air through increased awareness of the human body.  
When the “air [was] thick,” people began to be able experience the “lived body as an 
ecstatic/recessive being, engaged both in a leaping out and a falling back” (Feld 1996:92).  The 
thickening of the air translated as an embodied “deepening,” which Carmel would sometimes put 
more words to, voicing something like, “I'm starting to fall a little bit out of my head and into my 
body” (Carmel, 9/28/12).   
In this way, the initial “it doesn’t have to be in a circle, it can be in a circle” from which 
the opening circle emerged, now resonated as a flexible tide between the head and the body, a 
back-and-forthness that was indexed by re-forming basic associations; as the air became thick, 
human bodies became clay.  The horizon that opened up was not onto another version of 
yourself, but rather another version of the world.  Maya once said that “many secrets are told 
around horses” because they can hear when someone is coming.  When the air got thick, you 
suspended your existing relationship to your senses, and surrendered to a world in which the 
                                                
53 I participated in seven “Dancing with Horses” group sculptures over the course of several Tuesdays, for one to 
three hours, on January 31, February 2, February 7, February 21, March 6, September 28, and October 7. 
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horses would mark the presence of others; in so doing, you allowed yourself to be moved, to be 
shaped and sculpted, not unlike a rider’s body can be moved by the horse’s body.  Following the 
close of the sculpture, Carmel would offer for both the sculptor and the sculpted to voice their 
experience.  There was very little, if any, talking among the human participants prior to and 
during the sculpture.  Talking was not prohibited, but as Carmel would say, the process of 
deepening usually entailed moving away from talking.  The ebb and flow that generated the 
sculpture translated as knotted, countervailing narratives voiced during the closing circle.       
 
Dancing with Horses on October 7, 2012 
 
 The group was introduced to me as an “enrichment group,” a title that was generated in 
order to avoid the bureaucratic and potentially legal conundrum of having a therapy group run by 
Carmel, who was not registered as a therapist with DORA (the Department of Regulatory 
Agencies) in Colorado.  Because the group held a precarious position in the structure of 
programs offered at Equine Healers, even the group’s existence as an “enrichment group” was 
short-lived.54⁠  At any rate, the meetings on September 28 and October 7 were intended as 
demonstrations of the group’s potential and were exceptional examples of the group’s activities.  
                                                
54 At our meeting on March 6, Carmel informed us that “Dancing with Horses” would no longer meet as a weekly 
group at Equine Healers, largely due to increasing discomfort over the situation of the group at Equine Healers.  
Carmel relayed that, while Anne, the Program Director, personally, was thrilled that the work of “Dancing with 
Horses” was going on at Equine Healers, another lens that Anne had to hold was one of keeping people in line.  
Carmel said that Anne’s main concern was that Carmel was not registered with DORA and that, while the class was 
supposed to be for interns only, in fact, Laura and another woman, Anna, volunteers not interns, were allowed to 
participate.  When asked why these people were allowed to participate and not others, Carmel said it was honestly 
because she knew Laura and Anna, and did not want anyone else to participate.  In addition to this conversation, 
Anne rescheduled the weekly supervision session for interns during the time that “Dancing with Horses” usually 
met.  This not-so-subtle re-arrangement left little doubt in Carmel’s mind that Equine Healers could no longer be a 
home for “Dancing with Horses.”  I also think money was involved, though I was never able to get the details.  I am 
not certain if Carmel was paying for use of the space, as well as use of the horses, when she organized the group 
through Anne.  The meetings of “Dancing with Horses” that occurred on September 28 and October 7 were 
organized by Carmel, through Maya; at that point, Anne had left Equine Healers for employment in Iowa.  I suspect 
that one reason the group was allowed to meet at Equine Healers on September 28 and October 7 was that they paid 
the fee for use of the space and use of the horses. 
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The meeting on September 28 was designed around the intention of producing video recordings 
and pictures that Carmel and others could use on their professional websites, to promote their 
services.  I was invited to this meeting and asked to participate and video record the activities.  
Because I was unsuccessful, I was also invited to the October 7 meeting, with the hope of 
successfully recording the session.  The meeting on October 7 was designed around the intention 
of facilitating Laura and Julia’s upcoming demonstration of the “Dancing with Horses” modality 
at the “Expressive Therapies Summit” in New York City.   
As with past group sculptures, we set up in the back arena.  Frankie and Starlight were 
present in the arena with Laura, Julia, and Carmel.  I set up my video camera on the east facing, 
long side of the arena, on top of a mounting structure for clients who usually traveled in 
wheelchairs or with walkers.  Inside the arena, there was a smaller green mounting block that 
looked like a step stool, as well as three low-slung cavalettis55 lined up along the rail on the east 
side of the arena.  The fence was hollow, but sturdy, white plastic; it would always make this 
semi-awful creaking, shrieking sound when horses would extend their necks through the spaces 
of the fence, in an effort to get to the dry grass that grew just outside the arena.  The horses were 
at liberty during group sculptures and it was not uncommon for the horses to be pressed up 
against the fence, neck snaked through, and lips stretching for a blade of grass, while the human 




This was very much the scene on October 7, when Carmel offered the following 
meditation to Laura and Julia, in an effort to open the group sculpture, 
                                                
55 Cavalettis are small jumps most often used in concert with larger jumps, to promote ideal timing and rhythm 
before larger jumps. 
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what I want you to do right now 
is just trust that your body has the answers 
you don't have to think about it too much,  
just go with it 
and what you are is a sculpture 
 
so, just from this moment and how you're feeling, 
take a minute to just check in with yourself 
maybe just starting at the top of your head  
and letting your attention 
just go down 
from the top of your head 
into your neck, 
down your shoulders, 
 
almost like water's pouring over you 
and it's going 
as fast 
or as slow 
as you need 
 
maybe just checking in with yourself,  
just noticing, 
what's coming up,  
what's there 
letting all of that sink down 
into your belly,  
into your pelvis 
out your hands, 
down your thighs 
the bottoms of your feet, 
out your toes, 
into the ground 
so that it's stretching through you 
and just take a big deep breath in that place 
feeling your whole body at once 
if you can 
and just trust that what needs to be there is there 
 
and when you feel ready,  
you can open your eyes 
and get to look at your clay 
 
This meditation originated two significant points of departure: the relationship between the 
breath and the body and the gradual quality that accompanies the shifting and focusing of 
attention from the inside to the outside.  Carmel affirmed trust in one’s body, as well as an 
imagination of one’s body as sculpture.  Bringing attention to the body was an elemental 
endeavor, and Carmel often drew on elements like sunlight, water, and air, to encourage 
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awareness.  The quality of back-and-forth, and 
ebb and flow, now involved noticing what 
feelings came up, as your embodied attention 
sunk down.  The breath managed to produce a 
kind of surface tension, enlivening the and of 
the ebb and flow, holding together the “it can be 
a circle, it doesn’t have to be a circle,” the head 
and the body, and the feelings that came up as attention soaked down.  It was through this 
“deepening,” that humans might become aware of “what’s alive for [them],” or “what’s living in 
[their] bodies.”  Then, the move to “what do you want to let go of” was the question that often 
distinguished who would become the sculptor and who would be the clay.  In my experience, 
being willing to answer that question, for myself, determined whether or not I wanted to act as a 
sculptor (a role that I took on only once).  On October 7, Julia decided to be the sculpture.  
Following this opening meditation, Julia, Carmel, and Laura, along with Frankie and Starlight, 
created two interlocking sculptures.  The 
initial sculpture involved Julia sculpting 
Laura, while the second sculpture involved 
Laura re-forming the posture offered by Julia, 
with Starlight.  Throughout both sculptures, 
Carmel narrated56 nearly continuously; and 
her narrations felt less like words and more 
like white noise, pushes of sound. 
 
                                                
56 Please see Appendix 3 for a full transcript. 
Figure 28: Opening circle, 37 min 58 sec 





 The initial sculpture, involving Julia sculpting Laura into a shape around the mounting 
block, lasted about four minutes.  Following the opening meditation, Carmel directed Julia, 
offering her possibilities for how to begin to 
sculpt, while emphasizing to trust in herself and 
to trust in Laura; as much as Julia might hold 
the intention to sculpt, Laura would hold the 
intention to take care of herself within the 
sculpture.  All three humans started from near 
the north end of the back arena and from there, 
Julia took Laura by her right wrist and walked her up the center of the arena, to the green 
mounting block, or step stool.  There, Julia motioned for Laura to sit down on the stool and 
Laura sat, feet planted a hip’s width apart, legs bent at the knee, back straight, facing the north 
end of the arena.  Julia then took Laura’s left arm and raised it up, palm spread wide, also facing 
north.  Julia took Laura’s right arm and set it in 
the same position, so that Laura looked as 
though she were making the letter “V” shape 
with her arms raised above her head.  Julia then 
moved to stand behind Laura, where she took 
her own two hands and held them under Laura’s 
chin in order to move Laura’s head and turn 
Laura’s face towards the sky.  Julia re-adjusted Laura’s arms, which had sagged, and made them 
straighter, re-enforcing the extension of the arms up, with palms facing forward.  At this point, 
Figure 30: First sculpture, 39 min 02 sec 
Figure 31: First sculpture, 39 min 24 sec 
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Julia stood back, surveyed her sculpture, looked 
to Carmel, who was standing nearby, and 
nodded. 
 Carmel walked over to Julia and they 
both walked backward, to stand about seven 
feet from Laura, who continued to maintain her 
position.  Carmel started asking Julia questions 
like, “do you feel like you need to move her?”  Based on this prompting from Carmel, Julia 
returned to her sculpture and, with her palm to 
Laura’s back, extended the arch in Laura’s 
back, readjusted Laura’s right arm and face, and 
opened Laura’s mouth.  Carmel offered to 
Laura, “so Laura, you're just feeling into this 
position that you're being put in.”   
At the same time, Frankie walked over 
to Laura, from the west side of the arena, and 
touched his nose to Laura’s left forearm.  As 
Frankie lightly pushed at Laura’s left hand, 
Julia moved toward Frankie, stood in front of 
his face, albeit about 3 feet away, and bent her 
upper body toward him.  From here, Julia and 
Carmel walk backward again, to continue to 
survey Julia’s sculpture.  Carmel continued to 
Figure 32: First sculpture, 39 min 57 sec 
Figure 33: First sculpture, 40 min 19 sec 
Figure 34: First sculpture, 40 min 27 sec 
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offer clarifying words and potential 
explanations to Julia, as Frankie put his nose to 
Laura’s left knee.  Carmel continued to narrate, 
while Julia and Laura remain silent, though 
Julia participated with Carmel through body 
language.  Julia and Carmel began to circle, 
counterclockwise around Laura, beginning at 
about 4 o’clock and moving slowly toward 12 
o’clock, directly behind Laura’s back.  Frankie 
followed Carmel and Julia as they moved. 
 Julia, Carmel, and Frankie circled single 
file around Laura.  Julia stopped behind Laura 
and moved to change the direction to which 
Laura’s palms faced.  Julia turned Laura’s arms 
so that her palms faced the sky.  Following this, 
Julia stepped away and looked at her sculpture.  
Carmel and Frankie moved toward Julia, and 
while Frankie moved away for a moment, he 
turned back and joined Carmel and Julia.  
Carmel remarked, “I’m just really aware of 
Frankie.”   
The three of them stood in a cluster 
about seven feet east of Laura.  Frankie stood 
Figure 35: First sculpture, 40 min 47 sec 
Figure 36: First sculpture, 41 min 28 sec 
Figure 37: First sculpture, 41 min 57 sec 
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between Laura and, together, Julia and Carmel.  
Both Julia and Carmel lightly stroked Frankie’s 
mane, while Laura dropped the sculpture and 
rolled her head and neck, but she remained 
sitting.  Frankie moved over to her and put his 
nose on her lap; his face was parallel to Laura’s 
chest.  Laura took up the shape of the sculpture again, while Carmel and Julia observed.  Frankie 
pushed at Laura’s right knee with his nose; then, 
blocked, by Frankie’s body, from seeing Laura, 
Julia and Carmel moved counterclockwise 
again, to face Laura.  Laura partially dropped 
the sculpture when she took her right hand and 
scratched Frankie’s nose.  She quickly took up 
the sculpture again, and though Frankie started 
to push at her right knee again, he quickly stopped and instead walked toward the west side of 
the arena.  Julia moved to meet Frankie at his 
head and then proceeds to walk with him, as if 
she were leading him.  Julia and Frankie walked 
together, counterclockwise, along the same 
circle, moving behind Laura. 
 Frankie stopped at about 10 o’clock on 
the circle and put his nose to the ground, at 
which point Julia paused for a moment, but then quickly picked up her walking pace and met 
Figure 38: First sculpture, 42 min 17 sec 
Figure 39: First sculpture, 42 min 26 sec 
Figure 40: First sculpture, 42 min 50 sec 
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Carmel where she had stayed, facing Laura.  Frankie moved to join Carmel and Julia again, at 
which point Carmel continued to narrate and offer potential interpretations and observations.  
Carmel made statements like, “there's sort of several different places that you could go with 
this…one is, in witnessing Frankie, [as he] followed you in the circle, as he followed both of us 
in the circle,” adding “so there's a shape of a circle sort of happening as well” and “there's also 
this, he wants to stop between you and doing your sculpture…and then noticing too what you're 
doing in relationship to that.”   
Laura again dropped and picked up the sculpture, while Carmel offered Julia options, in 
terms of how to proceed with the sculpture.  At this point, approximately four minutes had 
passed; this is the beginning of the second major piece of the sculpture.  Before continuing with a 
description, I want to offer Julia and Laura’s thoughts on this initial sculpture, which they shared 
during the initial moments of closing circle.  Carmel (centered), Julia (left aligned), and Laura 
(right aligned) submitted the following interpretations, 
(time: 48 min 49 sec) 
 
so Julia, now's the chance that you get to share what came up for you  
in that whole process, anything that comes up 
 
well it was pretty immediate, the visual I had  
of sitting down on that, but yet, wanting to be just really open and expansive  
that sense of wanting to be grounded but really open 
that was my image, and it was just so clear 
and the thing with the mouth, I just wanted you to relax your jaw  
but then it was interesting with the mouth open, it added a whole other element to it 
of like, taking in 
there's a practice like, feeding your demon 
where you visualize a demon and you're just feeding it 
the demons in your life, you just feed it till it's satiated  
so I got this visual, too, of feeding, my demon  
a demon didn't come up, actually, that whole demon-feeding thing just came up as we're talking  
but there was something with the mouth open 
I got stimulated  
the images and stuff didn't come until we just got back here  
so I'm very excited because it's like, wow, the whole idea of feeding my demon  
so that they are satiated and they don't bother me  
 
you want to hear from Laura? 
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yes, you bet 
 
Laura, what from your experience did you feel 
what was a part of your experience  
 
I really felt that sense of neutrality, curious, but pretty neutral 
got situated, hands up, head tilted 
I was feeling my own body's need to relax into it 
cause I feel like, while the hecticness of the summer has slowed a bit 
there's still a way that I haven't quite got my schedule in a place where it feels [simple and 
contracted?]  
overstimulated a lot of the time 
I'm late for things 
so I had to like, kind of like work out of that contraction into a more open, expansive place 
and then to drop the jaw, was the next level 
of just letting in the energy of the moment 
and so it took a little bit,  
I had to drop the sculpture a couple times, kind of shake a bit and then go back into it 
and each time I went back into it, it was easier to hold 
easier to be with 
and I really had a sense of joy that's rooted in life experience 
not like surface happiness  
but that ability to be really joyful despite what's happening in life 
and a real connection to earth  
that I was feeling through my tailbone, as well through my feet  
 
 Again, at this point during the sculpture, Carmel offered several options to Julia, 
including “do you want to see or ask your 
sculpture to put herself in relationship to a 
horse, do you want to put her in relationship to 
a horse, or are you ready to drop the sculpture?”  
During this back and forth, Carmel and Julia 
were standing together, at about 5 o’clock in 
relationship to Laura.  Frankie held his position, 
and Laura continued to maintain the shape of 
Julia’s sculpture.  As Julia and Carmel continued to deliberate, Frankie walked to the west side 
of the arena and snaked his neck through the fence.  Julia decided “to have Laura move the 
sculpture to a horse.”  This was the start of the second sculpture.   
Figure 41: Transition to second sculpture, 





 Carmel walked closer to Laura and began to direct her, while Laura dropped the sculpture 
to listen.  After Carmel finished directing Laura, 
Carmel turned to Julia and said, “and you get to 
just witness.”  Carmel and Julia stood together, 
and turned to face Laura, as Laura went back 
into the sculpture.  Carmel continued to narrate 
to Julia.  Laura opened her mouth and re-
adjusted her arms before bracing her hands on 
her knees, bending at the waist, and standing up.  Laura turned to face the south, fixed the hem of 
her sweater, and started to walk to the south end of the arena.  As she walked, she bent her arms 
at the elbow and held her palms face up towards the sky.  Carmel and Julia remained standing 
together, about seven feet from the mounting 
block, at about 6 o’clock.  Laura walked to the 
south edge of the back arena and, upon reaching 
the fence line, turned and faced north.  Laura 
re-created the Julia’s original “V” posture, 
though this time, Laura remained standing.  
Frankie, who had been at about 3 o’clock in 
relation to the mounting block, began to walk 
counterclockwise, along the fence line, towards Laura.  He stopped about seven feet from her 
and snaked his head through the fence.  Laura, having been standing still, turned, or swiveled on 
Figure 42: Second sculpture, 45 min 17 sec 
Figure 43: Second sculpture, 45 min 32 sec 
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her torso, to her left, arms up, to glance at 
Frankie.  She then swiveled, to a lesser degree, 
to her right, to see Starlight. 
 Having acknowledged the presence of 
both horses, Laura returned to her initial 
posture, arms up, and whole body facing north, 
face up to the sky.  She squatted, knees bending, 
creating a 150-degree angle between her upper and lower legs.  After holding this position for a 
few seconds, Laura dropped her arms, turned, and faced Frankie.  Arms at her sides, Laura 
walked toward Frankie and petted his head.  She then moved north and went to stand by his 
barrel, but Frankie started moving south along the fence line; Laura changed her direction and 
started to walk with him.  Laura walked with Frankie for a few steps, positioning herself at his 
shoulder and then his barrel, until he stopped 
and snaked his head through the fence.  Laura 
petted Frankie on his side for a moment, but 
continued to walk along the fence line, 
stopping now at the far end of the arena.   
Frankie and Laura had stopped about 
five feet from Starlight.  Laura closed the 
distance between her and Starlight, and Starlight touched Laura’s hand with her nose.  After this 
brief contact, Starlight put her head down and pushed her nose under the bottom rung of the 
fence.  Laura started petting Starlight’s barrel with her left hand.  After a few strokes, Laura 
turned and backed up into Starlight’s barrel, lining up her two feet perpendicular to Starlight’s 
Figure 44: Second sculpture, 46 min 38 sec 
Figure 45: Second sculpture, 46 min 54 sec 
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body.  Starlight moved slightly, the result of 
which pushed the round her barrel into the arch 
of Laura’s back.  Laura slightly bent her knees 
and leaned the arch of her back into Starlight’s 
barrel.  She then held up her arms, re-taking up 
the shape of Julia’s sculpture and the “V” 
shape. 
 Laura opened her mouth, as Starlight 
continued to shift, clockwise, toward Frankie.  
Both Starlight and Laura had shuffled closer to 
Frankie by this point, and Frankie lifted his 
head up through the fence, acknowledging their 
proximity.  Having been moving horizontally, 
Starlight turned her body and took a more direct 
couple of steps toward Frankie.  Laura 
maintained her position, leaning on Starlight’s 
barrel.  Frankie and Starlight continued to 
each take a couple of steps, inching closer to 
each other.  Starlight pinned her ears back, as 
Laura briefly dropped her posture and started 
to walk a little forward, away from Starlight.   
At this moment, Starlight lunged out at Frankie.  Laura leaped away, arms up; it almost 
looked like either Starlight’s lunge interrupted Laura as she tried to take up the posture again, or 
Figure 47: Second sculpture, 47 min 21 sec 
Figure 46: Second sculpture, 47 min 10 sec 
Figure 48: Second sculpture, 47 min 29 sec 
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that Laura attempted to hold the posture, while 
also leaping away from Starlight.  Starlight 
swung around so that her rump faced Frankie.  
Frankie took several steps back and turned 
away, into the fence, toward the north end of the 
arena.  Starlight moved around in the opposite 
direction, along the fence.  Laura stood by at 
first, then shook her whole body, starting at her hips and then moving into her hands.  She 
walked back to Starlight and started petting her 
barrel with both of her hands, then with just her 
right hand.  Starlight shifted away from Laura, 
at which point Laura turned and walked back to 
Carmel and Julia.  This second sculpture did not 
last much longer than the first, taking up 









Figure 49: Second sculpture, 47 min 37 sec 
Figure 50: Second sculpture, 47 min 48 sec 













Later, picking up where we left off, about halfway through the discussion during the closing 
circle, Laura offered the following interpretation, 
 
yeah, it felt really safe, it felt supported instead of kind of being on my own doing that 
all of a sudden, I was in relationship doing that 
and I could feel the warmth through my back 
and then her breath through my back as well 
and even as we were shuffling, as she was chewing  
I really felt this sense that it was okay for me to be there  
and when she [Starlight] kind of lunged out at Frankie 
I felt like it was from a protection stand point  
 
At this moment during the closing circle, Frankie, who had been present, standing with his head 
between Laura and Carmel, moved into the circle and, in the course of his movement, stepped on 
Laura’s foot.  Situated in the context of the conversation among Laura, Carmel, and Julia, 
Frankie’s step in Laura’s dialogue was functionally similar to Carmel and Julia’s “You want to 
hear from Laura? / Yes you bet,” in that both sequences turned the narrative of the conversation.   
At the same time, these two moments encouraged congruency.  Carmel and Julia marked their 
accord by coordinating a moment of “corporeal synchrony,” together swinging their opposite 
Figure 52: Closing circle, 48 min 38 sec 
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feet counterclockwise.  Carmel initiated the sequence with her left foot, and Julia followed with 
her right foot.   
While beginning something like a song in the round by swinging their feet in harmony, 
Carmel and Julia also set up a voiced rhythmic order, with the sequence, “You want to hear from 
Laura? / Yes you bet.”  They complete the synchronization by turning and opening the front of 
their bodies to Laura.  Carmel does not start talking to Laura until Julia finishes the movement 
with her feet.  Where Carmel and Julia’s sequence establishes the opportunity for congruency by 
setting up a rhythmic order, because Frankie stepped on Laura’s foot at a moment when it would 
have been rhythmically orderly for a human to use their voice to contribute to the conversation, 
Frankie’s step brings attention to how Laura’s initial narrative was incongruent with the 
rhythmic order.  After Frankie stepped on her foot, Laura launched into a more elaborate 
narrative about her experience in the group sculpture, and how her experience was informed by 
feelings of unexpressed anger from earlier in day.   
Being able to “notice what’s coming up, what’s there,” was a particular ability that group 
sculptures offered people the opportunity to cultivate.  Beginning with the breath, among 
Carmel, Laura, and Julia, within this conversation, there is evidence that the physical voice also 
functioned as prosthesis for the phenomenological experience of the body.  Labov and Fanshel 
have claimed that “there is often a one-to-one iconic relationship between the movement of the 
voice and the emotions being conveyed" (1977: 43).  Paul Byers has also explained how, “during 
speech, the diaphragm and intercostal muscles move air upward across the vocal apparatus in 
motoric bursts, waves, or pulses that are timed or temporally organized” (Byers 1992:236).    
Given that the breath, as it moves in and out of the human body, supports the human voice, in a 
physical sense, through the rhythmic movement of intercostal muscles, perhaps the breath and 
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the voice could be understood as generating their own song in the round, offering people the 
opportunity for congruency, as much as Julia and Carmel’s “you want to hear from Laura? / Yes 
you bet” sequence offered the same to Laura.   
Following Laura’s (right-aligned) exposition on her experience from earlier in the day, 
Carmel (centered) initiated a de-brief of the two sculptures.  Checking in with Julia (left-
aligned), as the sculptor, Carmel said, 
 
I'm really curious to hear how you [Julia] feel about,  
or just what comes up for you 
as you hear her talk about the places that she was 
 
it's interesting because what's happening is I'm going towards your [Laura’s] experience  
I loved when you talked about support 
cause that was very, my first thing is I want the support of the earth 
I want that groundedness, I long for that groundedness, but I also want that openness 
so it was wonderful to see that happening on a horse 
that sense of connection and groundedness 
through four, six legs, six legs and a belly 
 
well and then my question for you would be 
how does feeding your demons and satiating them 
so they don't bother you  
relate to that sensation of being grounded 
and wanting to expand as well and be open 
  
well that there's no stop sign 
there's no place that a demon, or an energy or negative emotions 
they come, they're there  
and there's all kinds of places they can go 
cause there's movement and there's openness  
and there's groundedness  
and then there's another being  
 
which is interesting that you say that, and I'll own it as my own curiosity 
cause I'm standing there and I'm sinking into the support 
and really getting into that position even more than I felt that I could on the stool  
and then all of a sudden, Starlight launches out after Frankie  
and Frankie comes over and, obviously there's something I needed to own in that 
I like that metaphor of feeding your demons 
and noticing how different expressions 
were coming out of both horses from that place 
almost like you're saying the demons having room to go  
 





Laura’s mouth being open or closed, touching horses with one or two hands, bending, 
stretching, and sagging arms, planted feet, palms opened out, and palms opened up, these were 
openings, possibilities.  Julia offered a shape to Laura, but how Laura took up that shape was up 
to her.  Carmel remarked that group sculptures “can really feed both people's perspectives;” often 
the narratives that followed the sculptures were an opportunity for people to find a personal stake 
in what happened.  Julia emerged with a narrative about “feeding [her] demons.”   
Watching Laura stand with Starlight, and then witnessing Starlight lunge at Frankie 
somehow suggested to Julia that demons “come, they’re there, and there’s all kinds of places 
they can go.”  The qualities that Julia sculpted into Laura, including openness and groundedness, 
informed the movement of Laura’s body as she responded to Starlight’s lunge.  Laura seemed 
especially affected by the coincidence of Frankie stepping on her foot as she described Starlight 
lunging out at Frankie, remarking “and then, all of a sudden, Starlight launches out at Frankie, 
and Frankie comes over and, obviously there’s something I needed to own in that.”   
Carmel’s role in these sequences was that of a hinge, but also that of an open space.  
Carmel initiated and facilitated turn taking between Julia and Laura.  During the first debrief, 
Carmel offered, “do you want to hear from Laura?”  In a similar way, during the second debrief, 
Carmel said, “I’m really curious to hear…what comes up for you,” Julia, as “you hear [Laura] 
talk about the places that she was.”  Julia described listening to Laura’s narrative as “going 
towards [Laura’s] experience.”  Here, Carmel linked some of Julia’s previous words to the 
narrative she was currently generating, offering, “how does feeding your demons and satiating 
them…relate to that sensation of being grounded and wanting to expand?”  While immersed in 
the work of the group sculpture, it was often hard to keep track of the words one used.  In this 
sculpture with Julia and Laura, even though Carmel appeared as an open space, she remembered 
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what was said, and helped arrange it, or re-arrange it, as if she were fitting the pieces of Julia’s 




 It was the opportunity to re-arrange habits that was so profoundly cathartic.  In deploying 
the group sculptures as a therapeutic modality, the assumption was that we all have habitual 
responses to particular constellations of emotions, habits which emerge, as demonstrated by 
Bateson’s cat, within our systems of communication.  The reason I present the group sculpture 
by interweaving descriptions of what happened, with narrative recounts of what it was like to 
experience what happened, is because such a presentation mirrors how the group sculptures 
merged a lot of movement and manipulation of the human body with a lot of talking about what 
that manipulation and movement might mean.  Within the structure of the group sculpture, both 
digital and analog systems of communication were at stake, were modifiable.  Communicative 
habits help us by suggesting back to us how successfully coping with relationships entails the 
production of particular ways of being in the world.  I argue that allowing someone to hold our 
desire for groundedness in their two feet, and our desire for openness in their open palms, and 
then asking that someone to talk with us about what that was like, constitutes an example of 
Levy’s “special kinds of learning and teaching,” one example of which might be “learning to 
learn,” as Bateson called it, insofar as learning to learn necessarily entails the eventual "freedom 
from the bondage of habit” (Bateson 1972:169, 304).  In re-arranging her relationship to her 
experiences, by lending qualities she desired, like groundedness and openness, to Laura, and then 
witnessing Laura hold those qualities and interact with Frankie and Starlight, Julia saw her desire 
for groundedness and openness take shape in context.   When those habits are given a new “place 
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to go,” we “let that movement lead [us] to a different place,” and we set our selves up for “a 
profound redefinition of the self" (Bateson 1972:169, 304).  As Laura “noticed how different 
expressions were coming out of both horses from that place,” Julia replied, “and that it just kind 
of came out…something else, maybe not me anymore,” it is possible to see how the group 
sculptures offered people a chance to recognize themselves in their relationships, while also 
giving them tools, in the breath and the voice, to appreciate the shape of their habits.  
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"Americans are forever searching for love in places it can never be, in forms it 
can never take. It must have something to do with the vanished frontier."  
  
—Kurt Vonnegut, Cat’s Cradle   
 
 
Looking at the history of practices of psychotherapy in the United States, it has been 
suggested that the ontological fulcrum on which manifestations of psychotherapy, from 
mesmerism to psychoanalysis, balanced and worked was the “myth of the frontier” (Cushman 
1995:59).  Equine-assisted psychotherapy is a child of this history, not only in theory, but, as 
Cushman argues of psychotherapy more generally, as a vehicle for the subtle presence of 
capitalism.  Recognizing this history demands an in-depth study of what these people, these 
frontiersmen, did with these horses, as they unfolded the envelope of the frontier.  Before Equine 
Healers became a home for mustangs, who were rounded up, and held in facilities like Canon 
City Prison, largely to appease cattle ranchers, Equine Healers was a home for “Premarin” foals, 
young horses who were by-products of the industrial production of Premarin.  In this way, both 
Equine Healers and Canon City were particular institutions of capitalism, specifically 
repositories of a dispossessed that were incorporated as prisoners, as mustangs, as trash, and/or 
as mentally ill.   
For these dispossessed, both Canon City and Equine Healers were liminal places that 
made space between ways of being within their everyday lives.  Equine Healers served people on 
a sliding scale, with fees for therapy graduated according to income.  To offer therapy programs, 
Equine Healers depended upon volunteers and unpaid interns.  In order to supplement income 
generated through therapy services, Maya, as Executive Director, was constantly searching for 
ways to make money and keep Equine Healers solvent.  She leaned on business practices 
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relevant to the pleasure horse industry, including boarding, training, and lessons; even leasing 
part of the property and barns to a local business that also specialized in boarding and riding 
lessons.  A good deal of income came through donations from people local to Boulder, as well as 
grants from the City of Boulder.   
 Given all of this, if the purpose of psychotherapy was to reproduce “the ideal that a 
person should be disciplined and self-aware,” in order to meet “the requirements of work in 
industrial settings and the growth of consumer society,” then in doing things like refusing 
payment and refusing surveys, the people at Equine Healers disarticulated the project of the 
talking cure from the project of capitalism (Martin 2007: 38).  In refusing the surveys, they help 
us think through what it might look like to refuse to re-articulate a practice, or an experience, in a 
way that makes it easier to discount its validity.  In refusing payment, or in mitigating the weight 
of payment, which could pull people away from medicine, they help us think through what it 
might look like to refuse to reproduce a set of practices as a commodity.   
In these ways, at Equine Healers, opportunities to “settle,” or tame an “internal 
wilderness,” were re-affirmed but re-contextualized, as a radical permutation of the imaginative 
work that initially supported the “myth of the frontier.”  This dissertation focused on the 
phenomenological experience of closeness to horses, including the bodies, smells, sounds, and 
textures, as the bodies of the horses and humans were the frontiers on which these people did 
their work.  In paying attention to them, and in remaining responsible to my interest in 
“psychotherapy as conversation,” I hoped to make visible the work of people who are relics of a 





Talk that falls together 
 
The overarching problem that this dissertation addresses is: what counts as talking in the 
context of “the talking cure.”  In circling gravitational force of a diagnosis, “talking” gets known 
as having happened when a diagnosis emerges.  The kinds of diagnoses available speak back 
about what kind of talking is helpful.  Historically, the psychotherapeutic interview has been 
where people learn to talk about their experience, trimmed to a diagnosis; however, at Equine 
Healers, there is little to no discussion of diagnosis.  As we unmoor ourselves from the diagnosis, 
we begin to instead hang our process on the weight of relationships with the horses.  If we do not 
talk about objects, how do we talk, given that how we currently order talk, through grammar, 
privileges, to the point of fetishization, objects (is it possible to understand surveys as 
manifestations of the fetishization of diagnoses?).  The muteness of the soul, in the context of a 
diagnosis, is uncomfortably laid bare, when you open your mouth to use your voice and find you 
have no words.  If not about “depression,” then about what do I speak, and consequently talk 
myself into a cure?   
In the company of horses, as Marshall said, “with the horses, I can't go tell them a story 
about trauma, but I can work on it with them” (Marshall 9/19/12).  The question is not about 
what do I speak, but how do I speak.  The question for the rest of us, as social scientists, or 
people interested in how people figure out ways to take care of themselves, is how do we better 
appreciate what people are getting up to, when they do things like hang out with horses in order 
to experience existential relief.  I argue, through Bateson and Byers, that we have to re-arrange 
our analytical frames, including how we understand language, in the context of communication, 
to be organized.  Rather than privileging subjects and objects, I suggested, following Bateson, 
that we attempt to privilege relationships.   
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Bateson pointed us to music, as music related to his query about what a “digital system 
for the discussion of patterns of relationships” might “look like.”  Based on the work of Paul 
Byers, we might look more specifically at rhythm.  Other anthropologists, including Pittenger, 
Scheflen, and Birdwhistell, have looked at prosody, lexical choice, and kinesics, all forms that 
can have a musical quality.  However, these frames, it could be argued, are specific to 
individuals.  Rhythm can be shared.  More specifically, rhythm helps us access the relationship 
between problems of segmentation (how many syllables and how many phrases are in a 
sentence) and ambiguities produced by leveraging analog and digital communication systems.  
Rhythm is an observable, measurable viscera that holds together these pieces of language, which 
fall together as a harmony of attempts to be known as having had an experience.   
Paul Byers measured rhythm through oscillations in our voice, the physicality of which 
he connected with human bodies and human brains, specifically the intercostal muscles and 
particular brainwaves.  Because rhythm emerges from our bodies, it is an eminently emic frame.  
Rhythm, as an ordering mechanism, is also flexible in a way that is important.  Breaking the 
rules in grammar is always multiply, specifically, significant, but breaking the rules in rhythm is 
like a shrug in a conversation; in grammar, the rules are maintained, in rhythm, the value of the 
rules is maintained.  Thus, in Chapter 4, “Embracing Poetic Sensations,” I generated an analysis 
of a piece of conversation among three humans and a horse, based on Byer’s analysis of 
conversation among members of a family at a dinner table.  I generated a rhythmic cipher based 
on relationships that I found among the voices of two humans, Carmel and Julia.  I then mapped 
that code of vocal sound and vocal silence forward onto the proceeding conversation.  I found 
that Laura’s voiced sounds did not match up with the code of the cipher.  I also found that 
Frankie, a horse, stepped on Laura’s foot at a moment in which it would have been orderly for a 
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human to make a voiced sound.  Laura, Carmel, and Julia discussed, in detail, how meaningful 
Frankie’s step was, in the context of the conversation.  Based on this evidence, I determined that 
my rhythmic cipher was a significant tool, in that it allowed me to point to potential material 
evidence of a conversational ordering mechanism among humans and horses.   
I set up my analysis by introducing ideas around assessment as a source of tension 
between the therapists and Maya at Equine Healers, and then resolving the conflict by suggesting 
that both the therapists and Maya shared an interest in congruency.  The therapists’ interest in 
congruency stems from how they frame equine-assisted therapy through attachment theory.  
Maya’s interest in congruency stems from her experience riding and training the horses at Equine 
Healers.  Both of these threads of interest intersect over the significance of rhythm.  Attachment 
theory suggests that early mother-infant interactions are of primary importance in understanding 
later manifestations of pathology.  Research has suggested that mother-infant communication 
hinges on rhythm and timing.  Well-established researchers, Jaffe and Beebe, et al (2001) quote 
Paul Byers, and his work on rhythm, in their analysis.  Likewise, successful riding and training 
horses depends on rhythmic timing of aids.   
 When questions about efficacy and evaluation arose, what traditional survey tools fixed, 
with the pre- and post-tests, avoided, or failed to capture, what the therapists at Equine Healers 
fixed.  For example, in order to measure success through a Likert scale-based survey, people had 
to be encouraged to experience time in a way that made it possible to answer questions like, 
“When you face difficulties or feel tense, how often do you get more involved in activities at 
school” and then, in the next breath, answer “When you face difficulties or feel tense, how often 
do you go shopping, buy things you like.”  Though written in the same grammatical tense, the 
activities suggested must occur in different contexts of time.   I can go shopping whenever I want 
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to, but to get involved at activities at school, I must wait for those activities to occur.  Moreover, 
for this question to make sense at all, I must imagine myself at some future point, when I feel 
tense or face difficulties.  And I must do all of this while I am neither at school, shopping, facing 
difficulties, nor feeling tense; I must do this all while sitting in an office, preparing for a therapy 
session.   
The “sentence-shaped universes” that resulted from assessments like Likert scale-based 
surveys were abandoned by these therapists, when they ask their clients “what is this like for you 
right now,” or “what is it like, to be you, here.”  To my mind, this is a deeply ethical position for 
these therapists to take, and to offer to their clients; and it is, if Lefebvre (2004) is to be believed, 
rooted in the rhythmic interaction that defines the conversations among the humans and horses, 
insofar as “musical rhythm…has an ethical function,” in that “it purifies…the acceptance of 
catharsis” (66).  This kind of experimentation, to follow Lury, requires attention to prosthetics as 
vectors of iconic connections between one’s “internal wilderness” and the impulse to tell stories 
about one’s experience of one’s self.    
 
Managing the possibility of intimacy 
 
 In Chapter 5, “The Wild Embodied | The Embodied Wild,” I specifically built up the idea 
of the prosthetic.  I traced the concept through the frontier, as a frame, then through the breath, as 
a hinge.  I argued that prosthetics promote self-experimentation by producing capacities, and 
conveying abilities, specifically through cherishing and enfolding the capacity for new 
relationships to one’s self.  Equine-assisted psychotherapeutics was practiced on a spectrum that 
more and less relied on the presence of things to manage the possibility of intimacy.  As much as 
the hinge solved the hole and wall dilemma, increasingly intricate kinds of things, from cones 
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and whips and noses, to nosebands, crownpieces, bits, lips, ears, and polls facilitated the 
imagination of communication that did not privilege discrete answers, but was rather about 
increasingly complex forms of familiarity.   
I drew on two specific ethnographic examples, a moment in the process of clicker 
training a wild horse, paired with another moment in the process of putting a bridle on a very 
well trained horse.  My hope in offering these two examples was to illuminate the spectrum of 
thing possibilities, and in so doing, demonstrate how the human voice, such a fixture in the 
previous chapter, gets deployed and taken up in conversations with horses.  With Mama, the 
sound of the voice was replaced by the sound of the click, and the intimacy offered by the voice 
was disarticulated into touch, familiarity, and lack of fear.  With Chicho, in the context of 
bridling, the sound of the voice became a kind of white noise, a chatter of thoughts; the rhythm 
inherent in the voice was replaced by rhythmic habits around left ears, right ears, fingers, 
mouths, polls, and bits.   
I closed the chapter by linking these two contexts through a third story, my own 
experience as a sculptor in a Dancing with Horses group sculpture.  With this story, I re-focused 
the idea of the prosthetic, looking specifically at the human breath, as a support for the voice, 
through the diaphragm of the body.  In connecting the body and the voice, the breath 
consequently indexes the impulse to touch, familiarity, and lack of fear, because of repeated 
habitual connections among humans and horses, including contexts of clicker training and 
bridling. 
 In Chapter 6, “Phrasing the Self is a Visceral Project,” I showed how these complicated 
relationships unfolded in the context of the group sculpture.  My intention around writing this 
chapter in this way came from my desire to unspool the knot of the previous two chapters.  As 
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much as these people folded and re-folded their relationships to horses, activities like the group 
sculpture were a cathartic unfolding.  In previous chapters, I showed how a rhythm was held in 
the voice, through conversation with humans, as well as how a rhythm was held in the repetitions 
that informed horse and human interactions.  With this chapter, as much as the group sculpture 
was about changing places, shifting attention from the inside to the outside, and mapping one’s 
internal wilderness into the bodies of the surrounding people, the rhythm that supported these 
efforts very much emerged from and grew within the body, in the form of the breath.  As Julia’s 
stories took shape outside of her body, as her stories changed places, her breath held her in her 
body.   
 
A vanishing scaffold 
 
One fruitful way that anthropologists have tried to make sense of place, and the loss of 
place, is through the body.  Both as an idea and as a physicality, human bodies have been used to 
convey the metaphorical import of boundaries, with examples including anxiety over the 
dissection of the bodies of kings and queens (Cregan 2007), to “imagery currently used in 
popular scientific descriptions of the immune system” (Martin 2000:410).  Against these 
examples, the “wilderness” presents a problem, because how might the human body convey the 
boundary between wilderness and not-wilderness?  In the ebb and flow of these experiences, I 
was reminded of how Frederick Jackson Turner (1920) wrote, “up to and including 1880, the 
country had a frontier settlement, but at present the unsettled area has been so broken into by 
isolated bodies of settlement that there can hardly be said to be a frontier line” (1).   
The breath, which supported the experience of the group sculpture, also recycled in and 
out of the body.  As the wind traveled across Sand Wash Basin, the breath reached out to the 
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stories being told in other people’s bodies, and rolled back into one’s own body having travelled 
to the horizon of one’s internal wilderness.  Basso wrote how “wisdom sits in places,” and in the 
context of the group sculpture, the wisdom of a person’s intention was embedded in the 
conversational habits of humans and horses, in the seeking of congruency through countervailing 
manifestations of rhythm, through the voice, through embodied interactions, and through the 
breath.  In witnessing other beings hold and perform their intentions, such as the desire for 
groundedness or openness, people saw the shape of their habits.   
 Like a fish suddenly becoming aware of water, witnessing these group sculptures take 
shape and unfold was as disorienting as visiting Sand Wash Basin, where sound exploded and 
disintegrated across the open range and the lack of visual perspective tore at the mind’s attempt 
to cultivate a perception of depth.  Human habits around horses were like a vanishing scaffold in 
these contexts, assemblages that disintegrated within the sculpture, leaving people with what felt 
like muscle memory.  As bits were folded into mouths, into reins, into hands, and as those hands 
held and released an openness that flowed down from the top of your head, into your neck, down 
your shoulders, into your belly, into your pelvis, down your thighs, to the bottoms of your feet, 
out your toes, and into the ground, you opened your eyes onto a world populated with alien 
familiars.   
What people took from that place was difficult to know.  Traveling along the breath, as it 
moved in and out of your body allowed you to move between the particular moment of pushing 
the bit into the horse’s mouth, and the more expansive moment, where the horse might tell you 
when someone was coming.  This opening and closing, or what a musician might call an 
“envelope,” did not produce “sentence-shaped universes,” but universes of folds and references, 
with fewer beginnings and ends, and, more often, refrains.  The voice marked this journey across 
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the breath, indexing the layers of rhythm that harmonized time, space, and species.  Within this 
frame, in asking questions, not of the horses, but of our relationships with horses, the questions 
that we asked ourselves changed; “the question [was] no longer ‘how [could] the subject perform 
this action?’ but rather, ‘how [did] certain events occur?’ and ‘how might certain people 
tentatively [have helped] them to occur?’” (Gomart and Henion 1999:242).   
In attempting to answer these questions, as anthropologists, we must re-arrange our 
assumptions about language, as well as the utility of grammar as a frame for words that are 
intended to intervene upon existential distress and produce the potential for absolution in the font 
of one’s memories.  We must invite the possibility that that which talk therapy seeks to intervene 
upon is always already beyond our understanding of language, or how language might work.  To 
close, I would like to offer a piece of writing that Maya created in response to one evening that 
she spent out at the barn.  She wrote, 
 
One warm late summer night, a full moon rose on the horizon, pearlescent and huge. I walked 
my little Corgi, Jolson, back to the open…space behind the foal barn, hoping to enjoy the 
solitude and the quiet. But, it wasn't quiet at all. What sounded like a hundred frogs beat out the 
bass rhythm. Crickets came in on top, for all the world like a string symphony. The ombre sky 
faded azure to indigo, a far flung fabric, host to the sea shell moon. 
 
As the sky darkened, I lost sight of the little dog. A pack of coyotes yawped and yammered. I 
knew how many dogs were carried off by coyotes. I called for Jolson. I whistled. I called again, 
louder. And then, from the distant foal barn, I heard the ringing neigh of Mama, loud and clear. 
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Jolson leaped out of the brush and ran to me, white ruff flashing. Mama heard my cries. She 
answered me. She called her herd back to her side. 
 
Under the green corn moon, Jolson and I returned to the stables. From a distance, we saw the 
horses standing in the moonlight, watching for us, radiating light as if from an inner glow, so 
still they seemed carvings of horses shrouded in moon mist. 
 
When I stepped through the door of the foal barn and heard Mama's distinctive, low nicker, I felt 
a deep appreciation that Mama was alive to make this joyful noise. I felt an over-riding, abiding 
sadness that the foibles of mankind had left her in such a vulnerable state. Why crush this 
particular spirit, why silence this voice? I felt abundantly grateful to be included in Mama's 
small circle of trust. And finally, I felt joyful and complete to finally understand exactly what 
Mama conveyed in her whicker, in the polysyllabic mutterings of a dumb beast, in the first horse 
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Appendix 2:  
Byers Analysis with Spreadsheets 
 
Creating the Video 
 The two clips that appear in Chapter 4, “Embracing Poetic Sensations” are both from a 
longer video of the October 7 meeting of Dancing with Horses.  The setting of meeting was the 
back arena; the meeting lasted from about one to three o’clock in the afternoon.  To make the 
audio recording, I used a Sony handheld, digital voice recorder, which I purchased at Staples 
several years ago.  I gave the voice recorder to Carmel and asked her to make a gesture when she 
turned it on.  She turned to the video camera and made a “thumbs up” sign.  That gesture is 
viewable on the video and amounts to the “clap” that video editors talk about in the context of 
attempting to align an external audio stream with a video stream.  Carmel placed the voice 
recorder in the pocket of her sweater for the duration of the Dancing with Horses meeting.  I 
stood on a mounting structure that sat just outside the east side of the arena.  I used a Sony HD 
Flash Memory Digital Camcorder with 27x Optical Zoom, which I purchased a local Target 
store, to make the video recording.  Because the video recording was so long (1 hour 35 
minutes), when I transferred the video from the SD card in the camera to my computer, the 
computer automatically split the video into two parts.  I used a computer program, Avidemux, to 
merge the two parts of the video.  I also used Avidemux to align the audio recording from the 
voice recorder in Carmel’s pocket with the faint voices audible in the video recording.  To align 
the two audio streams, I had to shift the audio stream from the external voice recorder 76223 
milliseconds (1 min 16 sec 223ms) forward from the start of the video recording.  To arrive at 
76223 milliseconds of shift, I started at 76000 milliseconds of shift and then picked a section of 
video where I could clearly see the movement of a person’s mouth to form a word.  I then shifted 
the audio 5 milliseconds and, with each 5-millisecond shift, I checked the synchronization of the 
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audio and video.  Once I landed on 76223, I triple-checked the synchronization of the audio and 
video recordings at different parts of the video, with each person in the video.  I had problems 
with the size of the file; for some reason, my computer, along with the Avidemux program, 
would not allow me to save the entire synchronized video.  I could generate the entire 
synchronized video, watch it, cut clips out of it, but I could not save it.  I had to save something, 
so that I could fix a point from which to work, so I decided to cut out and save the portion of the 
video directly related to the group sculpture, including the opening circle, sculpture activity, and 
closing circle.  This portion of the video lasted 34 minutes and 12 seconds. 
Creating the Clips 
 Within the 34 minute and 12 second excerpt, I selected two short segments.  Paul Byers 
worked with segments of 5-second clips, so I attempted to generate similarly short clips with 
which to do a microanalysis.  These two segments correspond to instances in which a human and 
horse enter the conversation.  This moment is the focus of analysis in these clips; I include 
temporal space around each moment, in order to offer context.  The first clip, “Clip 1” or “foot 
dance,” corresponds to transcript lines 12123 - 12124 and lasts 5.205 seconds.  Clip 1 is the start 
of the humans’ “debrief” about the group sculpture.  In this clip, Laura enters the conversation 
about the sculpture for the first time.  I found this clip by accident, as I was running through the 
tape at a fast speed, attempting to learn how to use the software.  The second clip, “Clip 2” or 
“Frankie step,” corresponds to transcript lines 12156 - 12160 and lasts 7.841 seconds.  Clip 2 is a 
recording of Frankie stepping on Laura's foot, as Laura offers words about her experience of the 
sculpture.  This moment, when Frankie steps on Laura’s foot, becomes understood as a reflection 




Creating the Spreadsheet 
 To present the data, I decided to use a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet because there were no 
margins to the page; this way, I could continually scroll across, mimicking the viewing action in 
movie editing software.  On my Excel spreadsheet, I created four sections of the same piece of 
data: the audio waveform, a box plot diagram of the size and length of the sonic bursts, a 
transcript of the words, and video frame grabs.  I aligned each of the four sections using the same 
timeline, which was marked every .2 seconds.  The video frame grabs were generated through 
the VLC media player; I included those frame grabs taken every .2 seconds.  I generated frame 
grabs at intervals as small as 0.033 seconds; however, at that scale, the movement of the bodies 
was too disarticulated to be analytically powerful.  Following the frame grabs every .2 seconds, it 
became possible to notice differences.  Next, I generated a transcript of the words, as well as the 
audio waveform, using a computer program, Audacity.  I opened the video clip in Audacity and, 
through Audacity, I was able to generate audio waveforms, as well as audio files, of each of the 
clips.  I cut each audio file into .6 second intervals, having found, after much tinkering, that 
cutting .6 second intervals produced new waveforms with a .2 second timescale, which I needed 
in order to link the video frame grabs with the audio waveforms.  I took screen shots of each of 
the .6 second long audio waveforms and saved them alongside the .6-second audio file.  For Clip 
1 (“foot dance”) I generated 9 audio waveforms and 9 audio files.  For Clip 2 (“Frankie step”), I 
generated 13 audio waveforms and 13 audio files.  On the timeline on my Excel sheet, I lined up 
the screen shots of the audio waveforms above the transcript for each of the .6-second clips.  
Between the audio waveforms and the transcript, I generated a box plot diagram.  I first found 
the box-plot diagram in the article Rhythms of Dialogue in Infancy.  The box plot diagram that I 
generated is a modified version of the diagram that appears in that article; I was interested in 
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rhythm and sound, and I envision the box plot as an abstraction of the waveform.  As a result of 
generating an abstract image of the audio waveform, I was able to move forward in my analysis 
and generate a rhythmic cipher, which, once applied, would allow me to make statements about 
the conversation between the humans and horse. 
Creating the Cipher 
 I created the cipher based on the shape of the sound, as viewable on the audio waveform, 
as well as based on the presence or absence of the human voice, connected with the presence of 
words in the transcript, understanding that words are generalized as audible sound emanating 
from the body.  I started to pay attention to the shape of the sound after attempting to re-create 
Byers’ abstraction around peaks and onsets in vocalizations.  He connected these peaks and 
onsets to the motor syllables, which was a rhythm rate based on particular brainwaves.  As he 
analyzed conversation, he was able to show how, “when one gets into the rhythm, one can tap (or 
count) without losing the beat” and “you can count right through the entire clip,” noticing things 
like a woman who “moves a stick up and down ‘in time,” while a man “shifts his weight from 
foot to foot” (1986).  Byers then connected these observable, conversational rhythms to 
brainwaves and heartbeats by manipulating the speed at which the videos could be watched 
(1986).  While Byers framed rhythm as originating in the body, with the brain (alpha 
brainwaves) and the heart (heart beats), I would like to offer that rhythm might also originate in 
conversations, that it might change throughout a conversation, as different lines of thought are 
opened and closed.  Also, in conversations with horses, the voice manifests differently than it 
does among humans.  Where the human voice travels across the breath, from the diaphragm, 
through the trachea, nose, and by the tongue and teeth, the horse voice originates in the sound of 
horse feet on the ground.  Stomps, taps, quickness, slowness, swipes, and reaches - these horse 
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movements encourage me to argue that what humans achieve with their diaphragm, head, nose, 
and mouth, horses achieve with their feet.  Carrying these two assumptions forward, let me 
explain the shape of the cipher I generated, as well as how I connected the cipher to the moment 
Frankie stepped on Laura’s foot.  Here is the initial cipher (Clip 1: 0 – 1.201 sec): 
Figure 53: Rhythmic Cipher 
 
 2 1 3      3           6   3     2  1   3 
Where the repeating rhythm is 2 counts of vocal sound, 1 count of vocal silence, 3 counts of 
vocal sound.  Here is the cipher when Frankie steps on Laura’s foot (Clip 2: 6.006 – 7.207 sec): 
Figure 54: Rhythmic Cipher at Frankie’s step 
 
In mapping out the repeating rhythm of the cipher across both clips of video and audio data, it is 
possible to suggest that Frankie moved to step on Laura’s foot during a moment when vocal 
















































































































































   





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix 3:  
Transcript: Group Sculpture 
 
The full “Dancing with Horses” session on October 7, 2012 lasted from 1pm until 3 pm.  I 
recorded and transcribed the entire session (lines 11578 - 12631).  Only the dialogue having to 
do with the group sculpture appears here (lines 12010 - 12341). 
 
12010 and, what I want you to do right now / Carmel 
12011 is just trust that your body has the answers / Carmel 
12012 you don't have to think about it too much, just go with it..and what you are is a sculpture / 
Carmel 
12013 so, just from this moment and how you're feeling, take a minute to just check in with 
yourself / Carmel 
12014 maybe just starting at the top of your head and letting your attention / Carmel 
12015 just go down from the top of your head / Carmel 
12016 into your neck, down your shoulders, almost like water's pouring over you / Carmel 
12017 and it's going as fast or as slow as you need / Carmel 
12018 maybe just checking in with yourself, just noticing, what's coming up, what's there / 
Carmel 
12019 letting all of that sink down into your belly, into your pelvis / Carmel 
12020 out your hands, down your thighs / Carmel 
12021 the bottoms of your feet, out your toes, into the ground / Carmel 
12022 so that it's stretching through you / Carmel 
12023 and just take a big deep breath in that place / Carmel 
12024 feeling your whole body at once if you can / Carmel 
12025 and just trust that what needs to be there is there / Carmel 
12026 and when you feel ready, you can open your eyes / Carmel 
12027 and get to look at your clay / Carmel 
12028 and you're just gonna take Laura and shape her / Carmel 
12029 in the shape that feels like it represents you in this moment / Carmel 
12030 however you're feeling and just trust that as you shape it / Carmel 
12031 it will become clear as to what is in you, what you're feeling right now / Carmel 
12032 and you can try her over here, no this doesn't feel right / Carmel 
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12033 and then move her over here / Carmel 
12034 and you're gonna try to do it in silence / Carmel 
12035 you're really just gonna shape her and she's / Carmel 
12036 you can touch her and you can move her / Carmel 
12037 ply her, twist her, stop her, and take her / Carmel 
12038 she'll just take care of herself and she'll let you know if she feels unsafe / Carmel 
12039 and just, whenever you feel like you've landed on that position, then you can walk away / 
Carmel 
12040 and witness her in that space and I'll be there with you / Carmel 
12041  is that clear? Carmel-Julia 
12042  and now, just take a minute to look at your sculpture / Carmel  
12043 the thing about this space is that you can see her from 360 degrees / Carmel 
12044 take as long as you need / Carmel  
12045 do you feel like you need to move her? / just a little / Carmel-Julia 
12046 and so Laura, you're just feeling into this position that you're being put in / Carmel  
12047 what is the texture of this position, what are you feeling / just start recognizing that / 
Carmel  
12048 so Julia, now you get to see if Frankie is a part of your sculpture / Carmel  
12049 Frankie is excited about her left hand / he's curious about it / Carmel  
12050 so Laura is actually taking care of herself / Carmel  
12051 if she feels like he's gonna nibble on it, she'll shoo him away / Carmel  
12052 noticing too that Frankie is following us / he's very curious about what we're doing / 
Carmel  
12053 I'm just really aware of Frankie and how Frankie is also following us around in this space 
/ Carmel  
12054 you know, whatever that energy is for you, Frankie is a part of it, in some way / Carmel  
12055 maybe he's here to say hello / Carmel  
12056 so I also notice that this seems to be a nice angle for you / Carmel  
12057 there's something about witnessing it from this angle / Carmel  
12058 so just taking a minute to see your sculpture in relationship to a horse / Carmel  
12059 so there's sort of several different places that you could go with this / Carmel  
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12060 one is, in witnessing Frankie, also followed you in the circle, as he followed both of us in 
the circle / Carmel  
12061 so there's a shape of a circle sort of happening as well / Carmel  
12062 and there's also this, he wants to stop between you and doing your sculpture, as well / 
Carmel  
12063 so there's that in this space / and then noticing too what you're doing in relationship to 
that / Carmel  
12064 at this point, a lot of the time, I would ask, okay, well there's several different things / 
Carmel 
12065 you tell me which feels more fitting to you / Carmel 
12066 do you want to see or ask your sculpture / Carmel 
12067 to put herself in relationship to a horse / Carmel 
12068 do you want to put her in relationship to a horse / Carmel 
12069 or, are you ready to drop the sculpture / Carmel 
12070 and share a piece about it from you and to also hear from her / Carmel 
12071 my impulse is to have Laura move in the sculpture to the horse / Julia 
12072 in what ever way you [Laura] are inspired / Julia 
12073 a specific horse? / no, whichever horse you're kind of drawn to / Laura-Julia 
12074 yeah, so Laura, you're gonna take this essence / Carmel 
12075 and it may mean that you sit down, it may mean you stand up / Carmel 
12076 whatever this essence is for you and you're gonna put it in relationship to a horse / 
Carmel 
12077 either a horse that you feel drawn to / Carmel 
12078 with the particular energy that you're holding / Carmel 
12079 and you get to take that as you will / Carmel 
12080 whatever relationship to horse means for you / Carmel 
12081 and you [Julia] get to just witness / Carmel 
12082 so Laura is moving from a really authentic place / Carmel 
12083 she's trusting that the information that's coming in to her body / Carmel 
12084 right now is right / cause there is no wrong about this work / Carmel 
12085 and she's just gonna go with her gut / Carmel 
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12086 she's just gonna go with her intuition / Carmel 
12087 how the sculpture is moving, shifting / Carmel 
12088 if that information is coming in to you and your experience right now / Carmel 
12089 what's the texture of your body / Carmel 
12090 just noticing the horses' reaction, or lack of reaction, or sense of safety / Carmel 
12091 the sounds of the sculpture / Carmel 
12092 so she's also feeling impulses to keep moving, so something is moving in her, something 
is still going about it / Carmel 
12093 this is also an opportunity that you can move her / Carmel  
12094 now that you've seen that and that information has come to you / Carmel 
12095 where would you like to put Laura in the space / Carmel 
12096 and just trust that nowhere, um, I don't know, let me grab her and see / Carmel 
12097 whatever is your impulse / what is your impulse? / yeah, I'm not having an impulse / 
Carmel-Carmel-Julia 
12098 I'm still curious to see what she does / Julia 
12099 noticing what came up for you watching the horses react like that, watching Laura react 
like that / Carmel 
12100 also noticing too that Frankie was part of your sculpture at first / Carmel 
12101 and then, the reaction that Starlight had / Carmel  
12102 after Laura chose to be in relationship with him / Carmel 
12103 so, now is an opportunity / Carmel 
12104 yeah, so also noticing just that, that there's a little bit of joy in the space / Carmel 
12105 a little breath, maybe of fresh air / just feeling into that / Carmel 
12106 so Julia, now's the chance that you get to share what came up for you / Carmel 
12107 in that whole process, anything that comes up / Carmel  
12108 well it was pretty immediate, the visual I had / Julia 
12109 of sitting down on that, but yet, wanting to be just really open and expansive / Julia 
12110 that sense of wanting to be grounded but really open / Julia 
12111 that was my image, and it was just so clear / Julia 
12112 and the thing with the mouth, I just wanted you to relax your jaw / Julia 
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12113 but then it was interesting with the mouth open, it added a whole another element to it / 
Julia 
12114 of like, taking in / there's a practice like, feeding your demon / Julia 
12115 where you visualize a demon and you're just feeding it / Julia 
12116 the demons in your life, you just feed it till it's satiated / Julia 
12117 so I got this visual, too, of feeding, my demon / Julia 
12118 a demon didn't come up, actually, that whole demon feeding thing just came up as we're 
talking / Julia 
12119 but there was something with the mouth open / I got stimulated / Julia 
12120 the images and stuff didn't come until we just got back here / Julia 
12121 so I'm very excited because it's like, wow, the whole idea of feeding my demon / Julia 
12122 so that they are satiated and they don't bother me / Julia 
12123 you want to hear from Laura? / yes, you bet / Carmel-Julia 
12124 Laura, what from your experience did you feel / what was a part of your experience / 
Carmel-Laura 
12125 first of all, as we headed over to the bench, I was very open / Laura 
12126 I really felt that sense of neutrality, curious, but pretty neutral / Laura 
12127 got situated, hands up, head tilted / Laura 
12128 I was feeling my own body's need to relax into it / Laura 
12129 cause I feel like, while the hecticness of the summer has slowed a bit / Laura 
12130 there's still a way that I haven't quite got my schedule in a place where it feels [simple 
and contracted?] / Laura  
12131 overstimulated a lot of the time / I'm late for things / Laura 10/7/12 
12132 so I had to like, kind of like work out of that contraction into a more open, expansive 
place / Laura 
12133 and then to drop the jaw, was the next level / Laura 
12134 of just letting in the energy of the moment / Laura 
12135 and so it took a little bit, I had to drop the sculpture a couple times, kind of shake a bit 
and then go back into it / Laura 
12136 and each time I went back into it, it was easier to hold / easier to be with / Laura 
12137 and I really had a sense of joy that's rooted in life experience / Laura 
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12138 not like surface happiness / Laura 
12139 but that ability to be really joyful despite what's happening in life / Laura 
12140 and a real connection to earth / Laura 
12141 that I was feeling through my tailbone, as well through my feet / Laura 
12142 so when you invited me to pick a horse, I wasn't sure / Laura 
12143 it would have been easy to go with Frankie because he had been involved / Laura 
12144 and yet he seemed kind of busy with chewing through the fence / Laura  
12145 Starlight was kind of busy too, so I thought, well, I'll start in between them / Laura 
12146 I noticed Frankie walking towards me a bit so I went over to be with him / Laura 
12147 and I just didn't get the sense that he was that engaged anymore / Laura 
12148 so I went to Starlight instead and as I leaned into her back / Laura  
12149 and went into that posture, it was even easier, actually, to support it / Laura  
12150 yeah, I really noticed how open you jaw was at that moment / Carmel  
12151 there's some gut visceral experience I was having watching that / Carmel  
12152 yeah, it felt really safe, it felt supported instead of kind of being on my own doing that / 
Laura  
12153 all of a sudden, I was in relationship doing that / Laura  
12154 and I could feel the warmth through my back / Laura  
12155 and then her breath through my back as well / Laura  
12156 and even as we were shuffling, as she was chewing / Laura  
12157 I really felt this sense that it was okay for me to be there / Laura  
12158 and when she [Starlight] kind of lunged out at Frankie / Laura  
12159 I felt like it was from a protection stand point / Laura  
12160 are you okay, that's a big foot / that is a big foot / Julia-Laura  
12161 did he [Frankie] step on your foot / Carmel  
12162 what are you doing? What did you step on her for? (to Frankie) / Julia  
12163 well and just notice that what you're talking about and him coming into the circle / 
Carmel  
12164 what's going on? (to Frankie) / Carmel  
12165 so something, some kind of energy that you're holding, or that maybe Starlight was 
holding / Carmel 
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12166 I was definitely pissed today, Frankie / I had a really rough time at movement mass and I 
was pissed afterward / Laura  
12167 so he might be picking up on that / Laura  
12168 somebody's feet you [Laura] wanna step on? / Julia  
12169 she's like come on / Laura  
12170 yeah, I'm glad you got those feelings / he's [Frankie is] like, you need some provoking! / 
Carmel  
12171 but that was wild! / he just like took his butt and went like that! / Julia  
12172 and look at him now, now he could care less / Carmel  
12173 it's really interesting to see what was coming up for you in that moment / Carmel 
12174 what you were talking about was like this sense / Carmel  
12175 of feeling the breath and it was okay to be there / Carmel  
12176 Starlight trying to protect / protection, Starlight trying to protect / Laura-Carmel  
12177 now Starlight's here, she's like, oh yeah, I'm here to protect, I gotch y'all / Carmel  
12178 yeah it's interesting, the right, he stepped on / Laura  
12179 and it's true, this morning, movement mass was just, like the room itself was really 
intense / Laura 
12180 and I was working with a lot of anger that was coming up / Laura  
12181 just in reflection and witnessing, I feel this sort of jittery, small shaking / Carmel  
12182 I don't know if that resonates with you in any way / Carmel  
12183 but there's just this sense of just tiny, like, I've been ignited or something / yeah, little 
shake, is really all I'm getting / Carmel  
12184 and I feel like what I was starting to get in touch / Laura  
12185 with with your posture and then really melting into it in the support, with Starlight / 
Laura  
12186 is where I want to be / and so the opposite from where I was this morning / Laura  
12187 there was anger at some things that were happening in the space / Laura  
12188 but it built further anger because I was like, wait a minute / Laura  
12189 I actually wanna be enjoying the dance / Laura  
12190 connecting with my new partner / Laura  
12191 and just having a really sweet time / not mired in all this other stuff / Laura  
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12192 so it was like anger building on anger and I had that image, of like, bursting out of the 
circuit center / Laura 
12193 and into the field and just like screaming, throwing rocks around / Laura  
12194 but didn't, cause, needed to get here and grab a shake at Whole Foods and come here / 
Laura  
12195 Starlight did it for you, for a moment / right / Carmel-Laura  
12196 she really bursted from you in some sense, you know / Carmel  
12197 just in witnessing / from [my?] perspective / Carmel  
12198 so for me, it's interesting because this sculpting always has multiple things happening at 
the same time / Laura 10/7/12 
12199 and then also what's alive in the person / Laura  
12200 and then how what the sculpture meets what's alive in the sculptee, the clay / Laura  
12201 yeah, and I'm really curious to hear how you feel about, or just what comes up for you / 
Carmel-Julia  
12202 as you hear her talk about the places that she was / Carmel 
12203 and if anything else sort of feels like this hit, or something that resonates with you / 
Carmel  
12204 and I also just wanna say in reflection that, just a recognition, or recognize you 
recognizing this going from contracting to opening / Carmel-Laura  
12205 and how hard that may have been and how you had to work towards that /  Carmel  
12206 recognizing being put into a position / Carmel  
12207 and how much it hits upon your life / Carmel  
12208 but I'm curious to know what, if there's anything that resonates as she"" / ""what's it like 
to hear her say those things / Carmel-Julia  
12209 it's interesting because what's happening is I'm going towards your experience / Julia  
12210 and really wanting to facilitate it / so this is just honest / Julia  
12211 I'm just wondering in the process, cause this is going to be happening with people / Julia  
12212 because we're gonna be working with therapists / Julia  
12213 and they're gonna probably have that impulse to be a therapist for this person / Julia  
12214 so, that's come up / I just felt these wells of emotion come up / Julia  
12215 metaphor of your life since graduation / Julia  
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12216 and even for us as therapists it's kind of a metaphor / Laura  
12217 cause we offer ourselves to our clients, in a certain way, as a canvas / Laura  
12218 or as clay / like, let us feel a little bit of what you are feeling and then walk with you in 
that Laura 
12219 you know, hopefully we don't take it home / Laura  
12220 a lot of the time I feel like I'm noting that that's there / Carmel  
12221 but I can't attend to that right now, I have to attend to you, kind of thing / Carmel  
12222 I've worked with Frankie a lot, he and I actually have a pretty close bond / Laura  
12223 I haven't been with him for a few months, but I feel like there's a recognition there / 
Laura  
12224 and when I felt him circling around, I thought it was in relationship to what you were 
doing / Laura  
12225 and also some sense of maybe being familiar with my energy / and so it's totally not an 
accident Laura 
12226 well it wasn't, it was so intentional / Julia  
12227 cause I saw him [Frankie] kind of swing his butt, but I didn't see him put his foot on you / 
Julia  
12228 he didn't put his full weight / Laura  
12229 and it wasn't a 'I'm scared for my life / it was a, 'come on, Laura, you're smarter than that / 
Carmel  
12230 you've gotta get down in there / Carmel  
12231 like, 'give me a break / Laura  
12232 but, something that you're hitting on Julia, feels like, in the work / Carmel  
12233 and as I do it now, like I keep feeling this urge or this need / Carmel  
12234 to thoroughly explain how what they're feeling, being put into this sculpture / Carmel  
12235 is related to their experience / Carmel  
12236 and it isn't about interpreting what the sculptor's story is / Carmel  
12237 and that there does need to be some recognition in that / Carmel  
12238 but I also find that even when I let go of feeling this urge to explain and explain and 
explain / Carmel  
12239 that people kind of get that / Carmel  
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12240 it's actually quite natural to go, oh, well I felt really heavy / Carmel  
12241 or I felt this, I noticed it was hard for me to open up / Carmel  
12242 it's almost so much more obvious that I realize / Carmel  
12243 that people get that it's about their experience / Carmel  
12244 than about the sculptor's experience / Carmel  
12245 like what I'm afraid of happening is that, say, for example, Laura says, oh, well like, it 
seems as though you're really closed off / Carmel  
12246 and that you need to open up to the world / Carmel  
12247 and that that's actually what Laura's experience is / and that that might be information for 
you / Carmel  
12248 okay, how does what happened at the stool, what happened at the fence and then what 
happened here relate back to what you are feeling today / Laura  
12249 but what you're saying though is what your fear is / Julia 
12250 the person who's sculpted would start projecting onto the sculptor / Julia 
12251 yes, and then, just as the facilitator that's when you have to be very clear that okay / 
Carmel 
12252 I get that that's the intention of the feeling you get, that's the story you get / Carmel 
12253 so how does that relate to your life / Carmel 
12254 where in your life are you having a hard time opening up / Carmel 
12255 has that happened? / no, see that's the whole thing, is that it really hasn't happened / that's 
the therapist's nightmare Julia-Carmel-Julia  
12256 it's very possible that that could happen / Carmel  
12257 you know, in authentic movement when you're witnessing / Carmel  
12258 you're witnessing from a place where you're like / Carmel  
12259 oh my body feels like this when I see you do this movement / Carmel  
12260 that's what we're trying to support / Carmel  
12261 is that, this is how I feel when I see you in that place / Carmel  
12262 not, this is what I think you're feeling / Carmel  
12263 and so, there is a sense that that could happen / Carmel  
12264 which is why I carry this, oh I need to explain it so that that doesn't happen / so that I 
don't have that fear / Carmel 
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12265 but what I've really found is that, it doesn't tend to be there / Carmel  
12266 and, that when it is kind of there, people get it / they gravitate, they love it / Carmel  
12267 I did a workshop recently and this woman started off being like, oh, I feel like this little 
girl / Carmel 
12268 and then she went into this like, why won't anybody help me / Carmel  
12269 which seemed to me like very much an interpretation of the story / Carmel  
12270 because she had heard this person who sculpted her say things like that / Carmel  
12271 but the woman [sculptor]"" said ""ohh, oh my god, it's so amazing to see you say those 
things / Carmel  
12272 so it's like, when is it not okay, when is it okay / Carmel  
12273 it is a gray area and ultimately this work's really trying to support / Carmel  
12274 I'm really trying to support, this is how I feel when I see you / Carmel  
12275 this is how I feel when I've been placed in this position / Carmel 10/7/12 
12276 that is comes from here and not from here / Carmel 10/7/12 
12277 and what's coming up for me now too is, when to talk to participants about what we're 
doing and why / Julia 
12278 like this is the creative process in action through movement and through expression / 
Julia 
12279 can you see how horses and movement and all that / Julia 
12280 I think maybe that will just come up or it won't, or we'll do it in check out / Julia 
12281 but if we have that impulse to like, a teaching moment / Julia 
12282 because I think we're also gonna have to work hard to do, which we usually do, in these 
situations, is be careful about letting people go too deep / Julia 
12283 being like, okay, let's just stop here, because Laura and I would like to just let you know / 
Julia 
12284 what do you think about what's happening as far as creative arts therapies and horses and 
movement / Julia 
12285 to report on their personal experiences / Laura  
12286 and then jump into that more professional perspective / Laura  
12287 you can offer, I mean, I found that, it seemed to work well saying / Carmel  
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12288 here is where I might ask Laura some more questions, I'm seeing some emotion come up 
/ Carmel  
12289 I might ask her about those things, seeing if she wants / Carmel  
12290 to sculpt that in the space, doing this, or doing that / but because of the situation that 
we're in, we're not going to / Carmel  
12291 and so, we should move on to, you know, is there one word you want to say about it, 
Laura / Carmel  
12292 those are good teaching moments / Laura  
12293 is there anything else that either of you want to say about the particular sculpture / 
Carmel  
12294 I loved it when you / Julia  
12295 watch out Carmel (about Frankie) / Laura  
12296 he seems okay, but we'll give him [Frankie] permission to / Laura  
12297 for you [Laura] to wait for the impulse to go towards a horse / Julia  
12298 I just loved it / Julia  
12299 I guess I have an opinion, that's kind of rare / Julia  
12300 usually people just get up and they don't slow down enough / Julia  
12301 to actually know if they have an impulse or not / Julia  
12302 and then, that you [Laura] just did that on the horse, it was just lovely / Julia  
12303 what would be the word you would use to describe that, seeing her / lovely / Carmel  
12304 lovely, it is a word, it's a great word, it's a descriptive word / Carmel  
12305 I loved when you talked about support / Julia  
12306 cause that was very, my first thing is I want the support of the earth / Julia  
12307 I want that groundedness, I long for that groundedness, but I also want that openness / 
Julia  
12308 so it was wonderful to see that happening on a horse / Julia  
12309 that sense of connection and groundedness / Julia  
12310 through four, six legs, six legs and a belly / Julia  
12311 well and then my question for you would be and how is feeding your demons and 
satiating them / Carmel  
12312 so they don't bother you relate to that sensation of being grounded / Carmel  
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12313 and wanting to expand as well and be open / Carmel  
12314 well that there's no stop sign / Julia  
12315 there's no place that a demon, or an energy or negative emotions / Julia  
12316 they come, they're there / Julia  
12317 and there's all kinds of places they can go / Julia  
12318 cause there's movement and there's openness and there's groundedness and then there's 
another being / Julia 
12319 which is interesting that you say that, and I'll own it as my own curiosity / Laura  
12320 cause I'm standing there and I'm sinking into the support / Laura 
12321 and really getting into that position even more than I felt that I could on the stool / Laura  
12322 and then all of a sudden, Starlight launches out after Frankie / Laura  
12323 and Frankie comes over and, obviously there's something I needed to own in that / Laura  
12324 I like that metaphor of feeding your demons / Laura  
12325 and noticing how different expressions / Laura  
12326 were coming out of both horses from that place / Laura  
12327 almost like you're saying the demons having room to go / Laura  
12328 yeah, and that it just kind of came out with that, something else, maybe not me anymore / 
Julia  
12329 I didn't even put that together / Laura  
12330 that wasn't your energy, that was my projection / Julia  
12331 but still, just to see that / Julia  
12332 there's this big one and then there's that little subtle demon / Julia  
12333 it's just really cool to see how it can really feed both people's perspectives / Carmel  
12334 which is why the group sculptures can work so well too / Carmel  
12335 even when there's only one person sculpting, all the people in the group / Carmel  
12336 all those people are being put in those places for a reason / Carmel  
12337 there was a reason you were walking around that puddle that day / Carmel  
12338 and the feelings that you were getting / so how did that feed you / Carmel  
12339 well good, so let's just take a breath / Carmel  
12340 and shake out what you need to, hold on to what you need to / Carmel  
12341 and let the space hold what it needs to / Carmel  
